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In many 

category 

analyse 

standard 

. Under these situations, 

in biology do not fall under any 

techniques are (l,v,:t11a.u1t to able to 

methods 

to solve and answer questions put by biologists. In four 

model is 

models are not 

occuring in 

case which describes 

are investigated. A 

problem at hand. 

only as a description afford consistent with 

conventional model selection processes to deal with statistical 

testing situations. abstracts of the papers 

are presented 

Correlation under uncertainty of classification, with 

A 

to 

to mating 

for any study mating appears to 

able to classify individuals with certainty as or 

the ability 

In this 

a model for assortative mating is developed only an imperfect, 

or is available. The Tringa totanus 

of observations could is a sexes of the breeding 

not measurements. Redshank 

and Underhill (Bird Study (1991) are to 

illustrate the model for assortative mating. The Dunlin Calidris alpina data 

( Ornis Scandinavica (1987) 18: 257-264) the Tristan Bunting 

acunhae of ( PhD Thesis ( 1992)), for which the sexes 

are are 

on the 

on the means and 

number of unsexed 

methods are 

scenarios are 

AvUC,~,·-.,a as 

to test the proposed model and to provide some 

of to give information 

deviations 

pairs. Standard 

to test the assumption non-assortative 

firstly, we the parameters of 

to and secondly, we 

these parameters as known. is demonstrated to 
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to determine the presence or absence of assortative mating in bird species, 

even when there is uncertainty about the sexes of the individuals of a pair. 

Estimation of the demographic ratios of herding 

species: a case study of sex ratios of the Springbok 

Antidorcas marsupialis 

Estimates of sex ratios ate usually based on the assumption that individual 

animals constitute the natural sampling unit. However all sexually repro

ductive animals have social structures in order to br1 ng t he opposite sexes 

together and the appropriate sampling unit is therefo re the "social struc

ture'' rather than the individual. Confidence intervals of sex ratios that 

ignore this sampling unit can give misleading results. In this study1 several 

populations of Springbok Antidorcas marsupialis1 which form three differ

ent types of herd (breeding herds, bachelor herds and solitary herds) are 

used to illustrate various confidence intervals constructed for the sex ratio. 

Both parametric and non-parametric confidence intervals for the sex ratio 

a re considered. Binomial confidence intervals are too conservative. Confid

ence intervals obtained with standard errors of the ratio computed from the 

Taylor expansion of the ratio and of the logged ratio are less conservative. 

The Taylor expansion of the logged ratio produces better standard errors for 

the ratio, Bootstrap confidence intervals were similar to those obtained by 

the Taylor expansion of the logged ratio. 

A model for the relationship between reproductive 

mass and vegetative mass in Solidago altissima 

Plant reproductive mass is an example of data censored from t he left; it 

is never negative and becomes positive only once a ce rtain vegetative mass 

threshold has been reached. These observations follow the pattern of prima..ry 

moult indices, except t hat there is no censoring on the right. In this study 

we adapt the Underhill -Zucchini moult model (Ibis (1988) 130: 358- 372 and 

(1990) 132: 118- 123) (effectively a two-sided censored regression model) 
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to handle observations that are only censored from the left. The data of 

Schmid et al. (The American Naturalist (1994) 143: 494-507) for Solidago 

altissima L. (tall goldenrod) are used to illustrate the method of maximum 

likelihood to describe the relationship between reproductive mass and ve

getative mass. The approach taken by Underhill and Zucchini adapted to 

formulate a one-sided censored regression model for the relationship between 

vegetative mass and reproductive mass problem is shown to be equivalent to 

the approach taken by Schmid et al . . The model parameters from the one 

approach are transformations of the parameters from the other. Advantages 

and disadvantages of both algorithms are considered. 

The analysis of avian primary moult III: inter

annual differences in timing of moult of Willow 

Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus in western Russia 

The Underhill-Zucchini moult model (Ibis (1988) 130: 358-372 and (1990) 

132: 118-123) is extended to enable the parameters of moult in a number of 

data sets to be estimated simultaneously in such a way that one of standard 

statistical hypothesis testing methods are developed and the Akaike Informa

tion Criterion is used to facilitate parsimonious model selection procedures. 

In the application considered, the mean starting date of moult of Willow 

Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus in the St Petersburg region of western Rus

sia is estimated for each of 11 years, while assuming the remaining paramet

ers to be common for all data sets. In eight of the 11 years, the mean starting 

date, for both sexes combined, lay betwen 9 and 14 July. With exceptions, 

the mean starting dates for males and females ran closely in parallel, with 

males starting moult, on average, about 14 days before females. 

The analysis of avian primary moult IV: flexible 

model fitting using the EM algorithm 

Various extensions of the Underhill-Zucchini moult model (Ibis (1988) 130: 

358-372 and (1990) 132: 118-123) are developed to allow a flexible and 
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approach to the analysis of variation in the timing 

sets. moult indices are duration 

to lie 

moult in different 

0 and 1 they are an exam of censored ob-

servations from both right. of 

regression and (EM) algorithm (Schmid et 

al. , The American Naturalist (1994) 494-507) are used to facilitate 

extensions to the moult model. Standard statistical hypothesis testing 

are developed to test the of of model. In 

,_,.n,~v,,~ .. considered' four ... ~-~·~·~ 

Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus in the 

model different 

moult allowing none, some or all 

to the primary moult of Wil-

Petersburg region western 

about 

to vary between years 

or localities. Under the assumption of a common standard 

model for when the sex birds is ignored, assumes a 

common duration moult but annual mean starting dates of moult. 

For appropriate model assumes variable an-

nual mean starting and duration primary With 

mean annual dates run closely in parallel, 

with moult, on average, 14 before females. With a 

few exceptions, annual duration of moult is shorter in males m 

(about 12 
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The 

which no 

the biologist, and to 

ively describe 

phenomenon, but 

under 

Four different 

birds, was 

chapter. 

considered 

so that each """'u~cL 

chapter contains an 

CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

in biology do not fit into standard statistical 

This thesis tackles several such problems. 

is to take various problems that occur in 

ures are available, to answer the questions 

modelling of such problems can 

and 

not only provide a concise description of the 

able to test hypotheses about the system 

in study. One, the primary moult of 

has been written as a separate 

entity in that most problems 

therefore been structured 

a particular problem; each chapter can be 

to on own. To achieve this, each 

, the methods, the conclusions, references and 

appendices. This introduction to the serves more as a coalition of the thesis 

and a more in-depth to 

The nrst problem in 

occurrence of mating combinations that cannot 

at beginning of each chapter. 

of non-random mating, the 

from the marginal dis

the 

criteria for classification as or 1s unreliable or non-existent. 

mating is an important topic in evolutionary 

birds cannot easily be categorized as male or female with 

especially wader species, sexing criteria are uau,v,,,u,"'"'·" 

ive mating which requires only imperfect, or 

totanus are used to illustrate the model; 

Buntings Nesospiza acunhae, for which the sexes 

idate the procedure and to give guidelines on sample 

assortat-

both 
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to provide 

number 

on the means and 

pairs. This 

for 

appears in Chapter 2, 

to non-random 

and of the 

"Correlation 

under uncertainty of classification, with 

problem of estimating sex important ...,,.,, .. v,::.., 

management of, animal populations, is studied. Usually, 

on the assumption 

arr1ei;,ers for 

of sex 

ual. However, 

most as many 

the sampling unit 1s 

and medium antelope, form herds as a 

social structure. Thus, if sampling is population, 

on Springbok the sampling unit is than the 

marsupialis, which form of herd; breeding bachelor herds 

solitary 

sex 

is 

are used to illustrate the construction of sex 

the natural unit is the herd. 

ratios of 

marsupialis". 

confidence 

3 describes this 

species: a case study 

sex of the Springbok 

Sch mid el al. ( 1994) models in biology. 

they considered were one-sided they an 

from plant reproduction biology in which both mass and 

mass plants was measured, and in which reproductive mass is a censored variable in 

sense it is zero until mass reaches a primary moult 

censoring. Schmid el 

approached the 

(1994) formulated 

(1988) and Underhill et (1990) is an example of two-

, Underhill and Zucchini (1988), and Underhill et al. 

although similar in in different ways. et 

as a Censored roarO<l<ll and use 

(expectation-maximization) algorithm to maximize likelihood function, Underhill 

in 

(1988) 

model for 

Underhill et al. (1990) 

and used 

the maximum likelihood m 

Newton-Raphson algorithm to max1m1ze 

relationship between uctive mass 

vegetative mass in a way to moult Underhill and 

(1988) and compares the results the EM and maximum likelihood 

algorithms. Data on Solidago altissima (tall goldenrod) are used to the pro-

This study is in Chapter 4, model for between 

reproductive mass and vegetative mass in Solidago altissima". 

In 5 an extension to the model primary moult proposed by Underhill and 
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Zucchini (1988) Underhill et al. (1990) is The 

duration 

interest of 

standard 

and 

primary moult are mean starting 

deviation of date of moult. 

Underhill et 

regardless 

the 

data set. 

model 

(1990) assumed that all 

year or place. In this 

algorithm, to allow a 

hypothesis 

using Akaike's 

collected annually of Willow Warblers 

illustrate extension. Chapter 5 

avian primary moult III: inter-annual 

in western 

of Underhill and ,,u,.,, ... 

sampled have a common set parameters, 

the primary moult model 

mean starting 

and guidelines for 

Criterion are 

trochilus in western 

this study and is 

in timing moult 

model are 

is extended using 

of moult for each 

selection of 

developed. Data 

are used to 

Willow Warblers 

to 

parameters interest in primary to vary with time or 

allowing some or all the 

Allowing the number 

Newton-Raphson to increase in the model implies 

algorithm to maximize the likelihood function rapidly ""',v"'""' more complex and 

to because both 

are needed. In 

Zucchini (1988) to 

(expectation-maximization) 

from both 

approach is used ..,.., .. ,.,.,u,,._, 

partial derivatives and 

approaches taken by 

censored data were com 

matrix of second 

et al. (1994) 

. In this study the 

by Schmid et (1994) is extended to 

as 1s case of moult 

EM algorithm does not necessitate the computation 

first or second partial derivatives and therefore further 

Zucchini (1988) 

in chapter 5 

to 

moult model. 

parameters. The 

of 

to 

to vary 

model of Underhill 

moult model 

one set 

the mean 

data set to set. In this chapter, two further model 

extensions are considered. These are, the extension in which both the mean starting date of 

moult and the duration of moult are allowed to vary over the data sets, and the extension 

in which all parameters of moult are allowed to vary, that is, the mean starting date of 

moult, the duration of moult and the standard deviation of starting date of moult vary 

from data set to data set. The annual data of Willow Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus in 

western Russia are used to illustrate these extensions. Strategies for hypothesis testing are 

also developed to verify assumptions made about the parameters of the moult model. This 
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is reported in chapter 6, of avian moult 

model using the algorithm". 

The theme this thesis is development statistical models for 

problems which do not into any methods. It is important 

to do this to erroneous practice attempting to all data sets into 

of existing There are many problems which fall under category, 

the ones investigated in this are just a few that illustrate how 

modelling can as a tool to solve them. 



CHAPTER 2 

Correlation under uncertainty of classification, 

with application to non-random mating 

ABSTRACT 

A prerequisite for any study of non-random mating appears to be the ability to be able to 

classify individuals with certainty as male or female. In this study a model for assortative 

mating is developed when only an imperfect, or probabilistic, classification is available. 

The Redshank Tringa totanus is a species for which the sexes of the breeding pairs of 

observations could not be determined solely from biometric measurements. The Redshank 

data of Summers and Underhill (Bird Study (1991) 35: 169-180) are used to illustrate 

the model for assortative mating. The Dunlin Calidris alpina data of Jonsson ( Ornis 

Scandinavica (1987) 18: 257-264) and the Tristan Bunting Nesospiza acunhae data of 

Ryan (Phd Thesis (1992)), for which the sexes are identifiable, are used to test the proposed 

model and to provide some guidance on the required sample sizes of both sexed birds to 

give information on the means and the standard deviations for males and females, and of 

the number of unsexed breeding pairs. Standard statistical hypothesis testing methods are 

developed to test the assumption of non-assortative mating. Two scenarios are considered: 

firstly, we regard the parameters of males and females as unknown and needing to be 

estimated, and secondly, we regard these parameters as known. The proposed model is 

demonstrated to be able to determine the presence or absence of assortative mating in bird 

species, even when there is uncertainty about the sexes of the individuals of a pair. 

INTRODUCTION 

Non-random mating, the occurrence of mating combinations that cannot be predicted solely 

from the marginal distributions of one or more characters in males and females, is an 

important topic in evolutionary biology (reviewed by Findley 1987). In most studies of 

non-random mating, the individuals can be sexed with certainty, the criteria being external 

genitalia, or secondary sexual characteristics. At face value, the need to classify individuals 

as male or female with absolute certainty, appears to be a prerequisite for any study of 
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non-random In this paper we show this can be 

results can be obtained even when or probabilistic, '-.,lQ,OOlllv 

CHAPTER 2 

and that 

is all that can 

be 

For birds, which have gonads, sex classification is on characteristics such 

as plumage, and or on the observation copulation. many spe

cies, criteria are unreliable or even non-existent, copulation to be 

so rarely 

number of 

one or more 

are inadequate 

that females 

features (wing-, bill-length, etc), but 

bird cannot be its measurements 

However, for a substantial 

significant on 

the sex of an individual 

(Charadrii), (1987) measurements that are in the 

termination sex. Using museum specimens (i.e. birds killed dissected to determine 

sex , they , for measurements could 

classify Knots Calidris canutus but Turnstone Arenaria 

intepres was only 63%. 

In the waders, is considerable interest in non-random particularly because 

many 

ism, with 

of birds the unusual of size 

(Jehl and Murray 1986). 

could with near certainty Jehl (1970) and Jonsson 

(1987). Jonsson (1987)i working on Dunlin Calidris alpina was 

from characteristics and measurements, in combination subsequent 

observations," indicating that a criteria had to used to sex individuals 

m pair. many wader remain imperfect, it is desirable 

to see what progress can be made in the analysis non-random mating in the presence of 

critical 

Some progress in this area was made by and Underhill (1991). In their 

wing-length measurements each totanus were 

but the sexes could not established. this species it is known 

are, on larger than males, but even within individual bird is 

not necessarily female 1991). Summers and Underhill ( 

the using a simulation method. this paper, we develop a 

maximum likelihood approach to the same problem. We use their set to the 

method, the data of Jonsson (1987) supplemented further observations and 
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Tristan Bunting Nesospiza acunhae data of Ryan (1992). We consider two scenarios. In 

the first, we regard the parameters of males and females as unknown and to be estimated 

from the museum samples of birds of known sex, which may be small in size. In the second, 

we regard these parameters as known. 

We also provide guidance on required sample sizes, both of sexed birds to provide in

formation on the means and standard deviations for males and females, and of the number 

of unsexed breeding pairs. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Wing-, tarsus- and bill-length measurements were made for 204 breeding pairs of Dun

lin in Scania in southern Sweden between 1981 and 1991 (see Jonsson 1987). In this 

study, the sexes were identifiable, therefore this data set can be used to test our methods. 

Wing- , tarsus-, head- and bill-length, as well as bill-depth and bill-width measurements of 

60 breeding pairs of Tristan Buntings were measured on Inaccessible Island in the Tristan da 

Cunha group of Islands, South Atlantic Ocean (near 31 °S, 15°W) over the period October 

to November 1988 and October 1989 to March 1990 (Ryan 1992). There are morphological 

differences in this species of Tristan Buntings depending on the region of the island they 

inhabit. Those found on the upper region ( upland) have larger bodies, small bills and yellow 

colouration (27 breeding pairs), while those on the lower region (lowland) have small bodies, 

large bills and green/grey colouration (31 breeding pairs). Those birds found on the border 

of these regions have a mixture of these characteristics (2 breeding pairs). The sexes of 

these birds were also identifiable and therefore this data set is used to test our methods and 

to demonstrate problems encountered when the data set is relatively small. The presence 

or absence of assortative mating is evaluated within Tristan Tristan Bunting populations 

as well as between the populations. Wing-lengths of 27 breeding pairs of Redshanks were 

measured in Iceland between 6 and 17 June 1981, with the sexes of the birds unknown 

(Summers and Underhill 1991). 

To evaluate the presence or absence of a.ssortative mating, the distributions of wing

length of male and female Redshanks are needed, as are the distributions of wing-, tarsus

and bill-length of male and female Dunlins and the distributions of wing-, tarsus-, head

and bill-length, bill-depth and bill-width of male and female Tristan Buntings. We have 

taken these distributions to be Normal distributions with means and standard deviations 
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as set out in 1. 

museum-type available for Dunlins is not as measurements 

handbooks are for a combination and are not restricted to area in 

which the field were . It was thus decided to randomly a portion of 

are available it as museum Tristan the 

apart by Ryan (1992) so a portion was also randomly selected 

to be museum data. The means the field 

were taken to of Summers et al. (1988). standard 

(1983) for were to be those by and 

Underhill 1). 

A model for assortative 

The described in section is appropriate for any mensural 

this section, mensural 

the museum sample 

and sample 

reasons given 

(wing-, 

will be to as to 

measurements. that the wing-lengths (X, Y) of the two individuals 

have a bivariate normal (BN) distribution in a 

and p, (X, Y) rv (µM,µF,CJM,CJF,P) (Johnson and Kotz 1972), where within 

pair, X IS 

wing-length 

wing-length the male, with mean µM and standard deviation aM, y 

is the female with mean µF standard 

parameter describing correlation 

Therefore, hypothesis of non-assortative mating (i.e. that 

size a mate) is to null Ho:p 0 

hypothesis H 1 : p f::. 0. 

the measurements of 

O'F, and p is 

within 

the 

of the mu-

seum nM sexed females, respectively. Then Zi "" N(µM,at) 

, independently, Wi "' N(ttF, 

( U1, V1), ( U2 1 V2), , , , , (Ur, Vr) measurements of wing-lengths 

pairs, 

The function Juv ( u, v) is shown in Appendix 1 to 

!uv 
v) + fxy(v,u) -00 < U < V < 00 - - -

for U > V 

where both fxy(u,v)"" BN (µM,µF,aM,O'F,P) and fxy u)"' BN (µM,µF,O'M,aF,P), 
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Table 1. Museum data for the Dunlin, Tristan Bunting and Redshank. 

Sample size Mean Std Dev 

Male Female Female Male Female 

Dunlin1 

wing-length 10 10 112.8 116.4 2.49 2.50 

tarsus-length 10 10 25.6 26.7 0.84 1.06 

bill-length 10 10 27.9 31.7 1.07 1.12 

Bunting2 (Lowlands) 

wing-length 10 10 86.2 84.5 1.03 1.08 

tarsus-length 10 10 25.1 24.5 0.52 0.76 

head-length 10 10 35.7 35.1 0.78 0.70 

bill-length 10 10 12.2 0.45 0.53 

bill-depth 10 10 9.0 8.8 0.31 0.24 

bill-width 10 10 7.8 7.7 0.23 0.24 

Bunting2 (Uplands) 

wing-length 10 10 85.4 1.25 1.43 

tarsus-length 10 10 25.2 25.0 0.49 0.56 

head-length '10 10 35.4 35.1 0.38 0.31 

bill-length 10 10 12.0 11.9 0.26 0.21 

bill-depth 10 10 8.6 0.18 0.23 

bill-width 10 IO 7.7 7.6 0.18 0.23 

Bunting2 (All Tristan) 

wing-length 10 10 84.2 1.38 1 

tarsus-length 10 10 24.9 24.8 0.88 0.65 

head-length 10 10 35.5 35.2 0.65 0.62 

bill-length 10 10 12.3 12.1 0.43 0.37 

bi]J .. d h 10 10 8 .. 9 .S.:.9 o.:n 0.25 

bill-width 10 10 7.8 i'. ( 0.19 0.20 

Redshank3 

wi 1 :r JG 170.9 '74.0 3.9 3. l 
................................ ,, ............... ________ 

····---------·······-······· 

l PE Jonsson 1981-1991. 

2 PG 1992. Unpublished PhD Thesis. 

:3 Summers and Und<,rhill 1901. 



10 CHAPTER 2 

Estimation of p 

The likelihood function (Cox and Hink ley 1974) under the alternative hypothesis of as

sortative mating (i .e. p =/= 0) consists of two parts. The first component of the likelihood 

function describes the museum observations for which the sex of each bird is known but for 

whid1 we have independent individuals (i.e. the observations are not of pairs of birds). The 

second component consists of the likelihood function that describes the field observations for 

which the sex of the birds is not known, but for which we have paired data. This likelihood 

function is given by 

nt.,f np r 

L(µM , µp , aM , ap 1 p;zi, Wi, (ui, vi))= IT fz(z;) IT Jw(w;) IT (fxy (1ii, Vi)+ fxy( v,, Ui)). (1) 
i -: 1 i=l i:: l 

We do not, in fact, need to have individual museum observations z; and w,. 1t is 

suJficient to have the summary statistics iM, SM, wp and sp, t he mean and standard 

deviation of wing-lengths for males and females respectively. This is because the density 

functions of Zi and Wi can be rewritten in terms of ZM, SM, 1np and sp (see Appendix 2). 

Let f1 = logL(µM , µF, aM,a,-,,p;z;,w;,(u;,v;)), then t he log~likelihood function under the 

alternative hypothesis is given by 

f 1 = - nM log(V21raM)- nplog(~crp)- r)og(21rC1MC1F) 

_ : iog(l _ µ2) _ ~ (·(nM - l)SX,1 + nM(i M - µM)
2

) _ ! ( (nF - l )s} + np(wp - µp)2) 
2 2 cr'tt 2 cr} 

+ tlog { exp (-
2
(l ~ p2) [ (Ui ;:Mr _ 2p (Ui ;:M) (Vi ;:F) + (Vi ~/F) 2]) 

+exp (-2(1 ~ p2) [ (Vi ~:Mr -2p (Vi ~:M) CUi ;:'F) + (Ui ;;F) 2])} . (2) 

Maximum likelihood estimates are obtained by maximising f 1 and this is achieved by 

setting its partial derivatives with respect to the parameters equal to zero (Appendix 3). 

The equations obtained by setting the first partial derivatives equal to zero cannot be solved 

explicitly and therefore the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm (Ortega and Rheinboldt 

1970) (Appendix 4) is used to solve them. For this, the second partial derivatives of f 1 are 

required and these are also given in Appendix 3. The variances of the parameter estimates, 

and the covariances between them, are given by the elements of the inverse of the p x p 

matrix with entries -82 f/88a8fh, where p denotes the number of parameters estimated, 

and e represents the log- likelihood function . 
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of parameters assuming that p = o 

Under the hypothesis that p 0, likelihood function to 

r 

IT Ux 
i=l i=l i=I 

where (.) rv N(µM,ai) and fy(.) rv N(µF,a}). 

estimates can 

the 

derivatives with respect to 

The 

Newton-Raphson 

second partial 

for(\ (Appendix 

by maximizing the log-likelihood function, 

to the parameters are set to zero. The 

are same as 

are given by p 

for £1 , but with p = 0. 

log-likelihood 

0 in the 

non-assortative 

determine if there is no 

hypothesis that 

in the the size of a mate, we test the null 

Ha:p 0 

is 

the alternative 

are two approaches to vvuvu,"" this 

as follows. 

,\ 

The likelihood test (Wilks 1962) 

numerator is likelihood function by equation 3, at the max-

imum likelihood 

assortative mating. 

the 

of the 

denominator is 

hypothesis of 

The test rejects the null hypothesis 

-2 log>.. Asymptotically, -2 log,\ 

the model under 

estimated under 

, where p 

null hypothesis. 

chi-square distribution with one 

i.e. assuming the null hypothesis of non-

function 

mating. 

of ,\ 1 or 

by equation 1, i.e. 

for large 

chi-squared distribution with p - q 

the number of 

and q represents 

p = 5 

parameters 

number of 

q = 4, so >. 
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A direct approach is a]so possible. For Z"' N(µM,ai) and W"' N(µp,a}), then the 

distributions for the respective sample variances are given by 

(nM - l)si 2 
2 "'X(n.M - 1) 

aM 

and 

(np - l)s} 2 
2 "'X(,1p-1) · 

(1 F' 

Because s} and si a.re independent 

(nM - l)si (np - l)s} 2 
2 + 2. "' X(nM+n.p -2} · 

O'M erp 

Let U + V be the su m of the two measurements values from a single pair. Under the 

null hypothesis that p = O, then U + V has N(µM + µF, eri + a}) distri bution. Therefore, 

we have 

(r - l)si+v 2 
2 + 2 "' Xr-1, 

aM erF 

where s&+v is the sample variance of U + V . If we now assu me that er'/.,= er}= a 2 then 

(nM + np - 2)sb+v 
F = 2((nM - l)sX,r + (nF - l)s}) ,..., Fi·-l,ritv1+np - 2· (5) 

This test can be used against a.ny of the three alterna.tive hypothesis: 

a) H 1 : p > 0 (i.e. reject if F is too large) 1 

b) H2 : p < 0 (i.e. reject if Fis too small), 

c) H3 : p :p O (i.e. reject if Fis too large or too small). 

Estimation of p assuming t hat µ,M, µ,p , <TM and <Tp are known 

If the means and standard deviations µM 1 µp, atv1 and erp are known, or if sample sizes of 

the available museum data set are so large that the means and standard deviations may be 

assumed to be known, then only the parameter p needs to be estimated. Denote the log

likelihood fu nction under the alternative hy pothesis by e2 = log L(Pi z11 w;, (ui, v,)), which 

is now given by 

~ r,:;-:- nM + np - 2 r 2 e2 = -nM log( v 2tr aM) - nF log( v2n- ap) -
2 

- r 1og(21raMGF) - 2 log (1 - p ) 

+ t log { exp ( - 1 [('Ui - µM)
2 

_ 2p(ui - µM)(Vi -µp) + (Vi - µp) 2]) 
i::: l 2(1 - p2) Clfvf ClfvfClF ClF 

+exp ( 1 ' [(Vi - /1,M )
2 - 2p(vi - µM)('ni - µF) + (Uj - µp) 2])} . 

2(1 - p2 ) .ClM GfvfO"F ap (
6

) 
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The and second derivatives with to p required 

Raphson algorithm are given in Appendix 5. 

log-likelihood function under the null hypothesis that 

log-likelihood simplifies to 

-nM log( v'2ir O"M) - np log( v'2ir nM + nF -2 
2 

r {exp(-~ [ (u; ;:Mr+("' ;t)']) +I: 
i=::l 

+exp 

the likelihood ratio test 

2 2])}' + 

the null hypothesis no 

,\ 
L(zi, Wi, (ui, vi)) 

L(p; Zi, Wi, (ui, vi))' 

as before, -2 log,\ the x2 distribution one degree 

r 

13 

Newton-

p - 0 by 

is 

µM, µF, O"M op are direct approach reduces to 

x2 = (8) 

r is the number of birds 

LTS AND DISCUSSION 

We will first discuss 

known, that is, 

results for the two sets of data sex of the are 

the standard errors 

is assortative 

Dunlins and the 

the sex 

estimates 

are shown in 

Buntings. Lastly, we will discuss the 

is not known. 

different Dunlin measurements, 

model 

2. The estimates with 

with 

that there 

standard 

errors under the assumption of no a..c,sortative mating are given in Table 3. The estimates 

for the mean and standard deviation of wing-, tarsus- and bill-length relate closely to the 

mean and standard deviation obtained from the museum specimens, whether under the 

assumption of assortative mating or no assortative mating (Tables 1, 2 and 3). From the 

likelihood ratio results it can be seen that for bill- and wing-length there is no evidence of 

assortative mating being present, although there is a strong evidence of assortative mating 

on tarsus-length (-2 log,\= 11.50, P = 0.0007; Table 4). Looking at the F-statistic (to test 
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hypothesis directly 

obtain no significant evidence of 

as well as for tarsus-length (F 

the likelihood ratio statistic 

power of the exact test is poor. 

CHAPTER 2 

of equal variances between the sexes), we 

mating for bill- and wing-length 

in conclusions 

can attributed to 

Because the sexes of the are known, the true correlation 

sexes for the various measurements can compared with those obtained by 

model. The parameter 

the data suggesting that 

model closely resemble those obtained 

well (Tables 2, 5 and 6). 

we as obtained by the model (Table 5), 

there is no 

there is in 

assortative mating in bill- and in 

If one assumes that standard deviations of the 

then the same 

gives a direct 

assumption that 

are obtained (Table 

of no assortative 

deviations of each sex is 

exact test results agrees with from the likelihood ratio statistic. 

In the case of 

width were not 

in the upland region, 

2) because the Newton-Raphson 

obtain maximum likelihood estimates did not converge in this 

vantages of the algorithm is that to obtain 

initial 

of the 

to be 

larger than 

the 

mating 

and 3). 

are close to the final 

this problem is intensified. In the case of 

we have 17 breeding pairs once ten 

as museum In the Tristan 

in museum 

than the males in the 

means and standard deviations 

obtained under the assumption of 

but 

are known 

algorithm to 

disad

to 

of ob

Buntings 

randomly removed 

are generally 

the other 

the Dunlins, 

of assortative 

(Tables 2 

4 we see that the likelihood ratio test 

on wing-length for Tristan Buntings in 

we obtain no significant evidence of 

that there is 

lowland region. From the 

for any of the mensural 
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Table 2. Parameter (standard under the assortative 

(p 1= 0) for the Tristan Bunting and Redshank. 

estimates 

µM µF GM p 

Dunlin 

1 (0.21) 116.9 (0.21) (0.15) 2.46 (0. -0.002 (0.10) 

(0.07) 26.5 (0.07) 0.86 (0.05) 0.96 (0.05) 0.41 (0.08) 

27.7 1.05 (0.05) 1.30 (0.06) -0.04 (0.07) 

(Lowlands) 

wing-length 85.2 (0.38) 84.0 (0.36) 2.00 (0.16) 1 (0.09) -0.84 

tarsus-length 25.0 (0.09) 24.4 (0.14) 0.42 (0.06) (0.11) -0.04 (0.29) 

(0.15) 35.1 (0.13) 0.69 (0.10) 0.59 (0.09) -0.12 

bill-length (0.09) 12.2 0.39 (0.06) ( 0.06) -0.24 (0.24) 

bill-depth 9.0 (0.07) 8.7 (0.07) 0.28 (0.05) 

bill-width (0.05) 7.7 (0.06) 0.22 (0.04) (0.04) -0.40 (0.17) 

Bunting (Uplands) 

wing-length 1 (0.23) 85.0 (0.22) 1.15 (0.17) 1.07 (0.15) 0.13 (0.45) 
' 

tarsus-length (0.13) 0.58 (0.08) (0.09) (0.22) 

head-length (0.10) 35.0 (0.10) 0.38 (0.06) (0.07) 0.12 (0.30) 

bill-length 12.0 (0.07) 11.8 (0.07) 0.25 (0.05) (0.04) 0.07 (0.29) 

bill-depth 8.8 (0.04) 8.6 (0.04) 0.16 (0.02) 0.20 (0.03) -0.22 (0.27) 

bill-width 

Bunting (All 

wing-length (0.18) 84.1 (0.21) 1.38 (0.14) (0.16) (0.16) 

tarsus-length (0.12) 25.0 (0.07) 0.83 (0.08) 0.46 (0.06) -0.40 (0.10) 

head-length 35.4 (0.11) 35.1 (0.10) 0.63 (0.08) 0.52 (0.07) -0.24 (0.14) 

bill-length 12.2 (0.09) 12.0 (0.08) 0.39 (0.05) 0.36 (0.04) -0.06 (0.17) 

bill-depth 8.8 (0.06) 8.8 (0.05) 0.30 (0.03) 0.24 (0.03) -0.25 (0.13) 

bill-width 7.7 (0.04) 7.6 (0.04) 0.23 (0.02) 0.19 (0.03) -0.06 (0.15) 

Redshank 

wing-length 170.8 (0.71) 173.9 (0.57) 3.89 (0.50) 3.08 (0.38) 0.18 (0.23) 
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Table 3. Parameter estimates (standard errors) under the assumption that p = 0, for 

the Dunlin, Tristan Bunting a.nd Redshank. 

Para.meter estimates 

µM µp ClM cip 

Dunlin 

wing-length 113.5 (0.19) 116.9 (0.19) 2.36 (0.14) 2.46 (0 .14) 

tarsus-length 25.6 (0.13) 26.2 (0.14) 0.92 (0.09) 1.13 (0.10) 

bill-length 27.7 (0.07) 31.8 (0 .09) 1.05 (0.05) 1.30 (0.06) 

Bunting (Lowrands) 

wing-length 84.0 (0.44) 85.6 (0.35) 2.11 (0.28) 1.45 (0.23) 

tarsus-length 25.0 (0.08) 24.4 (0.14) 0.4.2 (0.06) 0.76 (0.10) 

head-length 35.7 (0.14) 35.1 (0.12) 0.68 (0.10) 0.58 (0.09) 

bill-length 12.3 (0.10) 12.2 (0.10) 0.38 (0.06) 0.43 (0.06) 

bill-depth 9.0 (0.05) 8.7 (0 .06) 0.27 (0.04) 0.28 (0.04) 

bill-width 7.8 (0.05) 7.6 (0.05) 0.21 (0.03) 0.23 (0.03) 

Bunting (Uplands) 

wing-length 88.l (0.22) 85 .0 (0.21) 1.15 (0.16) 1.07 (0.15) 

tarsus-length 25.3 (0.12) 24 .8 (0.10) 0.56 (0.08) 0.44 (0.07) 

head-length 35.4 (0.09) 35.0 (0 .09) 0.39 (0.07) 0.42 (0.07) 

bill-length 12.0 (0 .06) 11.8 (0.07) 0.25 (0.05) 0.29 (0 .04) 

bill-depth 8.8 (0.03) 8.6 (0.0';1) 0.16 (0.02) 0.20 (0.03) 

bill-width 7.7 (0.03) 7.6 (0.04) 0.16 (0.03) 0. 20 (0 .03) 

Bunting (All Tristan) 

wing-length 87.1 (0.19) 84.l (0 .21) 1.40 (0.14) 1.62 (0.16) 

tarsus-length 24.8 (0.12) 25.0 (0.09) 0.80 (0.08)' 0.49 (0.06) 

head-length 35.5 (0.10) 35.1 (0.09) 0.59 (0.07) 0.52 (0 .06) 

bill -length 12.2 (0.08) 12.0 (0.07) 0.39 (0.05) 0.36 (0.04) 

bill-depth 8.7 (0.07) 8.8 (0.08) 0.25 (0 .03) 0.28 (0.04) 

bill-width 7.8 (0.04) 7.6 (0.03) 0.23 (0.02) 0.19 ,(0.02) 

Redshank 

wing-.length 171.0 (0 .69) 173.7 (0.55) 3.97 (0.49) 3.12 (0.40) 
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Table 4. Likelihood ratio test and F-test derived from the direct approach for assortative 

mating in the Dunlin, Tristan Bunting and Redshank (means and standard deviations 

unknown). 

Dunlin 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

bill-length 

Bunting (Lowlands) 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

head-length 

bill-length 

bill-depth 

bill-width 

Bunting (Uplands) 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

head-length 

bill-length 

bill-depth 

bill-width 

Bunting (All Tristan) 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

hG,rl-length 

bill-length 

bill-depth 

bil th 

Re<lshank 

-2 log,\ (P-value) F-statistic (P-value) 

0.0004(0.98) 

11.5 (0.0007) 

0.31 (0.58) 

31.89 (0.00) 

0.02 (0.89) 

0.15 (0.70) 

0.81 (0.37) 

0.25 (0.62) 

2.86 (0.09) 

0.09 (0.76) 

1.28 (0.26) 

0.20 (0.65) 

0.07 (0.79) 

0.46 (0.50) 

2.31 (0.13) 

6.44 (0.01) 

: . DG ( 0. I fi) 

0. (0.72) 

3.45 (0.06) 

0.15 (0.70) 

0.62 

1.07 (0.94) 

1.29 (0.54) 

1.14 (0.78) 

0.61 (0.28) 

0.89 (0.80) 

0.64 (0.33) 

0.49 (0.12) 

0.96 (0.92) 

0.61 (0.29) 

0.57 (0.27) 

0.77 (0.61) 

1.84 (0.22) 

1.74 (0.26) 

0.66 (0.37) 

1.05 (0.92) 

1.39 (0.45) 

0.51 (0.06) 

0.64 21) 

0.8;3 (0.59) 

0 8'] /(l !'..8) • V \,\.i.'J 

Lt 0.77) 

1.29 
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Table 5. Parameters obtained directly from data for Dunlin and Bunting. 

The P-value is test of how significantly the correlation coeffiecient differs from zero. 

Parameter estimates 
···--

µM µF O'Af O'F p P-value 

Dunlin 

wing-length 113.5 116.9 2.38 2.45 -0.002 > 0.8 

tarsus-length 25.4 26.5 0.85 0.98 0.384 < 0.001 

bill-length 27.7 31.8 1.07 1.32 -0.054 > 0.6 

Bunting (Lowlands) 

wing-length 86.4 82.6 0.93 1.24 -0.46 0.04 

tarsus-length 24.9 24.4 0.54 0.80 -0.20 0.38 

head-length 35.7 35.0 0.62 0.56 0.01 0.97 

bill-length 12.4 12.0 0.33 0.37 -0.04 0.87 

bill-depth 9.0 8.7 0.24 0.31 -0.04 0.87 

bill-width 7.8 7.6 0.18 0.25 -0.31 0.17 

Bunting (Uplands) 

wing-length 88.4 84.8 1.06 0.81 0.16 0.53 

tarsus-length 25.4 24.8 0.65 0.39 -0.29 0.26 

head-length 35.4 35.0 0.42 0.49 0.06 0.83 

bill-length 12.0 11.8 0.30 0.33 -0.01 0.97 

bill-depth 8.8 0.17 0.19 -0.15 0.58 

bill-width 7.7 7.6 0.17 0.17 0.55 0.02 

Bunting (All Tristan) 

wing-length 87.3 84.0 1.37 1.60 0.29 0.04 

la ') ~ ') 
~ .. t}. I.,, ')ii .6 0.4'.l 0.70 ······0.18 0.'.21 

head-length 35.5 35.1 0.59 0.50 -0.14 0.32 

bill-1 ength 12.1 12.0 0.36 0.39 -0.11 

'' h H.q 8.6 0.2,1 /\ ') '"/ ().()1 0 !'.li \), ...,., ) 

bill width 7.8 7.6 0.20 D.22 0.80 
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Table 6. P-values for testing how significantly the true correlation coefficient differs 

from the estimated correlation coefficient obtained by the model for assortative mating. 

Both model for assortative mating under the assumption that all model parameters are 

unknown and the model assuming that means variances are known are considered for 

the Dunlin and Tristan Bunting. 

Dunlin 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

bill-length 

Bunting (Lowlands) 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

head-length 

bill-length 

bill-depth 

bill-width 

Bunting (Uplands) 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

head-length 

bill-length 

bill-depth 

bill-width 

Bu11.t ing (All Tris{ ,,r,) 

wing-length 

tarsus-length 

bill-length 

bill-depth 

bil!-wid 

Assuming all Assuming means 

parameters unknown 

Z-statistic (P-value) 

-0.06 (0.96) 

-0.39 (0.69) 

-0.19 (0.85) 

3.07 (0.002) 

-69 (0.49) 

0.55 (0.58) 

0.87 (0.39) 

0.47 (0.64) 

0.44 (0.66) 

0.11 (0.91) 

0.21 (0.84) 

-0.23 (0.82) 

-0.30 (0.76) 

0.27 (0.79) 

0.44 (0.66) 

~ (0.10) 

I). 71 (0.4S) 

-(l.~{5 

1.68 (0.09) 

0. H (0.89) 

variances known 

Z-statistic (P-value) 

-1.14 (0.26) 

0.54 (0.59) 

0.08 (0.94) 

-1.12 (0.26) 

-0.90 (0.37) 

1.17 (0.24) 

1.43 (0. 

0.47 (0.64) 

0.49 (0.63) 

2.19 (0.03) 

0.29 (0.77) 

-0.08 (0.94) 

0.00 (1.00) 

0.63 (0.53) 

-1.24 (0.21) 

1.15 (0.25) 

l.91 (0.06) 

0 ((US) 

1.31 (0. 

-n ·r: 1.·.o 78) "'-' , L, ~ t . 

-0.4g (O.G3) 
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Table 7. Correlation coefficient estimates (standard errors) when means and variances 

are assumed known, together with the likelihood ratio test and the x2 test derived from the 

direct approach for assortative mating in the Dunlin, Tristan Bunting and Redshank. 

Parameter estimate ~--
p -2 log A (P-value) x2-statistic (P-value) 

Dunlin 

wing-length 0.08 (0.09) 0.77 (0.38) 203.2 (0.31) 

tarsus-length 0.35 (0.08) 17.14 (0.00004) 264.9 (0.001) 

bill-length -0.06 (0.06) 0.97 (0.32) 219.5 (0.10) 

Bunting (Lowlands) 

wing-length -0.23 (0.10) 4.30 (0.04) 38.5 (0.01) 

tarsus-length 0.01 (0.28) 0.001 (0.97) 20.3 (0.50) 

head-length -0.26 (0.28) 0.58 (0.45) 13.0 (0.91) 

bill-length -0.36 (0.26) 1.01 (0.31) 10.4 (0.97) 

bill-depth -0.15 (0.18) 0.64 (0.42) 21.8 (0.37) 

bill-width -0.41 (0.17) 3.63 (0.06) 12.6 (0.92) 

Bunting (Uplands) 

wing-length -0.40 (0.21) 1.90 (0.17) 9.47 (0.92) 

tars us-length -0.36 (0.17) 3.30 (0.07) 12.6 (0.76) 

head-length 0.08 (0.17) 0.20 (0.65) 31.4 (0.02) 

bill-length -0.01 (0.15) 0.003 (0.96) 30.8 (0.02) 

bill-depth -0.31 (0.27) 0.85 (0.36) 10.4 (0.86) 

bill-width 0.74 (0.13) 6.39 (0.01) 17.4 (0.38) 
.... 

Bunting (All Tristan) 

wing-length 0.13 (0.13) 1.08 (0.30) 58.2 (0.20) 

tarsus-length -0.43 (0.13) 5.96 (0.01) 25.4 (0.999) 

head-length -0.27 (0.15) 2.53 (0.11) 32.4 (0.97) 

bill-length 0.08 (0.15) 0.27 (0.60) 54.2 (0.32) 

bill-depth 0.03 (0.11) 0.06 (0.81) 72.2 (0.02) 

bill-width 0.03 (0.11) 0.08 (0.78) 68.3 (0.04) 

Redshank 

wing-length 0.19 (0.21) 0.78 (0.38) 32.8 (0.20) 



FOR ASSORTATIVE MATING 

the correlation 1..,ve111L.1c 

ments obtained from the proposed model 

and 5), we see that they differ from each 

significant (Table 6). Testing for significant 

assortative mating on wing-length for Tristan 

Assuming that the means and the 

21 

sexes the various measure-

(Tables 2 

is the difference 

the significant evidence of 

the lowland region (Table 

distribution are known then 

same conclusions as the previous model are obtained (Table 7). The exact x2-test results 

only agree with those from the likelihood for wing-length. 

For Buntings in upland 

mensural 

again shows no 

for which the 

differ significantly from 

significance in the 

width. Unfortunately this was a 

algorithm could not be 

assumption of known means 

ratio test agrees with 

evidence of assortative 

evidence of assortative mating on 

exact x2-statistic we obtain no 

could 

is no evidence of assortative mating 

fitted (Table 4). The F-statistic 

true correlation coefficients do not 

(Tables 2) 5 and 6). Testing for 

of assortative mating on 

convergence of the Newton-Raphson 

estimates were obtained. Under 

the distribution) 

from the data that is 

7), but the model 

at the 7% level of significance. 

of assortative mating on bill-width, 

there is significant assortative mating on head- and bill-length. 

true correlation coefficient with estimated correlation coefficient we see that they 

for 0.03; Table 6). 

When 

ignored and 

ratio test 

Table 4). 

ratio test also 

from the two 

, including hybrid 

of assortative mating on 

at 6% 

assortative mating on 

Island are 

likelihood 

- 0.01; 

likelihood 

the correlation between the sexes for the various measurements from the 

model and directly from the data we see that each 

other (Tables 2 , but not significantly (Table 6). Also, only 

for is significantly different from zero (P = Looking at the 

results assumption of known means and standard distribution, 
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the 

means 

ratio test agrees with 

standard deviations, 

results obtained 

that now, there is no 

model 

of assortative 

evidence of on (Tables 4 7). exact test shows 

This result is not on 

test or the results 

significantly from 

5, 6 and 7). 

obtained 

difficult, but 

as seen with the variables 

, and the estimate for 

measurements can vary 

from 

correlation 

by either the likelihood 

true correlation 

at the 6% level 

data set on the Buntings demonstrate 

size of the "field" data is relatively small. It is not 

even impossible, to estimates the model 

and Tristan Buntings in upland 

correlation 

considerably from 

the sexes 

correlation 

various 

from the data, sometimes to opposite conclusions on the the 

coefficients. Although these results are disappointing, they do not come as a 

as the Dunlin data set that sample at least 

100 are needed to 

Tables 2 and 3 show 

of p 

parameter estimates 

6). 

assortative mating and non-assortative mating rncnn,,~ The 

standard are similar. The 

is no evidence of 

ratio statistic for 

mating (-2 log A = 

of 

means 

\,cuo11,a,1111,o shows 

p 0.43; 

Assuming 

assortative mating. 

mating (F = 1 

simulation method 

length of 0.16, 

vanances are the F-statistic tests the hypothesis of 

0.18. They 

on wing-length 

lS 1s no significant 

Table 4). Underhill 

a median correlation coefficient between 

compares closely to the coefficient 

that there was no significant evidence 

Table 7 the parameter estimate correlation 

lengths of males when we assume that means 

assortative 

a computer 

and female wing

by our model 

mating 

between the wing-

known. From 

assortative 

The same 

log-likelihood ratio it can seen that there is no o'"'·""''""''" 

are 

evidence 

null hypothesis. The x2-statistic a direct approach to test 

is reached in this case. 
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CONCLUSION 

The model 

species, in the 

shown to 

here to determine the 

of uncertainty about 

or absence of m 

sexes of the individ a has been 

That a data set in which the sexes of the birds are 

known, that this is we have verified that results obtained 

of the sexes. 

quite poor and 

as we have 

not need 

should be given 

With field sample 

<:;lO,~l'LJ'll coefficient between the 

from the resemble making use of 

We have shown that the 

the model behaves reasonably. is quite important 

established that to be able to determine the correlation ,,.~,, .. .,,~ 

large of dissected birds to 

to 

sizes 

sexes are 

test 

the sam pie size of 

100, "'~"'""'~" 

derived 

compute, cannot be recommended 

ratio test ( equations 4 and 7). In 

observations of 

of the 

as small as 

approach 

it is a far 

words, the probability 

to 

test than the likelihood 

the null 

a p is smaller with the test statistic derived 

ratio test. 

the direct approach than 
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APPENDIX 1 

The density function fuv ( u, v). 

We are given wing-length measurements unsexed 

where Ui ::; Vi, i = 1, 2, ... , r. To obtain the density function fuv ( u, v) ( the density function 

of the u nsexed pairr•d wing measu1emrints) we note that the ord,·r1:d 

vations (U, V) is a transformation of the pair of 

known. That is, we are making the transformation 

(X, Y) for which 

r of obser

sex is 

'U = :;; 
if XS y 

v=y 

or 

U=y 
if X > y. 

V X 

Denote the set of values the (x, by X. That 

X = { (x, y) : -oo ~ x::; oo, -oo ~ y S 

This set can decomposed into two sets X1 and such that 

,l'i = {(x,y): -oo ~ x Sy::; ooj. 

arid 

,l'2 = {(x, y): -oo < y < x S oo}. 

Now the transformation u : :i: v = .1.1 is a one-to-one transformation 

N, where 

N { (u, v) : -oo s; u :S v ~ 

The Jacobian of this transformation is given by 

ox i 

av I 
qJJ. ! 
av 1 

l 0 

0 I 
l. 

>l:'i onro set 

Similarly, tf:, trarL,Jormat'.nn ·u y and v = :t is a one-tu-one transfonnation from onto 

N, and its Jacobian is now given 

0 I 

I 0 
= l. 
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Juv(u, (Mood et 

fuv(u, v) 
{ ~xv(u,v)+!XY(v,u) 

1 
fuv ( ui, vi) = -:------;.==:::;; 

21raMO'F 

{ exp (- 2(1 ~ p2) [ ( Ui ;:M) 2 - 2p 

+ exp (- 2(1 ~ p2) [ ( Vi O'M 2 2p 

1963) is 

for -00 S U S V S 00 

u>v 

27 

is given by 

(Vi ;;F) + (Vi ~:Fr]) 
+ (Ui ;;F) 2])}. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Density functions of Zi and W i rewritten in terms of ZM, BM, WF and sp 

The likelihood function under the alternative hypothesis of a.ssortative mating (p :/; 0) 

is given by 

nM np r 

L(µM, µF, G!vf, ap, p; z;, Wi, (ui, v;)) = II f z(z;) II fw(w;) IT Uxv (ui, '11/) + f XY (v;, Ui )) 
i =I i= l i=I 

( 
1 ) nM ( 1 ) 1tF ( } ) ,-

- v'2rrcrM v'2-iraM 21rGMCTF.../17-

exp {-~ E (Zi - µM )
2
} exp {-! I: (Wi - µp) 2

} 
= -i=l <7M 2 i=I CTF 

IT {exp (-- -1 [(ui - f.lM) 2 
_ 2P (u; -µM) (v; - µF) + (v; - µF) 2

]) 

i =I 2{1 - p2) <:TM <:TM CTF <:Tp 

+exp ( - l [('Ui - f.lM ')2 _ 2p (Vi - f.lM) (Ui - µp) + (Ui - µ,p) 2]) }. 
2(1 - p2) CFM CFM CTF <:Tp 

With some algebraic manipulation, the expressions I:~~ ( Zj ;;~iM) 2 
and I:f:;1 ( Wi ;FµF) 

2 

in the above eq uation can be rewritten in terms of ZM, SM, WF and sp. This gives 

with an analogous term for I:~1 (Wi ;FµF)2. The log-likeli hood function under the altern 

ative hypothesis is then given by equation 2. 
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3 

and second partial derivatives of equation 2. 

1. Notation 

In order to the and 

log-likelihood function, we make use of 

(
Ui - µM)2 - 2p 

O'M 
91 

a, exp 

{3 

"f 

IP 

exp(---

+ {3)-1 

O'AfO'F 

p(Ui µF)l 
O'M<lF 

(aaµM + PPµM )(a+ -2 

1 _ p(ui - µM)l 
<lM<lF 

[ 
( Ui µ F) _ ;__:_____:___.:._ 

a} 

+ PPµF)(a + /3)-2 

1 [(Vi µM) 2 

1- at 
-(oaaM + PPaM)(a + {3)- 2 

+ /3/30-F)(a + m-2 
(ui - µM)(vi µF) 

(1 p2)<JMO'F 

1-

( OO'p + /3/3p)( O' + m-2. 

partial 

notation 

+ (Vi ~:Fr 
2 

+ 

29 

of the 
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2. Parameter estimates 

The first 

to 

derivatives the log-likelihood function £1 (equation 

are given by 

r 

_.::...._ __ -'---'- + "f [aO:µF + j3pµF] 
i=l 

_ _ nM _ _ _ r_ + -'-'---_.;_-'-"'----.....:...---.........;_ 
O'M O'M 

_ n F _ _r_ + ..,__,__....:.__....:._.,____..:......:'------'--'-..:;.. 
ap op 

r 

i=l 

2 

respect 

maximum likelihood estimators are found by setting five partial derivatives 

to zero and solving for the unknown parameters. These equations cannot 

is to them. 

the Newton-Raphson 

this, the second partial 

parameters are required and these are given by 

of £1 with 

4) 

to the 

_nM+ r {,µM +,8,BµM]+1[aa~M+f3/3~M]--(1 __ 1_--c-} 

i~l { "/µF [0:frµM + /3,BµM] + "f + /3/3µM/3µF] + } 

-2nM r { 

+ i=l 

{ fr0:µM0:<7M + /3/3µM/3<7M + 0: 

+/3 ( 1 ~ 
i~l { [aa:µM + /J/JµM] + "f [0:0:µM 

[
p(vi-µF) 

att,ap 

)}} 

-------- [a(vi µp) + f3(ui - µp)]} 

i~l { "/p [aa:µM + /3/3µ,w] + "I { aaµM + /3/3µM/3P 

) 
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a2e1 
8µF8µF 

a2e1 
{)µF{)aM 

___ [ 2( \-;;'M) + ___:__;___:_ ) Vi - µF 
-a 

(1 -

( 
Ui-µF +---

(1 - p2)aMaF (1 ) } } 
~} 

2(vi - µM) 
2 + _.;____;___;_ 

aM 

nF + i~l {l/tF + 

i~l { 'YuM [aa/tF + /3/3µF] + 'Y 

-~--=-__..,;.+t{ 
+a _I_ [p(u\- µM) ) 

1 apaM 

+f3 _
1 

_l _ [p(~}~:M) _ -'----::---'- ) } } 
+ ,8{3/tF] + I { 

-a 

-{3 

-{3 

} 

) 
)}} 
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+ 2p(ui - µ;,1)(v, - µF) ]) _ /3 ((vi - µMi(u;- µF) 
CT Ma F ( 1 - P ) CT Mo F 

+ p [ - 2(v1 - µM)2 + 2p(v; - µ,r,,t)(ui - µp) ]) }} 
(l _ p2)2 cri aiap 

np 1· 3((np - l )s} + nF(WF - µp ) 2) 
- 2 + -2 - 4-,--'-----------
(j F CTF <Ip 

+ t { 'YuF [aa-u,.. + f3f3uF] + 'Y { oo;F + /3/3;F 
•=l 

_
0 
(-1-[3(v. -µp)

2 
_ 2p(-ui- µ,M)(Vi - µp) ]) 

1 - p2 a} a}a M 

-/3 (-1- [3(ui - µ p)
2 

_ 2p(v. - µM)(Uj - µp) l) }} 
1 - p2 op CTf;'CTM 

t { 'Yp [aalTF' + f3/3uF] + 'Y { CWqFOfJ + f3/3u,../3p 
1::l 

-0 + ~~~ (
(ui - µM)(Vi - µp) p [ 2p(ui - µM)(vi -µp) 

(1 - p2)a}aM (1 - p2) 2 a}aM 

_ 2(vi - µp)2] ) _ f3 ((vi - µM)(ui - µp) 
a} (1 - p2)a}aM 

+ P [2p(vi-µM)(Ui-µF) _ 2(u, - µp) 2]) }} 
(1 - p2)2 a}aM a} 

r(l - p2
) + 2rp2 

r { { 
- (l _ p2)2 + ~ 'YP [oap + /3/3p] + 1 oo! + f3/3; 

+o ( 4p(ui-µM)(vi - µp) _ 01 (4p2 + (1 - p2) ) 
(1 - P2) 2apaM (1 - p2) 3 

+/3 (4p(vi - µM)(ui - µp) _ (Ji(4p2 - (1- p2
)) ) }} 

(J - p2)2apaM (1 - p2)3 . 
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APPENDIX 4 

Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm to estimate model parameters. 

The Newton-Raphson algorithm is a technique of iteratively solving nonlinear equations 

of several variables. The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

Step 1: Calculate initial estimates µii, µj;,, cii;, aj;,, p. 

Step 2: Compute j(k) and p(k), where j(k) is the vector of first partial derivatives 

and p(k) is the matrix of second partial derivatives, computed at the kth 

iteration. 

Step 3: Compute the vector J(k) which is the solution to the system of p linear 

equations 

where p represents the number of parameters. 

Step 4: Set f3(k+l) = f3(k) - J(k), where ,f3(k) contains the parameter estimates at 

the kth iteration. 

Step 5: Test for convergence, for example, if the elements of j(k) are sufficiently 

close to zero. If the convergence criterion is met then stop, otherwise 

increase k by 1 and return to step 2. 
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APPENDIX 5 

First and second partial deriva tives for equation 6. 

Assuming that the parameters µM, µp, aM and ap are known, then the log-li keli hood 

function under the alternative hypothesis is given by equation 6. To estimate the parameter 

p the first and second partial derivatives of e2 with respect top are required . 

L Notation 

As before, to shorten expressions , we make use of the fo llowing notation 

81 = 

a, -

B2 

[J 

'Y 

(}Ip 

/3p 

'Y {) 

(Ui - µM)
2 

_ 2p (Ui - µM) (Vi- µp) + (tli -µp)
2 

aM aM ap ap 

exp (-2(1 ~ p2)) 

(Vi ;:Mr_ 2p (Vi ~:M) C'i ;:F) + (Uj ~:Fr 
exp ( - 2(1 ~ p2)) 

(a,+,e) - 1 

(ui - µM )(vi - µp) p(}i 

(1 - P2)<1Nf<1F (1- p2) 2 

( Vi - µM) ( 'Ui - µp) p82 
(1 - p2)aMCJF (1 - p2)2 

-(a,ap + /3/Jp)(et + /3)-2. 

2. Para meter estimates 

The first partial derivative of £2, as gjven in equation 6, is 

The second partial derivative of e2 is given by 
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APPENDIX 6 

Decision on the sample s ize to randomly select as ''museum" d ata. 

The decision of extracting a sample size of 10 observations to form Lhe "museum data" 

was made on the basis that severnl samples of different sizes were chosen from bootstrap 

samples of t he Dunlin data., namely we considered taking out a portion of the data to be 

treated as ('museum data", starting by randomly taking out 10% and then increasing this 

amount in steps of 10. The extremes of 5% and 95% were also considered . .For each of these 

amounts five repetitions were performed by randomly selecting a. portion of the da.La. The 

model para.meters were then estimated for each group a.nd each repetition . The plot of the 

estimated correlation coefficients for bill- , wing-, and tarsus-length against,% of '(museum 

data,'' shows a "funneP' effect. This fu nnel pat.tern demonstrates that the fewer "field" 

observations are available, the more erratic is the estimate of the correlation coefficient. 

Conversely, as the a.mount of " field" data increases, the estimate of the correlation coefficient 

stablilises, even t hough at th is stage the "museum" data is fairly small. In fact, at t he point. 

when we only have 10 observations for "museum" data, the model parameters are fairly 

accurately estimated. This indicates t.ha.t, t.he model is more sensitive to s mall fieki s,imples 

a.nd fairly insensitive to small historical data sets (Figs 1-3). 

ln practice the size of Lhe museum sample is frequently s mall and the option of increasing 

it is not an attractive one because birds would have to be killed to be able Lo ascertain the 

sex of the bird. It would therefore be of some interes t. to know how the proposed model for 

estimating a.ssorta.t1ve mati ng behaves when the musuem sample is rather small. The exer

cise undertaken was to limit the musuem sample size to be very small and to vary the field 

sample size from small (10 observations) to quite la,rge samples (190 observations). Figs 4- 7 

show box-and-whisker plots (of 100 repetitions) for the estimated correlation coefficient for 

tarsus- and bill-lengths for rnuseu rn sa.rn pie sizes of 10 and 20 observations . From the plots 

it can be seen t hat as t he field sample size increases, the estimate of the correl;i,tion coeffi

cient stabilises. In fact, when the field sa,mple size reaches approximately 100 observations, 

the estimate is co nsistent even when only 10 museum observations are available. 

The conclusion we draw is that the sample size of museum observations of birds of known 

sex need only be small, a.nd that priority should be given to increasing the sample size of 

the field observations of pairs of birds. 
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Figure 1. Estimated correlation coefficients for bill-length when various percentages of 

the data. were ra.n<lomly extracted M "museum)! data, whi le the remai nder of t he observa..

tions were consider d to be "field" data. The process of randomly selecting each amount as 

"m useumn dat.a was repeated five times. 
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Figure 2. Estimated correlat ion coefficients for wing-length when various percentages 

of the data were randomly extracted as "museum" data, while the remainder of the obser· 

vations were considered to be "field" data. The process of randomly selecting each amount 

as "museum1' data. was repeated five times. 
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Figure 4. Box-a.nd-whisker plots for the estimated correlation coeffi ient for bill-length. 

The amoun t of data randomly sele ted as "m useum" data was held fixed at lO observations, 

whi le t he amount of data randomly sele ted as «field ' data was var ied . Each sele tion at 

given amounts wa.s repeated 100 times . 
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Figure 5. Box-and-whiske.r plots for the estimated correlation coefficient for tarsus-

length. The amount of dat.a randomly selected as "museum" data was held fixed at 10 

observations, while the amount of data randomly selected as Hfieldn data was varied. Each 

selection at given amounts was repeated 100 times . 
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The amount of d ata randomly selected as <•museum" data was held fixed at 20 observations 1 

while t he a.mou nt of data. randoml y selected a.s "fie ld " data was varied. Each selection at 

given amo unts was repeated 100 times. 
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Estimation of the demographic ratios of herding 

species: a case study of sex ratios of the 

Springbok Antidorcas marsupialis 

ABSTRACT 

Estimates of sex ratios are usually based on the assumption that individual animals con

stitute the natural sampling unit. However all sexually reproductive animals have social 

structures in order to bring the opposite sexes together and the appropriate sampling unit 

is therefore the "social structure" rather than the individual. Confidence intervals of sex 

ratios that ignore this sampling unit can give misleading results . In this study, several 

popu lations of Springbok Antidorcas marsupialis, which form three different types of herd 

(breeding herds, bachelor herds and solitary herds) are used to illustrate various confidence 

intervals constructed for the sex ratio. Both parametric and nonparametric confidence in

tervals for the sex ratio are considered. Binomial confidence intervals are too narrow in 

this case. Confidence intervals obtained with standard errors of the rat io computed from 

the Taylor expansion of the ratio and of the logged ratio are less conservative. The Taylor 

expansion of the logged ratio produces better standard errors for the ratio. Bootstrap 

confidence intervals were similar to those obtained by the Taylor expansion of the Jogged 

ratio. 

I NTRODUCTION 

Sex ratios and age composition ratios are important demographic parameters, useful in 

research on, and management of, ainimal populations. These ratios are often reported in 

the literature and sex ratios in particular are of considerable theoretical interest for ecologists 

(Fisher 1930, Trivers and Willard 1973, Maynard Smith 1978, Glutton-Brock et al. 1984). 

Clutton-Brock and Iason (1986) conducted an extensive review of papers reporting sex ratios 

for mammals. Only t hose estimates based on a sample size greater t han 50 were used. 115 

sets of sex ratio data. were reported, derived from 70 papers, of these, 50 were considered 
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to depart significantly from a 1:1 ratio. Mentis (1972) in his review of life history features 

of African large herbivores reported 169 sex ratios. 

1'he present work wa.s sthnulated by problems which arose during intensive management 

for production of several populations of Springbok Antidorcas marsupialis near Kimberley 

in the Cape Province of South Africa. These populations are coun ted annually and the sex 

and adult/jnfant ratios are estimated from a sample of approximately 20% of the population. 

Animals are also removed from the population during a commercial cull and the sex of each 

animal removed is recorded. It proved impossible to reconcile sex ratios estimated from 

samples taken before and after the cull with the known numbers of each sex removed from 

the population. 

Estimates of tbese key demographic ratios are usually based on the assumption that the 

individua'l animals constitute the natural sampling unit. However aJl sexuaHy reproductive 

animals have a social structure. For many species this social organisation may be long

lasting or even permanent. For example, many species of large and medium sized antelope 

form herds throughout the year. 

By definition a herd comprises a group of individuals associated with each other in space 

and time. Therefore if sampling is done visually while moving through a free population 

then the natural sampling unit is the herd rather than the individual (where the term '1herd" 

is taken to include solitary individuals). 

Often these herds are not formed at random from the population because they are formed 

for specific purposes. The composition of a herd varies according to its social purpose. For 

example, Springbok form three different types of herd; breeding herds, bachelor h.erds and 

solitary males. Breeding herds consist of adult and subadult females, infants of both sexes 

aod one or more dominant (territorial) rams. Bachelor herds are made up of juvenile and 

subdominant rams sometimes associated with a few subadult females. Solitary rams occupy 

territories from which they attempt to exclude other rams but associate with any females 

whic.h enter the territory. 

h is evident that each of these three herd types cannot be regarded a.s a random sample 

from the population; they differ in sex ratio and in adult/infant ratio composition. The 

distribution of the sizes of herds is also different for each type of herd. 

Th is paper considers the estimation of sex ratios for Springbok as well as the construction 

of confidence intervals for the estimate of sex ratios. The same method could also be applied 

to the estimation of adult/infant ratio. 
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MATERIAL AND METHO 

Data description 

consist of counts of the numbers females and constitut-

each herd Springbok observed in three areas near in the Northern Cape 

Province, South Africa. These areas are 

(llOOOha) and 

intervals from 

(2500ha). 

of 1985 to 

two population counts were made; at 

(Table 1). 

1. statistics 

game 

counts were 

of 1986, 

beginning of 1985 

(13000ha), 

at approximately 

Uitzicht at which only 

at the beginning of 1986 

Date of No. of No. Average/herd std dev /herd 

females females males females males 

Benfon- 02/85 19 290 15.3 9.2 4.1 

09/85 257 9.5 11.4 0.30 

02/86 235 111 11.8 5.6 13.6 6.0 0.02 

01/85 8 135 55 16.9 6.9 18.8 6.9 0.29 

10/85 8 110 18 13.8 2.3 10.0 1.3 

02/86 13 269 124 20.7 18.8 

01/85 4 102 17.2 10.6 

02/86 5 16 3.2 6.1 5.0 -0.66 

t of males females/herd 

The habitat of the farms varies from an open savanna grassland to a lightly wooded 

savanna with scattered Acacia erioloba trees. Grass height rarely exceeds 50cm. Samples 

were made by driving through the farm in a four wheel drive vehicle. When a herd of 

Springbok was seen the vehicle was stopped and the individuals were identified by sex and 

age using either a pair of 10 x 40 binoculars or a 20 x 100 spotting telescope. The route 

travelled through the farm was chosen to minimize the chance of reencountering a group 

which had been previously recorded during the sampling day. 
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Estimating confidence intervals of sex ratios 

A of complications if one wishes to estimate confidence intervals the sex 

in a population animals that form of 

1. animals live in herds the natural unit is the herd 

than individual. It is ,..,.,.,,u,,.,, incorrect to interval estimation on the 

Bernoulli distribution as in estimates which are too narrow uc..,a,u,,c 

they are on sizes they to example, Springbok 

in one three of "herds": single males, bachelor herds (all or mostly males) 

and breeding herds (mostly females). Thus addition a single herd to 

can the estimates of the sex-ratio substantially. 

2. Quantitative information to distributions is generally not available. 

In any case distributions may be different in different seasons and under different 

environmental conditions. It is also doubtful whether which 

one usually has available is sufficient to models these distributions. 

number of in even models is quite 

it would be necessary to able to classify herd to which 

it is sometimes difficult to For example, it is sometimes not possible to distinguish 

a "bachelor herd" Springbok from a herd" with certainty. 

3. The population is and sampling is without replacement. 

to be taken into account if the sampling proportion is substantial, which it 

often is 0.25). estimators are a function of sampling proportion 

require an of the population size. 

In this we for sex ratio of Springbok in 

which the appropriate sampling is the in which is done 

replacement. look at parametric and nonparametric constructions confidence 

intervals the sex ratio of Springbok. 

Notation 

In what follows we will make use of the following notation: 

N of herds in the population 

n number herds in the sample 
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f' = n/N 

I f' = (N n)/N 

m Li=I mi 

number of females in the 

sample herd respectively 

population 

number males in ith population 

and sample herd 

population 

composition of 

sampling fraction 

herds 

finite population correction 

number of in the population 

number of males in the population 

sample 

number of 

n' = f + m total number of Springbok in the sample 

F= Fi 

J = t Ji 

in l 
n mi 

rr (F + M) 

F N] 

Nm 

n 

p= 

number per in the 

population 

average of males per herd in 

population 

number females per in the 

sample 

of per herd in 

sex in the population 

proportion of 

of number of females in 

population 

estimate of the number of males in the 

population 

sex ratio in the 
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n 

i=l i=l 

52. -F, - I:~1 
S2 _ 1 

M, - N-1 

2 _ l 
8 J; - n-1 

82 = m; 

J '°'n 8 J,m, = n L,i=I 

Confidence 

2 

(Ji - !) 

proportion of 

variance of 

variance of 

population 

covariance of 

sample 

for the moment that sampling 1s in 

discussed later) and 

CHAPTER 3 

in sample 

in population 

in the population 

females/herd in the 

in 

in 

sample 

sample 

and females/herd in 

without replacement 

the unit is 

If we 

complication 

individual ( 

given the 

that any 

are of size 1) then the distribution the number offemles in 

number of Springbok n' is the binomial distribution, with the probability rr 

is a female, that is 

f"" B(n', 

From 

estimate 

we can the number of females or fr , the 

proportion of 

for the 

various approximations which 

by 

Blyth 

(1968) (see Blyth 1986, p855). The upper 100(1- 2a)% confidence 

(1986). 

one 

IS 

to Pratt 

[1+(:~~r 
{~-'-------'---'----'---'---'--'-_,;___,:,__;_-rr 

lOOath 

100(1 - 2a)% confidence 

limits are 

f 

, we set a 

normal 

J - I and z°' by -z°' 

and z°' = 1 

obtain the lower 

-a. Thus if 90% 
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by 

pare 

we have computed 

transformation 

for 1r in that 

limits for 1r 

p is a monotonic 

for the sex 

in 1r, i.e. if 

49 

p are obtained 

and ifu are the 

S 1r S: ifu} = 0.90 then the lower and upper limits for 

and 

interval for p is by (iii Jiu). and a 90% 

sample we can use the normal approximation to the binomial distribution, 

f rv B(n', 1r), then (n'rr, n'rr(l 1r)). Approximate intervals for the 

of fem ales can 

100(1 - 2a)% confidence 

constructed rr(l 1r)/n1
) so 

confidence 

continuity (Cochran 1977). 

limits 

now at 

that N' 

finite 

on the 

is 

lation. Again "herds" are of size 1, as in 

the total of females in the 

correction are uncorrected 

distribution 

random 

a sample of 

binomial case. 

is the 

without 

popu-

appropriate 

distribution, i.e. 

f rv H(N', F, n'). unbiased estimator rr is given by 

its variance is 

Var(ir) 

( Cochran 1977). 

f "" , F, n'), 

puted. However Var( ir) 

the interval for p to 

case. 

f 
n' 

f 

narrower than is 

hence rr and p) can be com-

IS than this 

~--.-~ for n1 > 1) we would ex

( already unrealistically narrow) 
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based on the normal distribution 

samples the 

ratio p are given 

approximation to the ratio applies and confidence intervals 

Under certain conditions (Cochran 1977) the approximation is a good 

tion. When these are not satisfied Var(p) is underestimated and the 

p can 

estimates a ratio of means were discussed by James et al. (1974). 

are applicable to ratios of means in case of a distribution 

are therefore not applicable in the strict sense the word. it is 

covariance is known which is unrealistic in our application. 

expansmns 

considered and sex et al. ( 

errors for ratios. Instead considering the 

looked at the proportion of females 1r = F/(F + M). 

error are obtained they can 

error because p 1r / ( 1 . They 

a proportion a binomial distribution 

the standard error a ratio as a 

converted to 

the usual 

section 

ratio 

mule deer as 

F/M (as in our 

for p and its 

error for the 

topic) and 

error a 

as 

of 

to deal with the situation (the present 

for 

when the units are not individual 

but the unit sampling is 

In this 

without placing any distribution 

units of the 

The 

p is given 

as herds 

approximate 100(1 

of deer (see 

the 

on the sex 

not individuals. 

confidence 

p E (P+ ,P+ 

Cochran 1977). 

error of the 

for the sex 

sex ratio 

sampling 

Springbok 

where pis an 

percentile 

obtain an 

of p, is an estimate of error z 0 is lOOath 

of the standard 

estimate 

distribution. In this section we 

standard error the estimate p, 

at a way to 
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of the sex ratio of Springbok p is a function two random variables, f 

m, the total number of 

g, that is 

If the two moments 

and males in sample Denote this function 

p=g(J,m)=l. 
m 

random f and m are known, that we know 

µJ, Var(!) 

g(f, m) (E(,o) 

a;, E(m) µm, Var(m) a!, then two moments of 

jJ 

the function g is linear. 

linear function 

a by 

achieved by a Taylor 

u ,o) can be found in terms of µ f, µm, aj and a~ if 

g is nonlinear, we can 

p can be The delta 

can approximated by linear ones and 

of g about the point (µJ, (Rice 1988). 

it by a 

is 

IS 

The expansion p to the first is given 

first moments of p are then by 

and 

Var(p) ~ 

afm = Cov(f, 

required 

Therefore 

derivatives are 

Var(p) 

by 

l(l'J,l'm) = µ~ 

agu. m) I _ µf 
am (µ1,J.tm) µ;,,. 

This is same result as in Cochran (1977, pl55), that population 

correction (1 - J') omitted. is, we the assumption that the 

sampling fraction f' is so small that finite population correction is close to unity and 
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that therefore the population size has minimal effect on the standard error of the estimate 

of the sex ratio. 

Note that E[f i] E[h] = ... E[fi] = ... = E[fn], and we use E[/1] to denote 

this quantity. Similarly for E[mi], Var[ft], Var[m1], and Cov(f1, m1]. We estimate Var(p) 

by replacing the population moments by the sample moments and observing that because 

between herds are independent 

where n is the nu 

E(/) E (t. Ji) = nE(f1) 

E(m) E (tmi) = nE(m1) 

Var(!) - Var (tii) nVar(f1) 

Var(m) Var (t.m,) = nVar(m,) 

Cov(f,m) = Cov (t./i,t.m;) = nCov(fi,m1), 

of herds sampled. 

The approximate estimate for variance p is thus given 

-= a~ p 

"' tu, -fl' + :t(m. -m)' (t J;)' 

(t mi) 
2 (t mi) 

i=l 1=1 
n n n 

L)li - ]) I:(mi - m) I: Ji 

For large samples, the limiting distribution of the sex ratio is the normal distribution 

with mean E(p) variance Var(p), assuming an infinite population (Cochran 1977). 

Approxin;;;.1:, couli<lence i11ti't'\l';ds for pa.re' this re:;ui1 even though in our 

we have a population. The 100(1 - 20:) approximate confidence interval 

pis then by 

p E ± o 

Extending Taylor expansion p to the second an improved estimate of 

the e., value of/> ;u:d from this v;c can obtain d, n1e,tsnre for th,• hias 111 our ,,:.;ii ate 
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of sex The Taylor of p to order is 

1 2 1 
2(!-µ1) _.;__;;..._---'-+2(m 

+(!- µ1)(m µm)---

expectations on both sides gives an approximate 

that is 

E(p) ~ + 21 
µm 

are by 

I 
= 0 

(µf,µm) 

l(µJ,µm] 

-1 

Therefore 

term 

for E(p), 

82g(µ1,µm) 
8J8m 

is the bias estimate p a bias corrected can be obtained by 

The bias term can be as 
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1 Var(mi) = and Cov(f, 

so the is of order 1/n. An estimate the adjusted 

, and 

can be obtained 

by replacing moments with moments to obtain 

n 

I)! - /)(m - m) 
l_ + -'-------~-
m n mi) 

Pa';:;:, ____ ..:_._;;__ __ _ 
- )2 -m 

When sample size is small, the distribution of pis skewed to the and usually pis 

a biased estimate of p. As sample size the 

distribution 

sample size is small 

the (Cochran 1977 1988). When 

distribution of pis skewed to right, improved confidence 

for p can obtained by taking the logarithm of the sex ratio, whose distribution 

1s we 

random variable 'Y = log(p) = log(F) log(M). An estimate for the logarithm of sex 

IS by 

i = log(p) = log(!) - (m). 

Denote i l(J, m) log(! /m), then Taylor expansion of i to the first IS 

by 

Approximate first moments i are then given by 

(;~) 
and 

are by 
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Therefore 

0 2 
0

2 

Var(i) = -f + ;' - 2 
µf µm µJµm 

We estimate Var( i) by replacing the population moments by the sample moments so 

that ~ is given by 

n n n 

2)fi - J)2 2:)mi - m) 2 2)fi - J)(mi - m) 

Var( i) = ~ ~ i=(t, J; r + i= (t, m.)' - 2 i=(t, f; )(t, m;) , 

where the summation is taken over the number of herds, n. 

The approximate 100(1 - 2a)% confidence interval for I is then given by 

which can be converted to an approximate confidence interval for p by the transformation 

p = exp(,). Thus the 100(1 - 20:)% confidence interval for pis 

pE (exp(i±~z°')). 

The Taylor expansion of i could again be extended to the second order to obtain an 

improved estimate of the expected value of i' and so get a measure of the bias in our estimate 

of sex ratios. In this study the bias of the estimate p was found to be negligible and therefore 

the bias was not considered in this case. 

Bootstrap estimates for standard error and bias for sex ratios 

The use of the bootstrap to find nonparametric estimates of standard error has been dis

cussed in papers by Efron (1979a, 1979b, 1981a, 198:lb, 1982), and Efron and Gong (1983). 

Efron (1981b, 1982, 1985, 1987), Efron and Gong (1983), Hall (1988), and Diciccio and 

Romano (1988) also discuss bootstrap confidence intervals. Efron and Tibshirani (1993) 

discuss the whole topic of the bootstrap. In this study we use the bootstrap algorithm 

to find nonparametric estimates of the bias and standard error of the estimate of the sex 

ratio p. We also develop nonparametric bootstrap confidence intervals for the estimate of 

sex ratios. Monte Carlo simulation is used to find nonparametric estimates of the standard 

error and bias of p and to construct confidence intervals. 

The bootstrap of Efron ( 1979a, 1981 b) to estimate the standard error and the bias of 

the sex ratio p can be described as follows: 
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1. Suppose that the number and males in a 

i 1, 2, ... , n are independent observations from some distribution We 

do not know F, but we can estimate it by where P is the empirical distribution 

of the n observed data points (Ji, mi), i = 1, 2, ... , n. That 

distribution that the mass 1/n at observed 

P is the probability 

(ii, mi). 

2. Obtain bootstrap , mr) by drawing a random sample n from P, 
and is, using a random number to draw n new points 

from P so that each new point is an independent random selection 

of one of data 

3. Calculate the p* p( (Ji, mi), ... , (f~, m~)), the sex ratio of the 

sample. 

4. steps 2 and 3 B times (where B is in the range of 25-200 for the of 

standard error (Efron 1987, Efron and Tibshirani 1993)), 

realizations of , say p*(b), b = l, 2, ... 

B independent 

5. Denote the bootstrap estimate of true standard error the sex ratio p (p), 

(1) 

where Var* indicates under the sampling scheme. is, 

1/2 

(p) ~ (2) 

B 

B -+ oo, (2) approaches original definition ( 1). 

6. Denote the of p by /3 = E(p - p). Then the bootstrap of bias is given 

= 

E* indicates expectation with 

is, ~ is approximated by 

- p), 

to the bootstrap 

l B 
B (?(b) P). 

b=I 

scheme. 
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confidence intervals for 

(1981b, proposed approximate intervals on the bootstrap 

algorithm, mainly the percentile and percentile confidence 

Schenker ( commented on shortcomings these bootstrap confidence 

intervals certain conditions. Efron (1987) proposed an improved bootstrap 

interval called confidence 

method interval 

The 

of the 

is the case we would to obtain some measure 

of some estimator (p in this study) which is usually in the 

a confidence Bootstrap confidence intervlas can by the 

algorithm: 

1. We 

Pas 

not know the of (Ji, mi), i = 1, ... 1 n, F but we approximate it by 

from which we can obtain the sample ,mr). 

2. bootstrap is computed from the sample and previous 

this one are repeated B (where B is in range 1000 the 

construction of confidence (Efron 1987, and Tibshirani 1993)) to 

B independent realizations p*(b), b = I, 2, ... , B. 

3. bootstrap cumulative distribution function of p* is by 

G(fJ) = {p*(b)</J}, 

probabilities according to bootstrap sam piing 

IS 

denotes the term "number of". 

4. Calculate a and 1 - o: of distribution, i.e. 6- 1 ( a) and 

(1 - o:). 

5. The approximate 100(1 - 20:)% confidence interval pis given by 

p E [a-I (a), 6-I o:)] . 
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percentile confidence interval be close to 

distribution of p* is to the normal distribution or if 

standard 

sample is 

sample distribution might from normal in which case 

3 

interval if 

For small 

percentile 

standard intervals will differ. The confidence intervals, although 

undercovering the the distribution of p*, achieve a better balance both tails 

and Tibshirani 1993). 

bias-corrected (BC) interval 

BC introduced (1981b, 1982) is an approach to improve on 

of the interval by adjusting for assumption is 

exists a monotone increasing function g so 

r 

and 

'1) r 

the bootstrap sam piing distribution, where r is the constant 

and zo is bias constant which measures the 

transformation, confidence can be obtained for p. 

is g need not 

The algorithm to 

corrected method is: 

known. 

bootstrap confidence 

1. The first two steps of the method interval remain 

2. Calculate the aL and au, 

zo 

aL q> + z(a)) 

au <t>(2zo+ -a)), 

<I>(x) is standard normal cumulative function 

3. 100(1 2a)% confidence interval pis 

pE (au)] . 

same. 

that 

error of g(p) 

the 

method 

by the 
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When G(p) zo 0 and the method reduces to 

method interval. Both the and the confidence differ 

percentile 

the exact 

interval by ). 

bias-corrected percentile bootstrap (BCa) confidence interval 

Schenker (1985) demonstrated the the method 

to the construction of are in certain 

nonparametric confidence intervals called the BCa interval was proposed by Efron 

bootstrap confidence there a (1987). 

that that the error off:, is constant for 

g 

P, 

i.e. g is variance stabilizing. assumption of a constant standard error of pis not always 

and 

which measures 

confidence 

rate of the 

corrects for this by 

error of p with 

constant 

top (Efron 1987, 

Efron and Tibshirani 1993). 

assumption now is that some bias constant z0 and some 

a, there a function g such that 

where 

w = 1 + ag(p). 

Applying the inverse transformation, we can obtain confidence intervals for p. 

constant a is to zero, method interval 

constant 

uces to 

BC method interval. When the (zo) and the (a) constants are 

zero, the method intervals reduce to the percentile method intervals. advantage 

of both the 

because it is 

To calculate 

and BCa intervals is that no knowledge of function g is necessary 

incorporated the algorithm. 

method intervals following algorithm is used: 

1. Perform the same first as a BC method 

2. Calculate bias-correction zo, and the quantities °'L and au, where 

(6(t,)) <J)-1 
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is the standard cumulative function, 

tion constant a is approximated 
n 

1 
a rv 

6 

Ui is the derivative 

the empirical 

estimate p with 

function of p = t(F) 

to 

to perturb F by some amount say 5 at the point , mi)· 

CHAPTER 3 

the accelera-

mass on point (Ji, mi)· 

to obtain ui we 

the 

probability distribution function by . To do this we 5 to J at the point (Ji, 

function corresponding to To ensure that J is the probability 

probability function still adds to one, it is necessary to scale down 

values j 

function, h, at 

J (1 

J. = l ~I 

Therefore Ui is by 

a (1 - 6). 

5)1/n for points (/j, 

6)1/n+J for point 

otherwise 

at point (Ji, mi) is 

perturbed probability 

i=fij 

i 1,2, ... ,n. 

( 
1-6 J+ 

lim (l - J)m + 
5-+0 6 p)' i = 1, 2, ... , n. 

3. The central 100(1 - 2a)% confidence interval for pis given by 

The accelerated bias-corrected confidence intervals are accurate to the second order 

although the coverage can still be erratic when dealing with small sample sizes (Efron and 

Tibshirani 1993). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

L'.-itimates for the proportion and for the ratio uf females to m;;,)p,.; for Springbok 

are shown in 2. For the areas Benfontein and Susanna, the lowest ratio of females to 

males occurred on the last sampling dat.<1, i.e. in 1986, while the highest ratio of females to 

occurred on the second 

double the ratio of 

i.e. end of 1985. For Benfontein this represented 

to males in Scptern of ; 985 to that of FJ,rua.ry of 1986. 

For Susanna it represented nearly three times the ratio of fomales to males in October 1985 

to of February 1986. For Uitzicht there was no sampling for the end of 1985. The sex 

ratios for January 1985 and February 1986 are similar as are the ones for Benfontein and 

for corresponding 

Tnble 2. Estimat<)S for tlH' of fern (1r) ;ind the sex rati(j (;/) of Springbok 

together with 90% binomial confidence intervals (PN indicates that the normal approxima

tion to the binomial distribution has been used to construct the CL while pp indicates that 

Pratt's (1968) approximation to the binomial distribution used). 

Date ir p Binomial 

rr PN f)p 

Benfontein (o.n, o.so) (2.8, 4.1) 7. 11.3) 

09/R' '· ,., ;J 0 4.1 (0.'i"l, 0.84) (3.3, 5.3) .3, 5.3) 

02/86 0.68 2.1 (0.64, 0.72) (1.8, 2.fi) (1 2.6) 

Susanna 01/85 0.71 2.5 (0.66, 0.76) (1.9, 3.2) (1.9, 3.3) 

10/85 0.86 6.1 (0.81, 0.91) (4.2, 10.1) ''} C\ 9 9) l #_).~,, . 

02/86 0.68 2.2 (0.65, 0.72) (1.8, 2.6) i 1 I.; 2 6) \.l...C; • 

Uitzicht 01/85 0.73 2.8 (0.67, 0.80) , 3.9) (2.0, 3.9) 

02/86 0 .. 71 2.5 (0.62, 0.81) 

Binomial 90% confidence intervals are given for the proportion of females and for the 

ratio of females to males (Table . The lirnits are shown for normal approximation 

to binomial distribution as well as Pratt's (1968) approximation. In study, the 
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confidence intervals obtained by the usual normal approximation and that of Pratt differ 

only slightly, if at all. The binomial confidence intervals for the sex ratio of Springbok can 

be seen to be very narrow, overestimating the lower limits and underestimating the upper 

limits. An exception is found for the sample from Susanna made towards the end of 1985, 

in which case, the binomial confidence interval is able to estimate the lower bound but the 

upper bound is overestimated in comparison with the other confidence limits. 

Confidence intervals for the sex ratio of Springbok using the Taylor expansion of the 

ratio to estimate the standard error of the ratio estimate are less optimistic than the con

fidence intervals obtained using the binomial distribution (Table 3). In this instance we 

are assuming that the distribution of the sex ratio is approximately normal. For small 

samples this approximation might be poor and the positive skewness of the ratio estimate 

can become prominent. In this study, because we are now considering the unit of sampling 

to be the herd and not the individuals, the sample sizes are small in all of the samples. 

Therefore the distribution of the sex ratio of Springbok could have a prominent positive 

skewness. Confidence intervals obtained by the Taylor expansion procedure do not take this 

into account as they are symmetrical (Table 3). Because the distribution of the sex ratio 

is skewed to the right, the distribution of the logarithm of the sex ratio matches that of 

the normal distribution more closely. The confidence intervals obtained for the sex ratio of 

Springbok from the Taylor expansion of the logged ratio are better at reflecting the positive 

skewness of the sex ratio of Springbok than those obtained from the Taylor expansion of 

the ratio in that they are positively skewed (Table 3). 

One of the advantages of the Taylor expansion approach to constructing confidence 

intervals for sex ratios is that a measure of bias can be easily obtained. Bias adjusted 

sex ratio estimates for Springbok are shown in Table 3. The bias adjusted ratio estimates 

closely resemble the unadjusted ones (there is a slight positive bias) except for the sample 

taken from Uitzicht in February 1986. The results suggest that the sex ratio for this sample 

has been slightly overestimated. 

Nonparametric bootstrap confidence intervals for the sex ratio of Springbok have been 

computed for the percentile, the bias-corrected and the accelerated bias-corrected methods 

(Table 4). Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to obtain the cumulative distribu

tion function of the bootstrap distribution of the ratio. According to Efron (1987, Efron and 

Tibshirani 1993) about 1000 Monte Carlo replications are needed to construct bootstrap 

confidence intervals and this is the amount of replications used in this study to construct 
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3. Confidence sex ratio (p) and of the sex ratio 

(log(p)) of Springbok expansions. The adjusted ratio 

is 

Area p Pa 

Benfontein 02/85 3.3 3.2 

09/85 4.1 

02/86 2.1 

01/85 

10/85 6.1 6.1 

02/86 2.2 2.0 

Uitzicht 01/85 

02/86 2.5 1.6 

intervals for the sex 

bias-corrected methods 

ception of the sample from Uitzicht in 

gave a interval with a larger upper 

limits that are ... ~·~v" similar to the BC 

tends to have a smaller lower as 

sample October 1985. In this case, 

Taylor 

p log(p) 

(2.3, 4.3) 

(2.0, 6.3) 

(0.9, (1 3.7) 

(0.8, 4.1) (1.2, 4.9) 

(4.2, 8.0) (4.5, 8.3) 

(0.9, 3.5) (1.2, 4.0) 

(1 4.2) (1.6, 4.7) 

1.0, 6.0) (0.6, 10.1) 

of Springbok. The 

confidence intervals with 

in which the bias-corrected 

percentile 

the cases that it 

to the other methods 

limit is slightly 

ex-

it 

to 

left. The upper limits of the percentile method are also similar to that of the other methods 

with a slight tendency to overestimate the upper bound. An exception occurs for the sample 

from Susanna obtained in October 1985, where the direction of the difference is the reverse 

from that of other samples and the upper limit in this case is slightly underestimated. 

Comparing the confidence intervals obtained from the Taylor expansion of the logarithm 

of the ratio to those obtained from the bootstrap BC and BCa methods, we can see that 

these intervals are similar to each other (Tables 3 and 4 and Fig. 1). Uitzicht is an exception 
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in that the upper limits of the bootstrap confidence intervals are slightly overestimated as 

compared to the Taylor expansion of the logged ratio. 

Table 4. Bootstrap estimates for the standard error (o-B), bias (fJB) and bootstrap 90% 

confidence intervals (percentile1 and BCa methods) for sex ratio (p) of Springbok. 

bias correction (z0 ) and acceleration correction (a) values are also shown. 

Area Date iie iii, p Bootstrap CI 

percentile BC BCa 

Benfontein 02/85 0.66 0.13 3.3 4.7) 4.6) (2.4, 4.5) 

Zo = -0.021 a= -0.038 

09/85 1.57 0.36 4.1 (2.5, 7.3) (2.5, 6.9) (2.4, 6.8) 

Zo = -0.059 a= -0.021 

02/86 0.83 0.14 2.1 (1.1, 3.7) (1.1, 3.7) (1.1, 3.6) 

Zo = -0.004 a= -0.023 

Susanna 1.12 0.14 2.5 (1.1, 4.6) (1.0, 4.5) (0.8, 4.3) 

Zo = -0.051 a= -0.076 

10/85 1.18 0.04 6.1 (4.4, 8.4) (4.5, 8.5) (4.6, 8.6) 

Zo = 0.049 a 0.043 

02/86 1.02 0.25 2.2 (1.2, 4.4) (1.1, 4.0) (1.0, 3.8) 

Zo = -0.101 a= -0.074 

Uitzicht 01/85 1.48 0.42 2.8 (2.0, 6.6) (2.0, 7.0) (2.0, 6.6) 

Zo = 0.149 a= -0.030 

02/86 4.69 2.49 2.5 (0.7, 14.3) (0.6, 13.8) (0.4, 11.3) 

(>o ........ () _()(, ] a ······O. lUi! 

bootstrap ure can be used to obtain an estimate of the bias of the ratio 

estimate h]e 4) Tht' i estirn;;tes for the bi,\;.; of fi '·-~ h () \V a., \I 

bias in the sex estimate. For the sam pie 

as large as the estimate of the ratio 

were onlv r herds for this site. Tl1ereforr: 

Uitzicht in February 1986, the bias is 

We need to keep in mind that there 

ancJ d 
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U-01/85 

S-02/86 

S-10/85 

S-01/85 

B-02/86 

B-09/85 

B-02/85 

- 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Sex Ratio 

Figure 1. Comparison of the 90% confidence intervals for the sex ratio of Springbok. 

The confidence intervals are stacked for each site and each date t hat observations were made 

in the following order from bottom to top: Binomial Cl (normal approximation), Taylor 

expansion of ratio Cl, Taylor expansion of the logged ratio Cl, bootstrap percentile Cl , 

bootstrap BC Cl and BCa bootstrap CL The following abbreviations for the site names 

have been used in t he figure: B - Benfontein, S - Susanna and U - Uitzicht. 
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observed 

themselves. 

this sample might due to 

CONCLUSION 

3 

small sample rather than to the techniques 

intervals for the sex ratio Springbok have m this 

the study. They vary from confidence 

individual Springbok observed to other 

unit is the herd, 

the size of a herd. 

the composition of 

binomial confidence intervals 

narrow, which 

of problem is a herd 

that we cannot 

not individuals. 

Confidence intervals obtained 

that consider unit of sampling to 

take into account that the sampling 

and females in herd as 

the sex ratio of Springbok are in too 

the fact that the sampling in this 

of the are optimistic, and in 

this it is to logarithms the sex ratios to overcome the positive 

of the distribution the ratio. 

Bootstrap intervals the BC BCa methods were similar and they were 

also similar to the confidence intervals obtained from the Taylor expansion of the logged 

ratio. results the sam from Uitzicht slightly from those of the samples 

from other areas. The BCa method u the upper bou com to both 

BC and the percentile method. the bootstrap confidence intervals were different 

from intervals constructed from Taylor expansion of the logged ratio. 

For both samples obtained from the Uitzicht, the confidence from 

expansion 

confidence 

(four 

two. 

ratio underestimated the upper nd as to bootstrap 

The number of at this on both occasions was small 

respectively) but total numbers counted differed by a 

might account for differences between different methods of 

constructing confidence 
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CHAPTER 4 

A model for the relationship between 

reproductive mass and vegetative 

mass in Solidago altissima 

ABSTRACT 

Plant reproductive mass is an example of data censored from the left; it is never negative 

and becomes positive only once a certain vegetative mass threshold has been reached. These 

observations follow the pattern of primary moult indices, except that there is no censoring 

on the right. In this study we adapt the Underhill-Zucchini moult model (Ibis (1988) 130: 

358-372 and (1990) 132: 118-123) (effectively a two-sided censored regression model) to 

handle observations that are only censored from the left. The data of Schmid et al. ( The 

American Naturalist (1994) 143: 494-507) for Solidago altissima L. (tall goldenrod) are 

used to illustrate the method of maximum likelihood to describe the relationship between 

reproductive mass and vegetative mass. The approach taken by Underhill and Zucchini 

adapted to formulate a one-sided censored regression model for the relationship between 

vegetative mass and reproductive mass problem is shown to be equivalent to the approach 

taken by Schmid et al. ( 1994). The model parameters from the one approach are transform

ations of the parameters from the other. Advantages and disadvantages of both algorithms 

are considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Applications of censored regression models in biology were reviewed by Schmid et al. (1994) 

who discussed mainly botanical examples. In particular, they considered a situation from 

plant reproductive biology in which the reproductive mass is zero until the vegetative mass 

reaches a threshold. Their goal was to estimate the mean threshold mass and to find the 

relationship between reproductive mass and vegetative mass above the threshold. This and 

their other examples were all of "one-sided" censoring, specifically of left-censored data. 

The moult problem analysed by Underhill and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. (1990) 
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is an of a 

and 

regression model with 

In the moult problem, "thresholds" are 

index is constrained to lie 

mean at which 

0 and 1. 

commences and 

Schmid et al. (1994) derived the likelihood function for but did not 

the Newton-Raphson attempt to maximize likelihood function using differentiation 

Instead, made use the EM (expectation-maximization) (De-

mpster et al. to maximize the likelihood function. paper the problem 

of plant reproduction introduced by Schmid et al. (1994) and it develops the method of 

likelihood this . The solutions obtained by the EM and 

likelihood algorithms are compared. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

description 

The set of et al. (1994) was to motivate a 

in a similar way to that Underhill and 

for biological 

(1988) Underhill 

et al. (1990) two-sided censoring. The consist measurements reproductive 

mass (inflorescences) at a and of individually grown 

shoots in the clonal plant Solidago altissima L. (tall goldenrod). These plants were grown 

in an experimental garden of Basel, Switzerland. A 433 plants 

was randomly Of these, 123 had a mass of 

zero because had not reached reproductive maturity, while for 

plants reproductive mass a vegetative mass were observed. 

A model for plant mass 

the model for plant follows same The formulation 

as used by Zucchini (1988), but adapting the notation and 

the present problem. 

310 

procedure 

model to 

the random variable V be the vegetative mass at which the threshold is reached 

reproduction mass to observed a randomly selected plant. Fv(v) the 

probability distribution function fv ( v) the probability function of V. We 

assume a linear relationship between reproductive mass and vegetative mass thereafter. 
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We 

of 

suppose that Fv(v) 

f3 will also be 

p parameters 01 , 02, ... , and for 

as a parameter of ( v). 

71 

slope 

The 

of V, 

quantities 

the mean 

mass in the 

interest are the expectation, µ, the standard deviation, a, 

of mass at which plants to show 

We are /3, 

which the rate of change of reproductive mass 

in the 

to mass. 

consist of on reproductive mass of random of plants at 

some mass. Riv be a random giving reproductive mass R at 

mass v of a plant o'""''""'"''"" at random population. We note that Riv is a 

variable whose probability distribution IS on vegetative 

mass v. 

Our objective is to estimate f3 and Fv(v) from observations on process Rjv. This 

variable V for 

a relationship 

is unusual in 

no direct 

will this 

we wish to estimate distribution of a 

are available. We will show that we can 

that mass 

and reproductive mass is by Riv= o + 
relationship 

we denote 

Riv by ac. Then Riv::; r if and only if v::; r//3 o/{3. But -0t/f3 is which 

is random variable V. Therefore, Riv < r if and only if V 2: v - r / {3. Denote >. = 1/ /3, 

< r if and 

to estimate f3 and 

this it follows 

if V > v - r,\. 

observations on 

relationship 

process Rjv is: 

< r if and only if V v r >., r > 0. 

fRlv(r) = >.Jv(v r>.), r > 0. 

provides the basis 

Maximum likelihood estimates of of interest, i.e. µ, a, and >. can 

obtained from 

ility density 

problem but 

relationship 

the random 

to the 

These describe the probab-

Schmid et looked at same 

variable Rjv. 

vegetative mass and reproductive mass, 

we are assuming a 

is a one-one 
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the 

-a/f3 is the 

Rjv is 

4 

both have seen that >. 

which is the mean of that is µ -a/ {3. Also variance of 

of the linear relationship Rjv v. the 

m likelihood (Mood et al. 1963), an estimate 

the line is then simply given by f3 1/ >.., the y-intercept(a) is given by 

deviation Riv is given by ii; & / >... 

consists of I plants which show no reproductive mass J 

which show reproductive mass. the vegetative mass these 

t (u1,u2, ... ,uJ), respectively, and r 

the reproductive mass J plants which mass was 

likelihood (Cox 1974) of observations is given 

l J 

L((J;t,u,r) = IT P(ti) IT q(uj,rj), (1) 
j==l 

where e = (81 , e2 , ••. , Op) is the vector of probability functions P(t) and 

q(u, r) are as 

P(t) Pr{Rlt O} 1 - Fr(t), 

q(u, >..Ju(u - d). 

The maximum likelihood of the 

imize (1), or equivalently its logarithm 1!1 = log 

are those values of 8 which max

t, u, r) 

l J 

f1 = log(P(ti)) + I:log(q(uj,rj)). 
j=l 

The normal equations are given by the partial derivatives equal to zero; 

0, 

a 1,2, ... ,p. 

equations cannot in general explicitly therefore Newton-Raphson 

iterative algorithm (Ortega and Rheinholdt 1970) (Appendix 1) is used to solve them. For 

this, derivatives f 1 are required and are by 

fJ2f1 l 
{ f)2 P(ti) } 88a8eb 

J 1 { 
+ j==l q(uj, rj)Z }, a,b= I, ... ,p. 
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With these first and partial can 

used to estimate parameter and the 

between 

-fJ2£if 88a8fh. 

can then 

inverse of the p X p matrix with 

are denoted (fl,\&). parameter 

parameter (&,S, &=;). 

following result (Mood el 

to obtain 

1963) can be the variances of 

then 

converted 

f), can 

The 

as 

1994, 

estimates. X and Y be two random 

of parameters 

has for Fv (v), the 

model has been 

maximum likelihood 

reproduction 

distribution of the 

partial 

The first and second partial 

mass. Once a 

can be computed 

be obtained 

assuming that mass is normally distributed are given in Appendix 2. 

f) become (µ, 

AND DISCUSSION 

of the 

mass are given in 

using the EM 

2). The estimate for 

the between reproductive 

obtained here are same 

parameters (see Schmid et 

vegetative mass beyond which 

to estimate 

deviation 

mass becomes 

reshold value. 

parameter 

is also given to 

give an of the spread 

a censored allometric model to account 

and 

vegetative 

mass. The 

reproductive mass and 

this extension can readily be made. 

mass in Solidago altissima, it has been 

here assumes a 

between 

relationship between 

not deal with non-linear relationships, although 

the present study of and 

that a linear relationship between reproductive 

and 

Although 

Raphson 

mass is adequate (Schmid et al. 1994). 

technique of by the Newton

the computation of the matrix of oc;~,vuu partial derivatives, it 

maximum likelihood 
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Table 1. Estimates (standard of the for the relationship 

reprnd uctive alld veget;t1ive mar,s (g) i;1 .Solidaqo altissima. sample size pb :s that 

have a reproductive mass of zero (no) and 

(n1) is also given. 

plants that reproductive ma.qs 

S,tmple Parameter estimates 

y-intercept slope x-intercept std of Riv std dev of V 

(& -fl/~) (,13 1/ .X) (-a//J=µ) 
,_ 

(&) n.a n1 \Ue == 

12;1 310 -7.11 i:o.56J 0.60 (i' i)')) ,}., - 11.ii (0.611 :s .:3'.2 (0.2:>,) 8.80 (fl.42) 

does however mean that we can obtain standard errors of estimates as a by-product of the 

algorithm by computiug Lhe inven;e matrix that co,t:,;i,,ts of the elem,~nts -82 i./ DOa{)fJb, 

where f. is the log-likelihood function. is a wPakness of the EM algorithm approach 

used Schmid et al. (1994). standa.rd errors for the parameters are 

CONCLUSION 

The model proposed in this paper for thP relationship bf'tween vegetative and 

mass is an adaptation to the model primary moult proposed by 

in Table L 

uctive 

and Zucchini 

(1988). The problem of finding the reiationship between vegetative and reproductive mass 

reproductive mass is observable (i.e. positive) once some is complicated by the 

threshold poi.nt 

cannot handle the 

:itive rna,-,s is n:;·1ched. A linear ,·egressio11 model thii-; problem 

of reproductive mass which are zero as values violate 

assumption of a regression model with normally distributed errors and if these vaiues are 

omitted from a.nalysis, a negative 

line is introduced (Schmid el at. 

reproduction is similar to that of 

to the the slope of regression 

. TLc formulation of the problem of aaalysing 

ary moult. For the primary moult problrrn, the 

moult index is constrained to lie between O and 1 while in the plant reproduction problem, 

reproductive mass is constrained to lie above zero. 

This paper serves to demonstrate that approach taken by t nderhill Zucchini 

(1988) to formulate a model for data which is constrained on one or two limits is the 

sarne as formulating a ceu0cred regrc::,sion :node! dcita of this proposed by S,·i,rnid 
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el estimates for the model for plant reproduction present 

by maximizing the likelihood function using differentiation 

. Schmid et al. (1994) made use of the EM 

et al. 1977) to maximize the likelihood function. Both 

advantages and disadvantages (see chapter 6), but one of the 

Newton-Raphson algorithm is that standard errors for the are 

once the maximum likelihood estimates have 

paper also shows that the two approaches to censored 

plant reproductive mass is 

on 

mass is as 

the censored regression m 

random variable and its distribution 

threshold value (i.e. 

mass is positive) given the linear relationship 

modelled, the parameter estimates from both 

Because of the invariance nrr,nartu 

obtained parameter estimates by one 

can easily be obtained by making the 

The choice of approach to 

remains a choice of which algorithm to use to 

mass value 

the parameters. The Newton-Raphson algorithm necessitates 

mass 

or whether the 

which reproductive 

mass, is 

of each 

once we have 

estimates for 

computation of both first 

, in case small partial derivatives and the matrix of o,:;,,vu.u 

sets, the initial parameter estimates to the true parameter estimates 

for convergence to be achieved, but 

not need the first 

rate of 

matrix of 

The EM-algorithm does 

partial derivatives but then 

no standard errors of the estimates are immediately available. The rate of convergence is 

also slower than that algorithm. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm to estimate model parameters. 

The Newton-Raphson algorithm is a technique of iteratively solving nonlinear equations 

of several variables. We define /J(A,) to be the vector of parameter estimates after k iterations. 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

Step 1: Calculate initial estimates {J(O) = (Bio), ... , ei0l). 

Step 2: Compute j(k) and p(k), where j(k) is the vector offirst partial derivatives 

and p(k) is the matrix of second partial derivatives, computed at the kth 

iteration. 

Step 3: Compute the vector c5(k) which is the solution to the system of p linear 

equations 

where p represents the number of parameters. 

Step 4: Set /J(k+l) = ij(k) - J(k), where ij(k) contains the parameter estimates at 

the kth iteration. 

Step 5: Test for convergence, for example, if the elements of j(k) are sufficiently 

close to zero. If the convergence criterion is met then stop, otherwise 

increase k by 1 and return to step 2. 
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APPENDIX 2 

First and second partial derivatives for the model to describe the relationship 

between reproductive mass and vegetative mass 

If we assume that vegetative mass is distributed normally, then the following form uiae are 

required to apply model the relationship hetv;een reproductive m2=c;s and vegetative 

n1as.s. For Lhe ca.se of the normal ciistribution, the model parameters are given by B1 = µ, the 

where 

,~lope t line, 

of r,110 mean 

ls thr stilndard normal di:-0tribution nc,imL :.hat is 

z) ::.= 
l 

exn--. ; 2 

Then 

P(t) 1 - <fi(g(t)) 

q( n, r) 
,\ 
-</;(o 
(J '" 

r>.)). 

the fir:ot partial H\': of f 1 W(' have 

FJo 
8q 

[);\ 

8q(u1,r1) 
8µ 

8q(uj,rj) 
00' 

0 

~¢(g 
(: 

f' It·)· 
.Y\•~1('') --u1g i,j 

lT , 

[ l r 
,r;) ;~+ 

/\ 

For the second partial derivatives we have 

82P(ti) 
8>.2 

fl2 P{ti) 
8>.8µ 

0 

0 
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82 P(ti) 
0 

a>..aa = 
82 P(ti) 

8µ2 = 

8µ8C1 
82 P(t;) 

8a2 
82q(uj, rj) -r1,\)-l]+ 

[))..2 

82q(uj, rj) 
q(uj, [rj[g2(u1 - r1,\) - l] + 

a>..aµ a2 

82q(uj, rj) 
= [-3r1g(uj - rj>..) + 

a>..aa 

82q(uj, rj) 
= ( . ) [g2(uj - rj>..)-1] 

8µ2 q U3,rJ 2 
(j 

r-3g(uj - TjA) + g3 (uj 
(12 

82q(uj,rj) 
q(uj, rj) + 

8a2 = + 





CHAPTER 5 

The analysis of avian primary moult III: 

int er-annual differen ce s in t iming of 

moult of Willow Warblers 

P hylloscopus trochilus in 

we stern Russia 

ABSTRACT 

The Underhill-Zucchini moult model (Ibis (1988) 130: 358- 372 and (1990) 132: 118- 123) 

is extended to enable the parameters of moult in a number of data sets to be estimated 

simultaneously in such a way t hat one of the parameters is replicated for each data set. 

Standard statistical hypothesis testing methods are developed and the Aka.ike Information 

Criterion is used to facilitate parsimonious model selection procedures. In the application 

considered, the mean starting date of moult of Willow Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus in 

the St Petersburg region of western Russia is estimated for each of 11 years, while assuming 

the remaining parameters to be constant for all data sets . f n eight of the 11 years, the 

mean starting date , for both sexes combined, lay betwen 9 and 14 July. With exceptions, 

the mean starting dates for males and females ran closely in parallel, with males starting 

moult, on average, about 14 days before females. 

INTRODUCTION 

The model for primary moult developed by Underhill and Zucchini (1988) and UnderhiU 

et al. (1990) (papers T and II in the series) assumed that all birds sampled have a common 

set of para.meters, regard less of place or year. In the practical application of this model, 

Underhill and Zucchini (1988) used th ree parameters, two to define the mean and standard 

deviation of the starting date of moult and one to define the duration of moult. The moult 

model of Underhi ll and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. (1990) has been used to estimate 
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moult parameters in seabirds (Cooper et al. 1991) 1 shorebirds (Underhill 1985, Summers 

et al. 1989, Underhill et al. 1990, Marks 1993, Marks and Underhill 1994), honeyguides 

(Underhill et al. 1995) and in passerines (Winkler et al. 1988, Cooper and Underhi ll 1991 , 

Underhill et al. 1992). 1n this paper, the third in the series, we consider an extension of 

the original model, in which one of t he parameters is replicated in each data. set. In the 

practical application, we have a separate parameter for the mean starting date of moult 

fo r ea.ch data set . We develop a strategy consistent with conventional model selection 

processes to deal with the standard statistical hypothesis testi ng situations (Linhart and 

Zucchini 1986). For example , we develop a test for the null hypothesis t hat the mean 

starting dates are the same for each data set (e.g. year or locality) against the alternative 

that moult starts earlier or later in some of the data sets. We also consider guideline 

strategies for parsimonious selection of model parameters making use of Akaike's (1973) 

Information Criterion. For example, we show how to select a modeJ with the minimal 

number of starting date parameters by amalgamating those data. sets which have a common 

s tarting date parameter. 

This extension of t he model is demonstrated using moult data on Willow Warblers 

Phylloscoptts trochilus in western Russia in which there are data sets collected on an annual 

basis. This paper is thus also a sequel to the analysis of Willow Warbler primary moult 

by Underhill et al. (1992) in which between-year differences in the timing of primary moult 

were ignored. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Data description 

The data for this paper consist of post-nuptial moult indices for adult Willow Warblers 

captured in mist-nets at the south-eastern coast of the Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg region, 

Russia (60°47'N, 32°48'E). Most birds were sexed on wing length , as i'n Svensson (1992) 

and Underhill et al. (1992) . The data contain observations made in 11 years, from 1979 

t.o 1989 (Table 1). Primary moult scores were converted to percentage feather mass grown 

using the method of Underhill et al. (1992). The percentage feather mass grown was used 

as the moult index. 

We could use the Under hill-Zucchini model to estimate the three parameters of moult, 

combining the observations for all years, as done by Under hill et al. (1992). Alternatively, 
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Table 1. Sam pie sizes Willow Warbler pnmary moult at 

Petersburg, Russia. 

Ant Male Female 

Yet to In In Ended to In 

moult moult moult moult moult moult 

39 30 0 12 12 0 11 

1980 30 26 5 7 13 3 

44 29 14 9 8 16 

56 40 17 17 

57 27 2 14 1 11 

13 1 6 5 1 19 5 

10 5 9 4 2 4 

29 14 8 11 8 6 18 5 

29 17 3 5 12 1 24 3 

35 20 8 9 6 9 

1989 37 37 17 10 15 

263 118 6 

tThe sex of 39 birds was not recorded. 

we the parameters each year, a total of 33 

would provide information on situation, but at 

Ladoga, 

Ended 

moult 

0 

1 

5 

13 

1 

0 

3 

2 

2 

2 

3 

32 

The 

expense of first 

ignoring possibility and extent of variation. The second method would provide 

estimates all the parameters for 

would year, the 

It is a between these two extremes 

m 

we develop here. 

that the main feature of interest in this data set is the possibility that there are inter-year 

variations in mean starting date. We therefore develop an extension of the Underhill

Zucchini model in which the standard deviation parameter and the duration parameter are 

both assumed to be constant for all years, and there is a parameter for the mean starting 

date for each year. For the Willow Warbler example, if the sexes are not separated, there 

is thus a total of 13 parameters. 

Underhill et al. (1992) showed that data type 5 of Underhill et al. (1990) was the 
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pe u ptial \Villow data. I )ata are of [j :f birds 

that have not begun to moult and those in rnoult are present throughout the sampling 

period and bfrds observed on each day form a random 

\Yith data typP f'i. birds that r:ompi<'ted rnoult may either 

from these two groups. 

out of th,, rPgion 

immediately or additional birds may immigrate it the motivations in Underhill et 

al. UJ90, i . rhe m.-stlwmai ical df'\'1•!opmrnt of modPI for d:lt.a typP :>, is i most 

straightforward, ;rnd we r,herefore have selected to provide deL,iils this data type and for 

dat;:1 Lype ~i, the 01te applicable tn W niu\,] L. Da.t are 

type 2 if all birds that ha.ve not started moult. are in moult and have completed moult are 

present throughout sampling period. type 2 abo makes the assumption that there 

is noim or ' . crnring sarn riling . Thf' mathematical developmeni 

remaining data types is presented in Appendix l. Table 2 is a reproduction of 1 

llndPrlnil cl ct. (l that ,, a ,,urnmary of U1C' dat,::. types in t'r:derhil] 

and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. (1990). 

Table 2. The of the population represen tafr,;, sam 

required on sampling; date for the five tit types 

Underhill et al. (1990). 

in Cnderhill and Zucchini 

(1988) 
--···---

ConlJlOW'at of t!1P population fu i" w .. no 

Data Not Complr>ted immigration or emigration during the 

type inoulted lu n1oult moult sampling; period is assumed 

,+ an hi I' vns yes ves 

n yes yes yes birds L 

3 no yes no birds lil moult 

4 no yes yes birds in moult or completed moult 

5 yes yes no birds not yet moulted or in moult 

tFor data type 1, it is only necessary to classify birds as 'not yet moulted', 'in moult' or 

'completed moult'. 
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Extension to the model for avian primary moult 

To investigate whether the mean starting date of moult varies in each data set (i .e. from year 

to year or from place to place), the models proposed by Underhil l and Zucchini (1988) and 

Underhill et al. (1990) have. to be modified . The same notation as Underhill and Zucchini 

{1988) and Underhill et al. (1990) is adopted here with changes as necessary. 

Let the random variable T be the number of days from some reference date at which 

a randomly selected bird begins primary moult . Let F7(t} be the probability distribut ion 

function and fr(t) be the probability density function of T. We assume a linear relationship 

between moult index and time and that t he duration of moult , r, remains constant for all 

birds. 

The main quantities of interest are the expectation,µ, and the standard deviation , 11 1 

of T , which give the mean starting date of moult and t he spread of starting dates of moult 

in the population . We are also interested in the duration of moult, r. 

The data consist of observations on the moul t indices of random samples of birds cap

tu red on some clay. Let and Y(t) be the random variable of the mou lt index at time t ; 

whose probability distribution function, FY(t)(Y)i is dependent on time. Our objective is to 

estimate Fr(t) and r from observations on the process Y(t). This is possible because of the 

following relationship (Underhill and Zucchini 1988) : 

Y (t) ~ y if and only if T 2: t - yr, 0 ~ y < l. 

From this it fo llows that 

FY(t)(Y) = 1 - Fr(t - yr), 0 ~ y < 1, 

and 

fY(t)(Y) = TfT (t - yr ),0 < y < l. 

Suppose that the sample consists of H sets of data. Then for h = l , 2, . . . , H, let Jh 

denote t he number of birds in moult in the hthdata set , h the number of bi rds which have 

not commenced moult in thehth data set, and Kh the number of birds wh ich have completed 

moult in the ht h data set. Let the days fo r each data set on which observationsof ''birds in 

moult,, were made be 
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the days fo r each data set on which observations of "birds not in moult'' were made be 

and the days for each data set on which observations of "birds completed moult" were made 

be 

Vtb V12, ... 1 V1f(11 V2t, V22, .. ·, V2Ki, · · · 1 VH1, VH2, · · · , VH l(H · 

Denote these vectors of observations by u, t, and v, respectively. Let the vector y denote 

the moult indices associated with the birds which are actively in moult , so that 

y = (Yll, Y12, ... ' 'Y1J1, Y21, Y22, . .. , Y2121 . . . , YHl, YH 2, ... ' YHJH). 

The Hkelihood fu nction (Cox and Hinkley 1974) for these observat io ns for dat a of type 2 

is 

(1) 

where () = (01 , 02 , •.. , Op) is the vector of parameters. Here p denotes the total number of' 

parameters in the model, which in this application, is given by p = H + 2. The probability 

that birds have not commenced moult, P(t), the probability that birds have completed 

moult, R(v) 1 and the index of moult for birds in moult, q(11,,y), a re defined as in Underh ill 

and Zucchini (1988): 

P(t) Pr{Y(t) = O} = 1 - Fr(t), 

R(v) Pr{Y(v) = l} = Fv (v- r), 

q(u, Y) - , Ju(u - yr). 

The maximum li kelihood estimates of the parameters are those values of() which max

imize (1), or equivalently its logacithm 

H ( ft, Ji. Ki. ) 
e1 = log L(O; t, u, y, v) = I; ~ log( P(t1.i)) + ~ log(q(uh1 , Yhi)) + _?; log(R(vhk)) . 

The normal equations are given by setting the part ial derivatives equal to zero; 

for- a= 1, 2, ... ,p. 
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equations cannot 

and Rheinholdt 

derivatives of 1\ are 

and the 

(Appendix 2) is used to 

these are by 

_ 8P(thi) 8P(thi)} 
80a aob 

87 

iterative 

. For this, the 

Jh 1 {-----u + i=l q(uhi, Yhj) 2 

Kh 

+ k=t R(v~,)' {---

, Yhj) - --"----'-----} 

--}), a,b 1, ... ,p. 

5 the likelihood these observations is 

L( (}; t, u, y) = hrr=l (P.I=hl -1 --- IT q( uhRj ,(Yhj))) ' 
' j=l 1 - UhJ 

where()= (01 , 82, ... , Op) is the vector 

Let £2 

partial 

L(B;t,u,y). As before, the 

of £2 to zero; 

Newton-Raphson iteration is required to 

derivatives of are 

for a,b= 1,2, ... ,p. 

1 

equations are 

} 
8R(u,1 )}) 

aea 
equations. 

(2) 

0, a 1, ... ,p. 

With these first and second partial derivatives, the Newton-Raphson algorithm can 

be used to estimate the parameters. The variances of the parameter estimates, and the 

covariances between them, are given by the elements of the inverse of the p x p matrix with 

entries -82l2/88a88b, as described in Underhill and Zucchini (1988), where£ represents the 

log-likelihood function. 
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Estimation of 

far no 

starting dates 

has assumed for Fr(t), probability distribution function 

primary moult. a parametric model been chosen for 

the partial derivatives can be computed and ""''"u.u 

parameters, denoted (), can then obtained the primary moult model. 

(t), 

of 

assume 

the dates are normally distributed, as was Underhill and Zucchini 

(1988), so that, for the hth data set, the distribution of dates 

standard deviation a. The () become (µ 11 ••• ,µH,r,a). The first 

partial derivatives are given in Appendix 3. mean completion of 

second 

the 

hth data set is computed as + f. 

given (
- - - )1/2 Var(µh) + Var(f) + 2Cov(µh, f) , with 

of the mean completion 

values obtained from the 

is 

matrix. 

hypothesis of varying mean starting of moult 

To 

the null hypothesis 

the mean starting 

the mean starting 

of moult differ 

are equal for each data set 

we test 

the 

hypothesis that the mean starting are not all the same. That we want 

to test 

H1: µi =f 11,j, for at least one pair i,j with 1 ~ i /j ~ H. 

This hypothesis can 

of data type 2, 

tested 

,\ 

the likelihood test (Wilks 1962). 

the numerator is the likelihood function as derived in equation 5 of and 

(1988), evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimators (il, f, , i.e. the likeli-

hood type 2 under null of constant mean 

all data sets. The denominator is likelihood function given by equation 1, at 

maximum likelihood estimators (µi, ... , , f, a-), i.e. assuming alternative hypo

inter-annual IO timing of The likelihood ,\, is 
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analogously for 5, in which case 

function derived Underhill et al. (1990), 

The test null hypothesis 

of -2 log>.. it is well 

numerator will 

denominator by 

of ,\ 1 or 

>. has the 

89 

the likelihood 

2. 

values 

distribution 

with p - q 

parameters 

parameters 

(Dobson 1983), p represents the number of estimated 

under the alternative hypothesis, and q 

the null hypothesis. 

number of 

Guidelines for the selection model parameters 

We now provide an answer to the question: Is a µi 

necessary for to two possible scenarios: 

(1) a group of 

with different 

sets have a common date, while the 

dates, can be considered abnormal? 

(2) Do the data sets fall groups, those in starting are 

to 

(for 

"normal" or "late"? 

scenarios can by the approach to described, but these two seem 

biologically restrict the to data type 5, IS 

data Willow Warblers. 

Model selection criteria are in Linhart and ( 1986). In this 

criterion is Information Criterion (Akaike 1973), 

type 5) as 

= L(O; t, u, y) + N), 

is the number of in the model. The 

value for the AIC. Effectively, the AIC penalizes 

is to choose the model 

with unnecessary, 

with useful background parameters. Another 

may be found in 

of the AIC in ..,,...,,,vc:., 

(1992). 

In 

sets. 

to 

the number of is N = H + 2, is the number of 

finding for the AIC is to data sets 

the parameter the likelihood function the AIC. Because 

are ways of combining H data it is usually to search for the 

minimum AIC, which is our motivation restricting to (1) and (2) 



above. estimates provide 

amalgamated, is we sets with 

about which data sets should 

parameter estimates. 

5 

LTS AND DISCUSSION 

Willow Warbler data, the of the parameters, assuming a constant 

mean starting date over the 11 years were identical for types 2 and 5 (Table 3). 

However, the durations data type 5 were 3-4 days longer than with 

2. This is to that post~nuptial moult at seven 

localities in western in Underhill et al. (1992). The of the parameters of 

using model developed in this paper show that for data type 5 (with very 

similar results 

combined varied over 15 

However, in of 

2), the estimated mean 

6 July (in 1989) 

estimated mean starting 

and 

1985) (Table 4). 

was within two of 13 

July, the overall mean (Table 3), with 1980, 1985, and 1989 the furthest 

from normal. the 11 years, the mean dates between 9 July and 14 

July. In 1980 and 1985, moult started than July and in 1989 it started than 

9 July. can the AIC. 

Results males and females ran closely in parallel (Fig. 1); when males 

or than average, so did the females. striking exception was 1987, when 

moulting on 4 July 4), one day than average, 5 July 3), 

but females started on 27 seven days than their average, 20 July (Tables 3 and 

4). In 1988 on time, but were days than average, 

and in 1989 both sexes were early, but males were relatively earlier than females. 

The likelihood 

ro1t~r1",~rl at a 

but females was 

(Table 5). Thus in 

the null hypothesis constant mean starting was 

for 

at only the 

was at 

sexes combined for males (P < 0.0001), 

level (P 0.062, data type 

one year with a mean starting date parameter 

differed from of the remaining years. The error bars in Figure 1 mean starting 

of error of mean starting of 

moult are much This explains the apparent 

that although the mean and females vary considerably, 

hypothesis constant mean was at a level for 
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Table 3. Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult (days) of 

WilJow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, assuming that the mean starting 

date of moult was t he same for the 11 years of the study. 

Parameter Data type 2 Data type 5 

estimates All Male Female All Ma.le Female 

Sample size 771 302 430 678 242 398 

Duration (f) 40.5 {1.1) 43.3 (1.2) 38.3 (1.7) 44.9 (1.3) 46.6 (1.5) 42.1 (2.0) 

Mean starting 42.3 (0.7) 34.5 (0.7) 49.9 (1.2) 42.6 (0.8) 34.5 (0.8) 50.1 (1.2) 

date (it t) 12.July 5 July 20 July 13 July 5 .July 20 Ju ly 

Std dev (a) 11.3 (0.4) 11.7 (0.7) 12.1 (0.5) 8.4 (0.5) 12.1 (0.7) 

Mean completion 82.8 (0.9) 8.2 (1.4) 87.5 (1.2) 81.1 (1.3) 92.2 (1.7) 

date 22 Aug 17 Aug 27 Aug 27 Aug 20 Aug 31 Aug 

tMean starting date and mean completion date are in days since 1 June (i.e. day 1 = l 

June) Min Underhill et al. (1992). 

males but the level of significance was much lower for females. 

For the data set with males and females combined, and for data type 5, the AIC with 

common starting dates was 164.0, while if each year had a separate starting date it was 

152.8 (Table 6). Using scenario 1, examination of the parameters suggested t hat the t hree 

years 1980, 1985 and 1989 were abnormal (see above). The AIC for this parameterisation 

was 148.5. For males, the minimum ATC was -1.3, when years 1980, 1985 and 1989 were 

lassified as abnormat, and for females (minimum A[C = 71.3) the abnormal years were 

1980, 1985 and 1987 (Table 6). Estimates of the parameters of moult for t he models with 

the minimum AIC values (Table 7) provide values for the mean starting date in "normaP' 

years (4 July for males, 18 July for females and 12 July for both sexes combined) . The 

mean starting dates for "abnormal" years were similar to those estimated when there was 

a separate para.meter for ea.ch year (Table 4) . 

Under scenario 2, and for both sexes combined, the minimum AIC was 147.4 when yea.rs 

1979, 1988 and 1989 were identified as years when moult started early, 1980 and 1985 as late 

years, and the remaining years as normal (Table 8). For males, the minimum AIC (-2.0) 

was achieved when year 1989 was designated as being early, 1980 and 1985 as late, and the 
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Table 4. Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult (days) of 

Willow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, Petersburg, Russia, assuming that the mean starting 

dates of moult µh varied between years, h = 1, ... , 11, and a constant duration standard 

deviation for all years. 

Parameter Data type 2 Data type 5 

All Male Female Male Female 

40.3 (1.7) 34.1 (1.7) 49.1 (3.0) 39.4 (1.8) 33.8 (1.7) 47.9 (3.0) 

10 July 4 July 19 July 9 July 4 July 18 July 

1980 µ2 49.2 (1.8) (1.7) 57.2 1) 49.0 (2.0) 42.6 (1.9) 55.7 (3.1) 

19 July 12 July 27 July 19 July 13 July 26 July 

1981 ih 43.4 (1.6) 33.6 (1.6) 50.8 (2.5) 43.9 (1.8) 33.9 (1.8) 50.2 (2.5) 

13 July 4 July July 14 July 4 July 20 July 

µ4 41.3 (1.4) 34.6 (1.3) 47.9 (2.3) 41.9 (1.6) 34.9 (1.4) 48.9 (2.5) 

11 July 5 July 18 July 12 July 5 July 19 July 

1983 µ5 41.8 (1.7) (1.6) 49.5 (2.8) 41.7 (1 32.3 (1.7) 50.1 (2.9) 

12 July 3 July 20 July 12 July 2 July 20 July 

1984 µ.6 41.3 (2.3) 30.9 (2.4) 47.4 (3.7) 40.7 (2.5) 30.7 (2.5) 46.2 (3.7) 

11 July 1 July 17 July 11 July 1 July 16 July 

1985 µ7 48.6 (2.3) 40.1 (2.5) 53.5 (3.4) 50.8 (2.7) 40.1 (2.7) 58.0 (4.2) 

19 July 10 July 24 July July 10 July 28 July 

1986 V.s 42.1 (2.2) 34.6 (2.0) 47.6 (3.9) 42.2 (2.5) 34.2 (2.1) 47.4 (4.2) 

12 July 5 July July 12 July 4 July 17 July 

µg 44.4 (2.0) (1.7) 55.9 ( 4.1) 43.9 (2.1) 33.9 (1.8) 56.8 (4.6) 

14 July 4 July 26 July 14 July 4 July 27 July 

1988 P,10 39.6 (1.9) 33.9 (1.8) 44.9 (2.9) 40.2 (2.1) 34.5 (2.0) 44.8 (3.1) 

10 July 4 .Jc;Jy 15 July 10 July 5 July 1,) J 

fL 11 35.8 (1..5) 26.0 ( 1.4) 45.9 :J6.4 (1 ')/, ,1 (1 6) 
L, ~--. .... • 

4!" { F) 6) ,J<::t \f;.;• 

6 July June 16 J 6 July 26 15 July 

Duration ( rn·~t·,) 
l: '' ., { ~ J. " .L ' 43.9 (1.IJ :rn. I (I li.6 (1.3) :).8 (I.3) 4 .0) 

Std 10.8 ( 1L3 (0.6) 11.11 7.0 (0.4) 1 LG (0. 

starting is in clays 1 June (i.e. 1 = 1 J 
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Figure 1. Mean annual starting dates of moult for Willow Warbler for data type 2 (top) 

and data type 5 (bottom). The mean starting dates of moult a.re given for males (dashed 

line), females (dotted line) and for all the data (solid line) (see Table 3). 
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Table .5. Likelihood ratio test for variation in mean starting dates in primary moull of 

the Willow Warbler in different years. 

? log,\ 1 

< 0.0001 

Data type 2 

Male 

G0.31 

< 0.0001 

Data type 5 

ferna1e 

17.60 

0.062 

rerna.inder as normal. For females, the years 1()84, 1986, 1988 and 1 CJ89 were rnnsidered 

and 1980, 1985 and 1987 as late and the remainder normal (AIC = 68.8) {Table 8). 

In t example, the minimum values under scenario 2 were smaller than those u 

scenario 1, but this would not be true in general. Table 9 shows the parameter esLirnates 

of moult for the mudeh \\ith 111inimum AIC v:ibes u er scenario 2. 
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Table 6. Values of the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) selected models under 

scenario 1, in which some years are considered abnormal. Years given here are those for 

which the mean starting dates of moult were allowed to differ from the remaining years, 

which had a constant mean starting date of moult. Minimum values for the are in 

bold. 

Abnormal AIC values 

years All Male Female 

All .8 4.1 76.4 

1979, 1980, 1985, 1988, 1989 148.8 0.6 73.6 

1979, 1980, 1985, 1989 148.3 -0.3 73.6 

1980, 1985, 1987, 1988 153.3 7.9 71.8 

1980, 1984, 1985, 1989 149.4 -1.1 73.4 

1980, 1985, 1989 148.5 -1.3 72.7 

1980, 1985, 1987 152.3 7.3 71.3 

1980, 1985 152.4 6.5 72.6 

1980, 1987 158.9 10.0 73.5 

1980, 1989 153.5 0.5 74.2 

1985, 1987 159.5 17.1 73.6 

1985, 1989 153.7 7.4 74.1 

None 164.0 17.4 75.8 
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Table 7. Estimates (standard errors) of 

St 

PTER 5 

parnmeters of primary moult (days) of 

[) 
H 11 u<for bcPn,irio i and for <LlL: 

type 5. The estimated mean starting date in ''normal" years is denoted by p; subscripts are 

used for yearc; in v:hidi the estimated rnean starting date was significantly different fromµ. 

' 

·t µ 

/ 1 1980 

,11 1!)85 

f-'1989 

Duration (f) 

St.cwd,1rd devialion (i1·) 

All 

42.2 ;,~ 9) 
~ u. 

12 July 

39.4 ( 1.8) 

g July 

49 .. 0 .0) 

19 July 

::i0.8 '·" ( 
') .. , ) 

21 July 

36.4 (1 6) \J.... 

G :J uJ:v 

44.7 (i 3) I •• 

l 1.,1 

i\!lale 

:n.s (0.7) 

4 J 

L>..6 (L 

July 

l(J. ! (') l: 
£., •• I 

10 July 

26.5 (1 f'' ~0) 

26 June 

45.8 (1 . .,, 
.,) ,, 

, .0 (0. \ ; 

tMcan starting date is in days since 1 June (i.e. day l = 1 June). 

Fe1.tia.le 

48.l (1.3) 

lb July 

SC.fl ( :i. 

26 July 

b8.2 (4.2) 

28 J 

., 
(4.6) .l 

ri- July Li 

41.S (2.0) 

.I.I. I 
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8. Values of the AIC for selected models 2, in which years are 

bold. 

as being , "normal" or "late". The years in 

moult was "early" or "late" are listed. 

AIC 

Yearst All Male Female 

1989 147.4 -2.0 71.8 

1980, 1985 

1984, 1986, 1988, 1989 151.8 9.0 68.8 

1980, 1985, 1987 

1989 

1980, 1985 

147.3 4.6 71.0 

mean 

are in 

Table 9. (standard of the parameters of primary moult (days) 

Willow Warblers at Russia, under scenario 2 and 

type 5. 

years by Jin 

date in "early" years is denoted by /.Le, "normal" 

years fit. 

8 July 27 16 July 

(0.8) 49.4 (1 

13 July 4 July 19 July 

p,, 49.7 (1.6) 41.9 (1.6) 56.7 (2.3) 

20 July 12 July 27 July 

Duration (f) 44.5 (1.3) 45.8 (1.3) 41.8 (1.9) 

Standard deviation (&) 11.4 (0.5) 7.1 (0.4) 11.6 (0.7) 

tMean starting dates are in days since 1 June (i.e. day 1 = 1 June). 
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CONCLUSION 

The model for primary moult proposed in this paper is an extension of model of Underhill 

and Zucchini ( 1988) Underhill et al. ( allows a flexible statistically 

approach to analysis variation in the of moult in data sets. 

of moult The 

varies 

Clearly, 

useful 

relates to the possibility that mean starting 

years or between 

of original moult are 

would to allow both duration and mean 

Another potentially 

date to vary between 

data sets. However, the models by method of maximum likelihood will 

require amounts of This is there is a tendency, as 

by Underhill and Zucchini (1988), the likelihood of mean 

duration to be negatively with each other. This means 

almost same for the likelihood function can be achieved by delaying the 

mean starting date by, say one day, and decreasing duration by one day. This problem 

will aggravated as of correlated parameters increases. A more 

valuable extension would 

example, the mean 

where x1h, ... , are the 

models enable explanatory variables to be incorporated. 

of moult in year h could modelled as 

of p explanatory variables in year h rainfall, 

breeding uctivity, parasite levels, and /31 , • •• , /3p are regression coefficients to 

to test candidate explanatory would make a 

ficant difference to predicting the mean starting date be developed. extension 

would no technical difficulties. 

Underhill et al. (1992) estimated the of moult Willow Warblers 

61°N. at Lammi, southern 

mean 

starting 

and 

were 11 July 

were 43 45 days, 

at almost the same latitude as 

of moult at the two localities were similar: the mean 

12 July at Lammi and Ladoga, and the 

(Underhill et al. 1992, table 3; Table 7). 

race Willow Warbler in study area is the same as that at Lammi, the su 

cies acredula. this northern race, Underhill et al. postulated that starting 

primary moult not delay with latitude as was demon-

strated for race trochilus. data from at 61°N,and 
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close to the southern limits of race acredula, fit this hypothesis (see Underhill et al. 1992, 

fig. 2). 

The difference between the estimates of the parameters using data types 2 and 5 went 

in the opposite direction to those obtained for post-nuptial moult in western Europe by 

Underhill et al. (1992) where, for seven localities, the durations of moult estimated using 

data type 2 were longer than for data type 5. This was interpreted as evidence of emigration 

of birds which had completed moult. At Lake Ladoga, the duration of moult from data 

type 2 was shorter than for data type 5, as observed for pre-nuptial moult in Uganda 

(Underhill et al. 1992) and the same explanation is proposed: an influx of birds which had 

completed moult occurred at a time when the local population was still moulting. These 

birds are likely to be birds which had completed moult at localities further north, had 

commenced migration, and were passing through the study area at Lake Ladoga. 

The statistical model for the analysis of primary moult, as formulated by Underhill and 

Zucchini (1988), is an example of a censored regression model. Applications of censored 

regression models in biology were reviewed by Schmid et al. (1994) who discussed mainly 

botanical examples. In particular, they considered a situation from plant reproductive 

biology in which the reproductive mass is zero until the vegetative mass reaches a threshold. 

Their goal was to estimate this mean threshold mass and to relate the reproductive mass to 

vegetative mass. This and their other examples were all of "one-sided" censoring. The moult 

problem is an example of a censored regression model with two-sided censoring because the 

moult index is constrained to lie between O and 1. In the moult problem, the "thresholds" 

are the mean dates at which moult commences and finishes. 

Schmid et al. (1994) derived the analogous likelihood function for one-sided censoring to 

the function that Underhill and Zucchini (1988) used for two-sided censoring, but did not 

attempt to maximize the likelihood function using differentiation and the Newton-Raphson 

algorithm. Instead, they made use of the EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm (De

mpster et al. 1977) to maximize the likelihood function. Further studies to compare the 

numerical efficiencies of the two algorithms would be valuable. 
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APPENDIX 1 

moult models for data type 1, type 3 4. 

data set in falls the specification of type 2 Al thought 

and type 5 models proposed by Underhill and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. 

(1990) been modified to incorporate the that the may 

vary from year to year. In this appendix theory for observations for data of type 1, 

type 3 4 is 

the notation as stated before, the likelihood function 

data of type 1, i.e. when each bird is classified as "not yet 

those observations 

moult", "in moult" or 

moult", is by 

(3) 

vector of parameters. p denotes the total number of 

parameters model, which in this application, is given by p = H + 2. The probability 

P(t), R(v) are defined as before Q(u) is as 

Q(u) Pr{O ~ Y(u) ~ 1} Fi;(u) - Fu(u - r). 

The maximum likelihood of the are values of fJ which max-

logarithm 

H ( I,, Kh ) 
log L(fJ; t, u, v) = h=I ~ 1og(P(thi)) + i=

1 

log(Q(uhj)) + k::::l log(R(vhk)) . 

The normal equations are given the partial derivatives equal to zero; 

8R(vhk)) _ O 
--- 88a - ' 

for a= l, 2, ... , p. 

These cannot be solved explicitly and the Newton-Raphson iteration 

is used to solve 

these are given by 

H 

I: 
h=l 

For the second partial of e3 are required and 
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a,b 1, .. . ,p. 

For data of type 3, when only moult indices of birds actively in moult are 

available, likelihood these observations is 

L(B;u,y) (4) 

where B = (B1 , B2, .. . 1 BP) is 

Let £4 = log L(B; u, y). are obtained by 

partial derivatives of £4 to zero; 

Newton-Raphson 

derivatives of £4 are 

is equations. The second partial 

8q( Uhj, Yhj) 8q( Uhj, Yhj) l 
8Ba 8Bb 

} I a, b = 1, ... ! p. 

For data of type 4, i.e. when only birds that are in moult or that have completed moult 

are available, the likelihood function 

L(B; u, v, y) fl (E,-
1 

__;;.___.;;.._ 

where e = ( B1 , 82 , ..• , BP) is the vector of 

Let = logL(B;u,v,y). As 

partial derivatives of £5 to zero; 

IS 

(5) 

are setting the 

- -----'--"-'-} 

----'.............:.}) =O, a=l, ... ,p. 

iteration is required to partial 

of are 
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P(u ;,J . . . '( ) , I) Pt ,11,J) D ----(1 -- 1 Uh. • + ... -a~a~ '· · a~ a~ 

!)(·11 \ <')J.!; 

A01~8~,~; R(vu) - .. ~·Ba 

\Vith ; /i:,;t a.nd 0;econd partial deriv,:\ives, tlw Lori· 

I 
J 

CHAPTER 5 

1,. '.,p. 

used to estimate the parameters (Appendix 2). The variances of the parameter estimates, 

Lhe covarian ce.s tLem, are by Lhe element:~ of inver,,,e of pxp 

• . ' , ,:," !!/{){) "tJ h II matrix w,tn entries -uL,: aOv/,, w ere{. represents log.!ikelihnod function. 

The necessary second partial deri ,·atives to estimate the model parameters for 

ta of pe: 1 ;;,(' ;:;1w'11 1n /\ 3. Ford,,! ;1 of pt: l 

are also necessary. 

n1oulL ,HC' normally di:,•trib11lcd and defining 

g (·"c) -\,J...,.it. -

For the first partial derivatives of / 3 and we have 

u 
r)) 

aq 
oµs 

f 1-'-(rn' a(P Y' 

l 0 
5 :: 1, ... , 11 

For 

&2Q(uhj) 
orBa 

82Q(Uhj) 
oµsoµ, 

second partial 

- r)) 

T)) 

0 

s h 

sf. h 

s :/: h 

;fhj)). 

s = l, ... ,H 

g2(Uhj-T)-1,i..( ( )) 
'f' g Uh· - T u2 J 

r=s = { :(•,;,- T) ¢,(g(u,; - T)) - g~;;) ¢,(g(u,;)) 

r f. s 

r)) - g2(u:}d - l</>(g(usj)) { g2 ( Usj - T) - 1 "'( ( . 
'P 9 Us1 a 

0 

s,r = 1, ... ,H 

s=h 

sf.h 
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for s = l, ... , H 

g
3(uhi - r) - 2g(uhi - r) .J..( ( . _ )) _ fz3(uhj) - 2g(uhj) A-.( ( ·)) 

2 'f' g Uh; T ? 'f' g . Uf1J , u u~ 
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APPENDIX 2 

Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm. to estimate model parameters. 

The Newton-Raphson algorithm is a technique of iteratively solving nonlinear equations 

of several variables. We define O(k) to be the vector of parameter estimates after k iterations. 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

Step 1: Calculate in itial estimates 9(o) = ( o~0
)' ... 'ot>). 

Step 2: Compute j(k) and p(k), where J(k) is the vector of first partia l derivatives 

and p(k) is the matrix of second partial derivatives, computed at t he kth 

iteration. 

Step 3: Compute the vector 5(kl which is the solution to the system of p li near 

equations 

where p represents the number of parameters. 

Step 4: Set 9(ktJ) = {J(k) - o(k), where 9(k) contains the parameter estimates at 

the kth iteration. 

Step 5: Test for convergence, for example, if the elements of J(k) are sufficiently 

close to zero. If the convergence criterion is met then stop, otherwise 

increase k by l and return to step 2. 
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First and 

If we assume that 

are to 

parameters are 

the duration 

APPENDIX 3 

derivatives for primary moult model. 

starting dates are distributed normally, then the following 

moult model. the case 

µh, h 1,2, ... , 

()H+2 = a, the uvu,uv.,cH 

distribution, 

mean starting 

deviation of the 

Fr(t) <I> , where <I>(x) is the 

where 

Define g(xh) 

1 
¢(z) = ~exp 

v2rr 2 ' 
-00 < Z < 00. 

P(th) 1 <I>(g(th)) 

R( Vh) <I>(g( Vh -

For derivatives of f 1 and f 2 we have 

au 
8R(vhk) 

ar 
8R(vhk) 

8µ:; 

8R(vhk) 
aa 

8q( Uhj, Yhj) 

8T 

8q( Uhj, Yhi) 

oµs 

fJq( Uhj' Yhj) 
8a 

= 

0 

{ ;,t,(g (t,;)) 

g(thi) ¢(g(th;)) 
a 

1 r)) 

s=h 

s/h 
s = l, ... , 

{ ~ r)) s= h 

s /:: h 
s l, .. . ,H 

- r)) 

[t + Yhi9(Uh: YhjT)] 

{ 

q(Usj, Ysj) 

0 

92 - 1 
q ( Uhj' Yhj) _......._c:___;;._;. __ 

a 

s h 

s /:: h 
s = 1, ... , 
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= T, 

is 
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For the second partial derivatives we have 

82 P(thi) = O 
{)r2 

82 P(thi) 
8r8µs 

82 P(thi) 
8r[}a 

0, s = l, ... , 

0 

{ 
g~2i) <fa(g(tsi)) r = S 

s,r = 1, ... ,H 

82 P(thi) 
8µs0<1 

[}2 P(thi) 
8a2 

82 R(vhk) 
8r2 

82R(vhk) 
OT0µ 8 

82 R(vhk) 
OTO(]' 

82 R(vhk) 
DµsDµr 

0 r =Is 

{ :' ('~l - l ,P(g( t.,J) s h 

s #- h 

g3 (thi) -2 2g(thi) <f>(g(thi)) 
(j 

g(vhk - r) ,1..( ( )) 
- '+' g Vhk - T q2 

{ :g(••;,- r),p(g(v,, - r)) 

g2 (vhk - r) 1 
<f>(g(vhk - r)) 

q2 

{ 0 g(•,;,- r) ,P(g(v,, - r)) 

, s= 1, ... ,H 

s=h 

s #- h 

r=s 

r c:f. s 

' s l, ... ' 

, s,r = 1, . .. ,H 

CHAPTER 5 

[)2 R(vhk) 
Oµs0<1 { 

_ g2 ( Vsk - T) - 1 ¢,( ( 
<72 9 Vsk r)) s=h 

s =I h 
, s= 1, ... ,H 

82 R(vhk) 
8a2 

02q(uhj,Yhj) 
8r2 

[J2q( Uhj' Yh}} 
8µ_/Jµ, 

0 

= 

s ........ h 

s #- h 

.1J ? 1 -- Xf /q T) + ·····--···---'- -············--"----
T 

s = r 
, s,r=l, ... ,H 
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82q(Uhj, Yhj) 
8µ 8 0(1 

s=h 
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s = l, ... ,H 
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The analysis of avian primary moult IV: flexible 

model fitting using t EM algorithm 

Various extensions of the Underhill-Zucchini moult model (1988) 

(1990) 132: 118-123) are developed to allow a flexible statistically coherent 

the of timing and duration of moult in different data sets. The 

and 

to 

indices are constrained to lie between O and 1 as such they are an example censored 

observations the 

'"°''''v" (EM) algorithm (Schmid et , The American Naturalist (1994) 

143: 494-507) are used to the Standard statistical 

hypothesis testing methods are developed to test the each In 

application are fitted to primary moult of Willow Warblers 

Phylloscopus trochilus in St of western model 

about the moult by allowing none, some or all 

parameters to vary between years or localities. Under the assumption of constant standard 

deviation, model moult when sex of birds is ignored, assumes 

a constant duration of moult but variable annual mean of moult. For 

and 

duration 

the appropriate moult model assumes 

moult. With 

annual mean starting dates 

mean annual dates 

and females run closely in parallel, with starting moult, on about 14 days 

before With a annual duration of moult is shorter in males than 

in females (about 12 days 

INTRODUCTION 

As an initial extension to primary moult by Underhill 

Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. (1990), only the mean starting dates of moult were 

considered to vary from year to year in 5. a further it is conceivable 
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that both the mean starting date of moult and the duration of moult might vary from 

year to year. This also permits us to i'nvestigate the plausibility of the assumption of 

constant duration of moult throughout the years. Jn fact, it would also be of i'nterest to 

test the assumption of a constant standard deviation t hroughou t the years. This chapter 

describes extensions to the model for primary moult to enable testing of hypotheses about. 

the parameters of the model for primary moult. 

The statistical model for the analysis of primary moult, as formulated by Underhill and 

Zucchini (1988), is an example of a censored regression model. Applications of censored 

regression models in bfology were reviewed by Schmid et al. {1994) who discussed mainly 

botanical examples. In particular, they considered a situation from plant reproductive 

biology in which the reproductive mass is zero un til the vegetative mass reaches a threshold. 

Their goal was to estimate this mean threshold mass and to relate the reproductive mass to 

vegetative mass. This and their other examples were all of "one-sided" censoring. The moult 

problem is an example of a censored regression model with two-sided censoring because t he 

moult index is constrained to lie between O and 1. Jn t he moult problem, the "thresholds'' 

are the mean dates at which moult commences and finishes. 

Schmid et al. (1994) derived the analogous likelihood function for one-sided censoring to 

the function that Underhill and Zucchini (1988) used for two-sided censoring, but did not 

attempt to maximize the likelihood function using differentiation and the Newton-Raphson 

algorithm (Ortega and Rheinboldt 1970). Instead, they made use of the EM (expectation

maximization) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977, Little and Rubin 1987) to maximise the 

likelihood function. This approach is applied to the present problem of extending the model 

for primary moult. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The data for this study are the same as that used in the extension of the U nderhill-Zucchini 

moult model (U oder hill and Zucchini 1988, UnderhiJl et al. 1990) . That is, t he data set 

consist of post-nuptial moult indices for ad ul t Willow Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus cap

tured in mist-nets at the south-eastern coast of the Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg region, 

Russia (60°47'N, 32°48'E). Most birds were sexed on Wing length, as in Svensson (1992) 

and Underhill et al. (1992). The data contain observations made in 11 years, from 1979 t,o 

1989 (Table 1). Primary moult scores were converted to percentage feather mass grown us-
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ing the method of Underhill et al. (1992). The percentage feather mass grown (as described 

by Underhill el al. 1992) was used as the moult index. 

Table 1. Sample sizes for Willow Warbler primary moult data at Lake Ladoga St 

Petersburg, Russia. 

Allt Male Female 

Yet to In Ended Yet to In Ended Yet to In Ended 

Year moult moult moult moult moult moult moult moult moult 

1979 39 30 0 12 12 0 27 11 0 

1980 30 26 5 7 13 3 23 12 1 

1981 44 29 13 14 9 8 30 16 5 

1982 56 40 31 23 17 l 33 17 13 

1983 57 27 2 15 14 1 42 11 1 

1984 25 13 1 6 5 l 19 5 0 

1985 34 10 5 9 4 2 25 4 3 

1986 29 14 8 11 8 6 18 5 2 

1987 29 17 3 5 12 l 24 3 2 

1988 35 20 8 12 9 6 23 9 2 

1989 37 37 17 10 15 14 27 14 3 

Totals 415 263 93 124 118 60 291 107 32 

tThe sex of 39 birds was not recorded. 

The model for primary moult consists of three parameters, that is) the mean starting 

date, the duration and the standard deviation of the starting date of moult. For data 

of primary moult accumulated over a number of data sets (i.e. over several years or from 

various places), one would like to be able to answer a number of questions, namely: 

1. Do all the parameters in the model for primary moult remain constant across the data 

sets? 

2. Does the standard deviation of the mean starting date remain constant over the data 

sets? 

3. Does the duration of moult remain constant.? 
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4. Does the mean starting date of moult vary from data set to data set and if they vary, 

then how do they vary? 

Hypotheses about the parameters of primary moult can be tested by spedfying each 

hypothesis in terms of a model and then finding some measu re for comparing each model. 

To answer the above questions, four models will be ntted to the primary moult data. 

The "minimal'' model (model 1) is the model in which all the parameters of primary moult 

remain constant throughout the datasets. Model 2 is the model in which both the standard 

deviation of mean starting date and the duration of moult remain constant throughout the 

data sets, but the mean starting date differs between data sets. Model 3 is the model in 

which the standard dev iation of mean starting date is a constant but mean starting date 

and duration of moult vary from data set to data set. The "fullest" model (refered to as 

model 4) of interest will be the one in which all parameters change in each data set. 

In the application to the Willow Warbler data, to allow the duration of moult to vary 

from year to year implies an increment in the number of parameters to be estimated from 

13, in the case where only the mean starting dates vary yearly, to 23, if both vary. The 

Newton-Raphson algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estiamtes of the model paramet

ers requires the calculation and programming of the first partial derivatives and the matrix 

of second partial derivatives. The adaptation to the model for primary moult mentioned 

above, with an increment of 10 parameters, requires the computation of an extra 11 first 

partial derivatives and the number of second partial derivatives increases from 91 to 276 

(since the matrix of second partial derivatives is symmetrical). With a view to facilitate 

the procedure of obtaining maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for t he ex

tended moult model an alternative approach of using censored regression techniques and 

the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to solve the likelihood function is investig

ated (Sch mid et al. 1994). A brief description of the Newton-Raphson and EM algorithms, 

together with some advantages and disadvantages of both techniques is given in Appendix L 

Observations are said to be censored if the value of the random variable under invest

igation is unobserved for some items in the sample (Johnson et al. 1985). The moult index 

in this study has been scaled so that it is confined between O (not yet started moult) and 

1 (completed moult). Thus those observations for which "no moult index)) can be observed 

because birds have either finished moulting or have not started to moult are considered to 

be censored data. If moult has not yet started, then these observations are defioed to be 

censored from the left, while if moult has completed, then these observations are defined to 
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be censored from the right. Marrying the definition of censored data to the different data 

types distinguished by Underhill and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. {1990), it follows 

that data type 2 (Table 2) is censored from the right and the Both data type 4 and 

data type 5 are censored form the left and the right, as the moult index is still confined to lie 

between O and 1, but for data type 4, the censored observations on the left are not observed 

because birds that not started moult are still on migration and have not arrived in 

the sampling area, while for data type 51 the observations on the right are not 

observed because birds migrate out of the sampling area soon after they have completed 

moult. 

Table 2. The components of the population from which representative samples are 

required on each sampling date for 

(1988) and Underhill et al. (1990). 

five data types presented in Underhill Zucchini 

Component of the population for which no 

Not yet Completed immigration or emigration during the 

type moulted In moult moult sampling period is assumed 

it yes yes yes all birds 

2 yes yes yes all birds 

3 no yes no birds in moult 

4 no yes yes birds in moult or completed moult 

5 yes yes no birds not yet moulted or in moult 

tFor data type 1, it is only necessary to classify birds as 'not 

'completed moult'. 

moulted', moult' or 

The censored regression models developed for primary moult will only deal with data 

type ti Underhill ct al. (l and data 2 of Underhill ft al. (I for the ~,,rrw 

reasons as discussed in the previous 

C:ensored regression rnod for avian prinrnry rnouit 

In the chapter, the mode! . It . primary rnou . 1s by estimating the 

probability distribution function of the random variable T, T represents date at 

a ran Li'd ,-tart:, pn rn moult., and the duration or a,Sf).u tn1ng 
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moult index increases start to the end of moult. Thus the 

meters interest for primary moult are date of moult (µ), the 

duration of moult (r). Although starting date of moult (a) 1 

are no observations of the random a relationship between the random 

T the random variable Y(t), the moult makes it possible to 

probability distribution function, (t) on the random variable Y(t) 

Zucchini 1988). In the rnn•rn,,cu,n procedure, the 

variable Y ( t), the moult T, time, is modelled as a 

linear rrrnrrn,,c-,r,n but the information ""'""""",,,., points is incorporated 

the (Johnson and Kotz 1970, Aitkin 1981, Schneider and 

parameters of a linear 

(a) and the standard 

of 

of 

is simply 

related to 

and Krause 1994, Schmid el 

slope of the rm:irri><~<:: 

. These can related to the parameters 

of the model for primary moult in that the x-intercept (-a/ (3) 

same as the mean starting 

1/ (3. The standard deviation of 

deviation of the regression ( a e:) 

(µ) and the duration of moult 

mean starting date (a) can be 

one-to-one relationship. The invariance property of 

that a = ae:/ f3 for a 

estimation states 

r.<::1111<..•uu estimator of that if w(O) is any of the parameters 9, then 

w is 

As a consequence 

invariance to 

(Cox and Hinkley 1974). 

Censored regression 

Model 1 

The development the 

m detail for data 2 and 

right and for a constant mean 

w=w 

we can obtain maximum 

model that is most convenient 

likelihood estimates for 

type 2 

model for primary 

is for data censored 

will 

the 

then use the 

moult, a constant standard deviation 
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mean starting date of moult, and a co nstant duration of moult (equivalently, a common 

:r-intercept, a constant standard deviation of the regression line , and a common slope). 

Let d= (d1,d2 , .•. , dn), where n is the total number of observations, denote the vector 

of days in which observations on primary moult are made. Adopting t he same notation as 

in Underhill and Zucchini (1988), this vector can be pa,rtitioned into a vector that consist of 

days in which birds have not commenced moult denoted by t = (t1, t2, ... , t1 ) , one in which 

birds are in moult denoted by 'u = ( u 1 1 u2 , . • • , 1£J) and one in which birds have completed 

moult denoted by v = (v1 , v2 , ... , ·ug). For those birds which are actively in moult, the 

vector of moult indices is denoted as y = (YJ, y2, ... , YJ). 

Define a normally distributed latent random variable y·, where 

Yi = o+f3d1+s1, s,,...,N(O,a;), l=l,2, ... ,n, 

such that negative values of the dependent laten t variable have a moult index Yt equal to 

zero, values greater than one have a moult index equal to one, otherwise it is equal to the 

observed moult index y,. That is, the relation between the observed dependent variable y 

and t he latent variable y• is given by 

for l = 1, 2, ... , n. 

if yj 2: 1 

if O < Yi < l 

if Yi .$ 0 

(censored on tbe right) 

(uncensored) 

(censored on the left)i 

The likelihood function of the censored regression for model 1 for data type 2 is given 

by 

L(O; t, 1t, y, v) 

(1) 

where B = (01,02 , •.. ,Op) is the vector of parameters. Here p denotes the total number 

of parameters in the model, which in this application, is given by p = 3. The functions 

¢(x) and <ll(x) a.re the density and distribution function of a standard normal distributjon 

respectively. 

The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are those values off) which max

irnize (1), or equivalently its logarithm 
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(2) 

where f 1 = Jog L(O; t 1 u, y , v). 

This function however, cannot be maximized explicitly and therefore has to be solved nu

merically. The expectation-maximization (EM) iterative algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) 

is used to maximize (2). The E-step consists of compu t ing the conditional expectation 

of the censored values given the observed data and the current estimated parameters, and 

then replacing the censored values of the dependent variable by the conditional expectations 

which are given by 

E [y; 1 Yi =0;&, .e ,a;] u,-aeh (~) , i= 1, 2, ... , 1 

E [Yi: I Yk = 1; &,,B,o;] - Yk+ci;h C ~Yk) , A7= 1,2, ... ,K, 

where h(x) = 
1 

~(~tx) and Yi = & + /3ti for birds that have not started moult and fij; = 

a+ .Bvk for birds that have completed moult. 

The M-step consists of maximizing the log-likelihood function for the complete data, 

that is for the data obtained in the E-step in which t he censored val ues have been replaced 

by their conditional expectation. This is the ordinary )east-squares estimates of the linear 

regression model. The estimate for the variance is (Schmid et al. 1994) 

where 

The derivation of the conditional means and the conditional variances of the censored 

normal distribution for data type 2 and data type 5 are given in Appendix 2. 

The two s teps of the EM algo rith m (E and M steps) are repeated until some convergence 

criterion is reached. As the computation of t he matrix of second partial derivatives is not 

necessary when using the EM algorithm for parameter estimation, approximate standard 
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errors of the estimates are not automatically available as with the Newton-Raphson al

gorithm . However , approximate standard errors can be obtained by computing the second 

partial derivatives· numerically (Dennis and Schnabel 1983, Press et al. 1992). The vari

ances of the para.meter estimates, and the covariances between them, are then given by the 

elements of the inverse of the p X p matrix with entries -fJ2f/800 8fh, where f. represents 

the log- likelihood function. T he parameter estimates dealt with in the present formulation 

are ( &J, "a;). These parameter estimates can then be transformed to obtain the desired 

parameter estimates (µ., f, &), and the following result (Mood el al. 1963) can be used to 

obtain the variances of the converted parameter estimates. Let X and Y be two random 

variables; then 

(3) 

Model 2 

As a,n extension to model 1 we consider the case when the meal} starting date of 

primary moult varies annually, or equivalently we consider the regression line with variable 

y-intercepts for each year. Define the vector dh = (d1i1,d1i2, ... ,dlmh) , where nh represents 

t he total number of observations in each of t he H data sets, and h = 1, 2, .. . , H. Adopting 

the same notation as in t he previous chapter, this vector can be partitioned into a vector 

that consist of days in which birds have not commenced moult which is denoted by 

one vector in which birds are in moult, denoted by 

and one vector in which birds have completed moult, denoted by 

V = V11 , V12, · · ·, V 1K1 1 V21, V22, · · · 1 V2!('2, · · ·, VHt, VH2, · · ·, VH J{R . 

For those birds which are actively in moult, the vector of moult indices is denoted as 

Define a normally distributed latent random variable y., where 
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The relation between the observed dependent variable y and the latent variable y"' is given 

by 

if Yht ~ 1 

if O < y'i.1 < l 
if yj;1 ~ 0 

for i = 1,2, . .. ,nh and h = 1,2, ... , H. 

(censored on the right) 

(uncensored) 

( censored on the left), 

The likelihood function of the censored regression for model 2 is 

l(O; t, u, y, v) = 

where (J = (81 , 02 , •.. , Bp) is the vector of parameters. Here p denotes the total number of 

parameters in the model, which in this application, is given by p = H + 2. 

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters O are again obtained by maximizing 

the log-likelihood function (i.e. the logarithm of equation 4) using the EM algorithm. For 

this we need the conditional means and t he conditional varinces of the censored normal 

dist ribu tion which are given by 

E [Yhi I Yhi = O; Oh,.B, a;] 
E [Yi:k I Yhk = l; Oft, /3, a;] 

Vat [Yhi I Yhi = O; Oft, /3, a;] 

Var [Yi:k I Yhk = l; CY/i,,8, o;J 

where Yhi = Oh + ,Bthi for birds that have not commenced moult and fiM = 0,:, t /3vhk for 

birds that have completed moult, for i = 1, 2, ... , h, k = l, 2, ... , I<h and h = 1, 2, . .. , H. 

The .E and M-steps are the same as in the preceding section using the according condi

tional expectations and variances , where the estimate for the variance is now given by 
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Model 3 

In 3 both the mean starting the duration of primary moult differ 

year to year 1 the standard deviation of mean starting is constant. 

regression formulation, both 

instance the normally distributed 

y-intercept 

variable 

slope vary in each year. 

is defined as 

121 

is in 

this 

relation the observed dependent y and latent is the 

same as model 2. 

The likelihood function the censored regression for 3 is 

t,u,y,v) fl (fi { 1 ~ ( "• :~hthi)} B {:/ (Y•; - (<>:: ~,u,;))} 

rr { 1 
k=l 

} ) ' 
() = (()1, e2, ... , ()p) is the vector of and p, the number parameters 

m model, is by p = 2H + I. 

Maximum likelihood 

the log-likelihood function 

of parameters () are again 

the logarithm of equation 5) using the 

by 

algorithm. 

we need the conditional means and the conditional varinces of the normal 

distribution which are by 

where 

E [Yhi I Yhi = O; 

E [Yhk I Yhk 

[ Yhi I Yhi O; 

Var I Yhk = lj 

that 

- a;h (~i) 
Yhk + 

1-

+ 

+a;h 

c-lhk), 
not 

birds that have completed moult for i 1, 2, ... 1 h 1 k = 1, 2, ... , J(h, 

for 

E and are the same as in the preceding section using the according condi-

tional expectations and the estimate for the variance is now by 

Var [Yhi I Yhi = O; &,;, 
nh 

+ L(Yhl YFJ) 2 

l==l 
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Model 4 

In model 4 all the parameters of primary moult vary annually. In essence, this model 

is model 1 applied to each individual data set. For completeness, the formulation of the 

likelihood function for model 4 is given here but the procedure to obtain maximum likelihood 

estimates of the parameters is that of model 1 applied to each of the H data sets. 

Define the latent random variable y* as 

yj,1 = o:h + f3hdh1 + Eht, Eh/"' N(O, a;h), l = l, 2, ... , nh, h = l, 2, ... , H, 

where the relation between the observed dependent variable y and the latent variable y* is 

the same as that for model 2. 

The likelihood function of the censored regression for model 4 for data type 2 is 

L(B; t, u, y, v) 

where()= (B1 , 02 , ... , Bp) is the vector of parameters. Here p denotes the total number of 

parameters in the model, which in this application, is given by p = 3H. 

Censored regression models for data type 5 

Model 1 

With data type 5 we have the following scenario: birds are present in the sampling area 

prior to starting, and during moult, but migrate soon after they have completed moult. 

Thus, although the primary moult indecies still fall under the category of observations 

censored from the left and the right, we no longer have a random sample of birds that have 

completed moult. 

Define the vectors d, t, u, and y as in model 1 for data type 2 and define a normally 

distributed latent random variable y* such that 

Yi = o:+f3d1+E1, E1rvN(O,a;), l=l,2, ... ,n, 
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and is related to the dependent variable y by: 

if O < < 1 

if S 0 

(uncensored) 

( censored on left). 

The likelihood the regression model 1 is 

vector p 

parameters in the p= 3. 

(7) 

the total of 

The maximum likelihood estimates the parameters are values e which max-

(7), or equivalently logarithm 

) i1> c -(:: pti) ) ) 

+ t (10g :, + log ( ¢ ) - log i1> -
1
----~ ) , (8) 

where logL(B;t,u, 

This function cannot be solved explicitly therefore to be numerically. 

(EM) algorithm is used to maximize (8). The con-

ditional expectation and the conditional variance of the 

data the current estimated parameters are 

E [Y7 I Yi O; J,a;] Yi -

Var I Yi= O; &,J, 

h(x) i = l, 2, ... , I. 

the dependent are replaced by their conditional 

expectation given the observed and new parameter estimates are in 

which consists 

The estimate for 

log-likelihood function 

variance is 

Var [Y7 I Yi= O; ~' 

the complete data by 
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Model 2 

CHAPTER 6 

With model 2 we consider the ca.se when the mean starting date of primary moult varies 

annually, or equivalently we consider the regression line with variable y-intercepts for each 

year. Define the vectors d, t, u, and ya.sin model 2 for data type 2 and define the normally 

distributed latent random variable y"' a.s 

Yhl = ah+ fJdht + ch/, ch/ rv N(O, a;), l = l, 2, ... , nh, h = l, 2, ... , H. 

The latent variable y"' is related to the dependent variable y by 

{ 
Yii1 

Yhl = O 
if O < Yiii < 1 

if Yht ~ 0 

(uncensored) 

( censored on the left). 

The likelihood function of the censored regression for model 2 is 

where(}= (01 , (h, ... , Op) is the vector of parameters and p, the total number of parameters 

in the model, is given by p = H + 2. 

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters (} are again obtained by maximizing 

the log-likelihood function (i.e. the logarithm of equation 9) using the EM algorithm. For 

this we need the conditional mean and the conditional varince of the censored normal 

distribution which are given by 

E [Yhi I Yhi = O;&,;,~,a;] 

Var [ Yhi I Yhi = O; %, ~,a?] 

where Yhi = &,; + ~thi, i = 1, 2, ... , h, and h = l, 2, ... , H. 

The E and M-steps are the same a.s in the preceding section using the according condi

tional expectations and variances, where the estimate for the variance is now given by 

Model 3 

In model 3 both the mean starting date and the duration of primary moult differ from 

year to year. That is in the regression formulation, both the y-intercept and the slope of 
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the line vary from year to year. In this instance the normally distributed latent random 

variable y* is defined as 

and it is related to the observed variable y as in model 2 for data type 5. 

The likelihood function of the censored regression for model 3 is 

where O = ( 81,821 ••• , Op) is the vector of parameters. Here p denotes the total number of 

parameters in the model , which in this application, is given by p = 2H + l. 
Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters 8 are again obtained by maximizing 

the log-likelihood function (i.e. tbe logarithm of equation 10) using the EM algorithm. 

For this we need the conditional mean and the conditional varince of the censored normal 

distribution wh ich are given by 

E [Yhi I Yhi = O;&,;,~,a;] 

Var [Yhi I Yhi = Oj&,;,i,; ,a;] 

where%£= &ii+ /hthi, i = 1, 2, ... , h, and h ~ 1, 2, ... , R. 

The E and M-steps are the same as in t he preceding section using the according condi

tional expectations and variances where the estimate for the variance is now given by 

Model 4 

In model 4 all the parameters of primary moult vary from year to year. ln essence, 

model 4 is the same as model 1 for data type 5 applied to each of the H data sets individually. 

For completeness , the formulation of the likelihood function is given here but the procedure 

to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters is the same as for model 1 

and will not be repeated here. 

The latent random variable y'" is defined as 
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where the relationship and the observed 

The likelihood function of the censored regression 

y is the same as for model 2. 

4 for data type 5 is 

where e = (81,82, ... ' is vector of 

parameters in which in this application, is 

the total number 

p= 3H. 

Estimation 

The can be easily implemented with t 

et al. 1994). Algorithms to implement the 

in 

and 5 are 

estimates 

GENSTAT programs to 

in Appendix 4. These 

e are (a, p, ae:) which, because 

estimation, can 

where µ 

converted to the 

T 1/p, and a 

for data types 2 and 5 are 

the various models for 2 

to obtain maximum likelihood 

moult models. 

property of 

(µ, r, a) of Underhill 

model 2 the 

1 the 

likelihood 

(1988), 

(ai, ... ,aH,/3,ae:) which can be converted to parameters (µ 1, ... , µH, r, 

-ad /3, i l, ... ,H, r = l//3 and a 

In 

no 

IS 

, ... ,o:H, , ... ,/3H,ae:)· The 

, · · .,µH,TI, · · ·, 

case a direct unique 

a one-one relationship ""''""'" 

4 the parameters B are 

can be converted to 

Ti = l//3i and ai 

the mean completion 

'""''"''"·'"' 2, 3 and 4. Then an 

asJ=µ+ 

3 and model 4 as 

tion of primary moult 

For model 3 the 

(a1,···,aH,P1,, .. ,pH) can 

µ; -ad Pi and r; - 1/ Pi 

to 

Cfe to a cannot be performed there is 

a because we now multiple slopes. 

, ... , 

i = 1, . .. ,H. 

). These 

, where 

moult for model 1 by 8 and , h - 1, 2, ... , H, 

for the mean completion date moult for model 1 

set of model 2 it is computed as f;. = 'fih + f 
. The standard error the mean comple-

by (Var(µ)+ ) 
1/2 

f) , for 

2 by (Var(fih) + ) 
1/2 

('fih,f) and 4 is given by 

inverse of the + Var(Th) + 26;v(fih, these values 
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p X p matrix with -82£ / aeaaeb, where f represents the respective log-likelihood func-

tion the model. To compute the standard error mean completion of 

moult as described above, log-likelihood function to be in terms of the parameters 

µ, r, and u (considering model 1 as an example). However, in the formulation, the 

log-likelihood function is in terms a, and Ue, equation 3, 

ofµ r can be computed but the covariance between µ r is not 

obtained from what is available. However, the mean completion date of moult can 

be computed as 8 µ + f + b an the standard error 

estimate for mean completion date of moult is given by 

equation 3 can used to compute this. 

Comparison of models 

To properties of parameters of primary moult, we construct a null hypothesis 

about the characteristic of the test it a more general 

hypothesis. One approach to achieve aim specifying each hypo-

in terms a model and measuring the goodness of fit of model. 

want to test 

where q < p < n. 

This hypothesis can be tested using the likelihood ratio test (Wilks 1962), 

numerator is the likelihood function of the model that specifies the 

evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimators The denominator is 

is, we 

hypothesis, 

likelihood 

function the model I-'"'·""'"' the alternative hypothesis, evaluated at the maximum 

likelihood estimators Bi. 
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The test null for small of A, or for large values 

of -2 .X. Asymptotically, it is well that -2 log A has the chi-squared distribution 

with p g of (Dobson 1983), p the number of estimated 

parameters model under the alternative hypothesis, q represents number of 

estimated under the null hypothesis. 

denote the vector of of the jth model for primary moult which 

in the previous sections for types 2 5. That is, 

µ, 

[a,µh, 

83 [a, µh, 

84 [ah,µh,Thf, 

h = I, 2, ... , H H is the of data sets. From the models 

assumptions about the parameters of primary moult can be tested. 

determine whether 

years, we test 

of moult constant throughout the 

where, g 3 p = 33. of the null to conclusion that 

at least one i, j ai # , where 1 <= i # j <= and/or for at one pair 

i, j µi /:- 1 < i # j < , and/or at least one i, j Ti /:- Tj, where 

1 <= i # j <= H. next step is to determine , if any, of model 

does not significantly year to year. first is to hypothesize 

variance remains constant throughout data sets. this we want to test 

where, this application, g 23 p 33. point on, we assume 

variance is for all sets we consider it is unlikely and with 
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no interpretation to have scenario where the mean date 

and/or duration of moult remain constant over the years but the standard deviation of 

mean starting varies make sure that the rejection the hypothesis 

was not to the variance differing Ol;c;,uun,U'1l in at one of sets only, we 

can test the that in either the mean data 

and/or duration of moult, the variance remains constant, that is we test 

for application, q 3 p= 

then of course this hypothesis would be 

same conclusion as in the first hypothesis test. 

If the hypothesis of constant variance is 

undant in that we would come to the 

To determine d of moult significantly between sets, we 

test the null hypothesis that duration of moult remains constant for the sets against 

the alternative hypothesis that the duration of the data sets. No 

restriction is on the mean starting of moult. That we want to test 

against 

for application, q 

if we can assume that 

and p = 23. 

duration of moult not vary the 

next hypothesis of interest is whether mean starting between 

the that we test the null hypothesis 

for data set against the alternative hypothesis that 

the same. In words we want to test 

µ,rf 

[a, Jlh, 

mean starting dates are equal 

mean starting are not all 
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where, for this application, q 3 and p = 

The above hypotheses can by computing the likelihood ratio test as 

above. The likelihood 

alternative hypothesis are 

models and for the 

RESULTS AND 

that specify the null 

likelihood estimators 

the parameter a constant mean starting date over the 11 

years obtained using the 

estimates obtained using the model of Underhill and 

chapter), it can be seen that both model 

estimates. The same can be seen when 

mean starting date varies annually (Table 4 versus 

with the results obtained in chapter 4, in which it was 

of the model to describe the relationship 

(an of data censored from the 

are 

Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to 

two models are the same as 

for easy reference and to 

discussed together. 

Willow Warbler data, the overall estimates 

(Table 3) against the parameter 

( 1988) ( table 3 of the previous 

the same model parameter 

estimates assuming that the 

previous chapter). This agrees 

that the parameter estimates 

mass and vegetative mass 

algorithm or 

Although the 

previous chapter, they 

different models for 

assuming a con

stant mean date, a constant duration of moult and a constant 

moult over the 11 years (model 1) were nearly identical 

deviation 

2 and 

5 3). However, the estimated durations using 

type 2. This is the opposite effect to 

at seven localities in western Europe in Underhill et al. (1992). 

annually 

6 July (in 

3), 

the extended model that allows 

that for data type 5 (with very similar 

for males and females combined 

(in 1985) (Table 4). in 

was within two days of 13 July, the 

1980, 1989 being the furthest from normal. 

to vary 
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Table 3. Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult (days) of 

Willow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, Petersburg, assuming that the mean starting 

date µ, duration r and standard deviation <T of moult remain the same for the 11 years of 

the study, i.e. model 1. Parameter estimates (standard errors) of the censored regression 

formulation are also given, that is, they-intercept a, the slope /3, and the standard deviation 

of the regression line <Tf;. Estimates (standard errors) for the mean completion date moult 

8 (8 = µ + r) are also given. 

type 2 Data type 5 

All Male Female All Male Female 

n 771 302 430 678 242 398 

f 40.5 (1.0) 43.3 (1.2) 38.4 (3.5) 45.0 (1.5) 46.6 (1.5) 42.1 (2.6) 

-t µ 42.3 (0.7) 34.5 (0.7) 49.9 (2.2) 42.6 (0.8) 34.5 (0.8) 50.1 (1.5) 

12 July 5 July 20 July 
1 

13 July 5 July 20 July 

(I 11.4 (0.7) 7.8 (0.3) 11.7 (0.7) 12.1 (0.5) 8.4 (0.5) 12.1 (0.7) 

& -1.04 (0.001) -0.80 (0.001) -1.30 (0.002) -0.95 (0.001) -0.74 (0.001) -1.19 (0.001) 

p 0.025 (0.04) 0.023 (0.04) 0.026 (0.17) 0.022 (0.04) 0.021 (0.04) 0.024 (0.10) 

O"e 0.28 (0.01) 0.18 (0.01) 0.31 (0.04) 0.27 (0.01) 0.18 (0.01) 0.29 (0.02) 

Jt 82.8 (0.9) 77.8 (1.0) 88.3 (1.9) 87.6 (1.2) 81.1 (1.3) 92.2 (1.9) 

22 Aug 17 Aug 27 Aug 27 Aug 20 31 

fMean starting date and mean completion date are in days since 1 June (i.e. day 1 = 1 

June) as in Underhill et al. (1992). 

11 years, the mean starting dates lay between 9 July and 14 July. In 1980 and 1985, moult 

started later than 14 July and in 1989 it started earlier than 9 July. 

Results for males females for model 2 ran closely in parallel (Fig. 1); when males 

or later than average, so did the The exception w;;,;;; 

mouiting on 4 July (Table 4), one earlier than average. 1987, when 

5 July 3), but females started on 27 July, seven days later than their average, 20 

j,.j' ('!'·,LI""'.'.,'·! ·I') l · ]fr"" .. 'l ><'<'I''\,,,,.] .. 1· .. ' 1 . L, ,, .. ,,y d,UL, ,i ,die'.,' fl ,,,,(\ !tldb-, ,.,,,,,I:u, Oll JrflL, OH[ 11.lll \Vf' re f! \/e· days (1:ar ii (~r 

than average, and in 1989 both sexes were early, but males were reiatively earlier than 

fernales. The same pattern for mean annual completion dates moult as for mean annual 

;;1,d fernales ( i ') 
' ' 
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4. (standard errors) of the parameters 

Petersburg, Russia, under the 

mean µh vary between years, h = 1, ... , 11, and a constant du 

of a constant standard deviation a for all years, i.e. model 2. 

of mean completion dates <Sh (<Sh = µh + rh) and the standard 

line ae: are 

type 2 Data type 5 

Male Female All Male 

(1. 7) 34.1 (1.6) 49.1 (2.9) 39.4 (1.7) 33.8 (1 

10 July 4 July 19 July 9 July 4 July 18 July 

1980 (1.8) (1.7) 57.2 (2.7) 49.0 (2.0) 42.6 (1.9) (3.1) 

July July 27 July 19 July 13 July 26 

1981 (1 .6 (1 (2.6) 43.9 (1.7) 33.9 (1.8) (2.4) 

July 4 July 21 July 14 July 4J 20 July 

1982 µ4 41.3 (1.3) (1 (2.3) 41.9 (1.6) (1.5) 48.9 (2.7) 

11 J 12 July 5 July 19 July 

1983 41.8 (1.7) (1 41.7 .8) 32.3 (1.7) 50.1 (2.9) 

July 3 J July 2 July 20 July 

1984 µ5 41.3 (2.4) (2.3) 47.4 (4.1) 40.7 (2.5) 30.7 (2.5) 46.2 (3.7) 

11 J 1 17 July 11 July 1 July 16 July 

1985 (2.2) 50.8 (2.8) 40.1 (2.7) 58.0 (4.0) 

J 10 July 21 July 10 July 28 July 

1986 42.1 1) (2.0) (4.5) (2.6) 34.2 (2.1) 47.4 (4.2) 

12 July 5 July July July 4 July 17 July 

1987 µg 44.4 (2.1) 34.4 (1 (2.2) 33.9 (1.8) 56.8 (5.2) 

14 July 4 July July 14 July 4 July 27 July 

1988 µ10 39.6 (1.8) 33.9 (1.8) (3.0) (2.2) (2.0) (3.0) 

10 July 4 July 15 July 10 July 5 July 15 July 

1989 µ11 35.8 (1.4) 26.0 (1.4) (2.4) (1 (1.6) 45.4 (2.5) 

6 July 26 June 16 July 6 J 15 July 
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Table 4 (continued). Estirna.tes (standard errors) of the parameters of primary rnoult 

(days) of Willow Warblers at. Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russi;i,, under the assumption 

that the mean starling date of moult t'·h vary between years h = 1, ... , 11, and a, ·onstant. 

duration ofmoull. r ::1.nd a constant standard deviation a for all yea.cs, i.e. model 2. Estimates 

(standard errors) of mea.n completion dates 8,. (6,. == µ1i + Th) arid the standard d viation 

of t.he regression Ii ne a ,; are also given. 

Para.meter Data type 2 D;:i,t,1, type r. 

Year estimates All Male F male All Male Female 

1979 -t 0 I 81.0 (1.8) 78.0 (1.8) 87.2 (3.1) 84.0 (2.0) 79.6 (2.0) 89.9 (3 .2) 

21 Aug 17 Aug 26 Aug 23 Aug 19 Aug 29 Aug 

1980 07. 9.9 (1.8) 86.2 (1.7) 95.3 (2.8) 93.6 (2.1) 88.4 (2.0) 97.7 (3.0) 

29 Aug 25 Aug 3 Sep 2 Sep 27 Aug 6 Sep 

1981 03 84.l (1.6) 77.5 (1.7) 88.9 (2 .6) 88 .5 (2 .0) 79.7 (2 .0) 92.2 (2 .9) 

23 Aug I7 Aug 2 Aug 28 Aug 19 Aug 31 Aug 

1982 61 82.0 (1.4) 78.5 (lA) 86.0 (2 .2) 6.5 (1.7) 80 .7 (J .7) 90.9 (2.6) 

21 Aug 18 Aug 25 Aug 26 Aug 20 Aug 30 Aug 

1983 65 82 .5 ( 1.8) 76.G (l.7) 87.6 (3.1) 86.3 (2.1) 78.1 (1.9) 92 .l (3.3) 

22 Aug 16 Aug 27 Aug 25 Au g 17 Aug 31 Aug 

1984 ~ 82.0 (2.4) 74.8 (2.4) 85.5 (4.0) 5.3 (2.7) 76.5 (2.7) 88.2 (3 .9) 

21 Aug 1,1 Aug 25 Aug 24 Aug 16 Aug 27 Aug 

1985 J1 89.3 (2 .3) 84.0 (2.4) 91.6 (3 .5) 95.4 (2.9) 85.9 (2.8) 100.0 (4 .5) 

28 Aug 23 Aug 31 Aug 3 Sep 25 Aug 8 Sep 

1986 6s 82.8 (2.2) 78.5 (2 .0) 85.7 {4.2) 86.8 (2.6) 80 .0 (2.2) 9.4 (4.3) 

22 Aug 18 Aug 25 Aug 26 Aug 19 Aug 28 Aug 

1987 ift 85.l (2.1) 78.3 (1.9) 94.0 (4.2) 88.5 (2.3) 79.7 (2.0) 98.8 (5.0) 

24 Aug 17 Aug 2 Sep 28 Aug 19 Aug 7 Sep 

1988 610 80.3 (1.9) 77 .8 (2.0) 83.0 (3.0) 84.8 (2.3) 80.3 (2.3) 86.8 (3.3) 

19 Aug 17 Aug 22 Aug 24 Aug 19 Aug 26 Aug 

1989 '511 76.5 (1.5) 69.9 (1.5) 84.0 (2 .6) 8 l.O ( 1.8) 72.3 (1.8) 87.4 (2 .8) 

16 Aug 9 Aug 23 Aug 20 Aug 11 Aug 26 Aug 

tMean sLarl.ing dale and mean completion daLe are in days since l June (i.e. day 1 = 1 

June) 
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of moult for Willow Warbler for males (dashed line), females (dotted line), 

data (solid line) for model 2 and data type ;i (see Table 4). 

for all the 
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Estimates moult parameters for model assuming that the de-

viations are constant over the years, the mean starting and of moult 

vary annually (model 3) are in Table 5. the mean starting dates over the 11 

years were nearly identical for data 2 and type 5 but the durations 

5 were for most years a few days An exception occurred with males in that the 

duration of moult data type 5 was within 0-2 of that for data type 2 and only 

the years 1980 and 1988 was the duration moult for data type 5 much longer than that 

data type 2 (5 and 10 days respectively). The estimated mean dates the 

complete data varied over 15 between 7 July (1989) and July (1985). This range 

is same as that obtained with model 2 (where the duration moult is also wo~,u"'"'"' 

to be constant over years) with shifted by one day. In fact 

mean starting model 3 were very similar (see 2). 

of for the complete from 32 (1985) to (1980) days. 

duration of moult corresponds to the year when moult started (22 July). 

the 11 years, the duration moult was within 3 days of the overall duration 

estimate (Table , and 10 of 11 years were within 5 of the overall mean. The 

from was in 1985 when duration of moult was days shorter than the 

mean. 

The mean starting dates of males were always earlier than that of females for data type 5 

(the for data type 2 were very similar) (Table 5 and Fig. 3). results for males 

and ran in parallel in that if males later or 

overall mean, so did females. Exceptions occurred in 1983, when males started moult on 

June (Table than average, 5 J (Table 3), but females started 

on July, the same day as their (Tables 3 and 5) and in moult 

on 5 July, same average, but females moult on 1 August (Table 

later than their 

average, but males were 

than their 

both than 

while females were two 

3 shows except for year 1981, duration moult of was 

usually much shorter (12-19 than that males. Exceptions to this occurred in 1979, 

1982 and 1986 when the duration moult of was within a that of In 

1981 the opposite was in that the duration of moult was 20 days 

in than in (Table 5). five of the 11 years, difference in the duration of 
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Table 5. errors) of the parameters of primary moult (days) 

Willow Warblers at Petersburg, Russia, assuming that 

dates µh and durations Th vary years, h = l, ... , 11, and a constant 

deviation a, i.e. model 3. (standard errors) of the mean 

(8h = µh + Th) and of regression line ae are also given. 

Esti- type 2 Data type 5 

Year mates All Male 

1979 T1 1) 46.1 (3.3) 49.8 (6.3) 49.5 (6.1) 

1980 1'2 (4.6) 50.2 (3.2) 58.1 (4.4) 44.3 (4.7) 

1981 r3 (4.5) 48.5 (3.4) 34.1 (3.1) 53.9 (5.5) 

1982 T4 (1 36.2 (3.3) 41.5 (2.0) 41.4 (2.2) 40.8 (4.3) 

1983 T5 44.4 (3.7) (6.0) 47.4 (5.6) 56.7 (4.0) 39.8 (7.7) 

1984 T5 38.9 ( 4.2) .2 (5.3) (4.1) 43.8 (4.6) 31.7 (5.2) 

1985 T7 28.6 (4.1) (3.3) 18.6 (3.7) 31.6 (4.1) 35.4 (3.6) 22.7 (6.2) 

1986 Tg 43.8 (3.1) 48.0 (3.1) (5.5) (4.0) 49.0 (3.3) 48.l (6.8) 

1987 T9 39.3 (2.6) 39.0 (3.4) ( 40.4 (6.5) 39.0 (3.4) 27.3 (10.9) 
/ 

1988 T10 40.3 (3.4) 48.6 (3.3) (4.6) 58.6 (7.4) 40.4 (5.5) 

1989 T11 38.2 (6.9) 41.8 (2.5) 1 (2.6) 43.7 (2.9) 31.4 (4.0) 

1979 ~t 39.2 (1.9) 32.8 (2.0) 39.0 (1 32.7 (1.9) 46.5 (3.2) µl 

9 July 3 July 9 July 3 July 17 

1980 µ2 46.7 (2.0) 38.8 (2.0) 1 (2.1) 38.9 (2.2) 54.2 (3.6) 

17 July 9 July 17 July 9 July 24 July 

1981 µ3 42.5 (1.8) (4.0) (1.7) 48.0 (2.9) 

13 July 6 July July 6 July 18 July 

µ4 42.6 (1.4) 35.5 (1.3) (1.4) (1.3) 48.8 (2.6) 
13 July 6 July July July 5 July 19 July 

41.2 (1.8) 29.4 (1.9) (3.8) 41.4 (2.1) 29.3 (1.9) 49.7 (2.7) 
11 July 29 June 19 July 11 July June 20 July 

41.5 (2.4) 30.6 (2.3) (3.4) 41.3 (2.3) 30.5 (2.2) 47.8 (3.3) 
12 July 1 July 18 July 11 July 1 July 18 July 

µ7 51.8 (2.6) 43.7 (2.5) 58.3 (2.7) 1 (2.3) 43.6 (2.7) 58.3 (3.0) 
22 July 14 July 28 July July July 28 July 

40.8 (2.4) 32.6 (2.2) 45.3 (4.1) 41.3 1) (4.3) 
11 July 3 July July 11 July 3 July July 

44.4 (1.7) 35.4 (1.6) 62.9 (15.0) 44.2 (2.6) 62.3 (10.3) 
14 July 5 July 2 5 July 1 

µ10 39.6 (2.1) 32.7 (1.8) 44.6 (3.0) 40.0 1) 
10 July 3 July 15 July 10 July 15 July 

µ11 36.8 (4.3) 26.6 (1.5) 48.5 (2.4) ( (2.4) 
7 July 27 June June July 

0.26 (0.01) 0.13 
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Table 5 { continued). Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult 

(days) of Willow Warblers at Lake St Petersbu Russia, assuming that the mean 

starting dates µh and durations rh vary between years, h = 1, ... , 11, and a constant 

standard deviation a, i.e. model 3. Estimates (standard errors) of the mean completion 

dates 01i (oh - µh + rh) and standard deviation of regression line a~ are also given. 

Year 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

Parameter 

estimates 

Data. type 2 Data. type 5 

All Male Female All Male 

(3.7) 82.4 (5.7) 95.7 (6.2) 85.1 (3.4) 82.5 (5.5) 

24 Aug 21 Aug 4 Sep 24 Aug 22 Aug 

Female 

96.0 (6.1) 

4 Sep 

93.5 (2.7) 91.7 (2.7) 97.1 (3.6) 97.3 (3.2) 97.0 (3.6) 98.5 (3.7) 

2 Sep 31 Aug 5 5 Sep 5 Sep 7 Sep 

(2.4) 70.3 (2.1) 97.8 (4.4) 91.5 (3 70.4 (2.3) 101.9 (5.5) 

25 Aug 9 Aug 6 Sep 31 Aug 9 Aug 10 Sep 

80.3 (1.6) 76.1 {1.7) 84.8 (2.5) 84.1 (2.1) 76.8 (1.9) 89.6 (3.6) 

19 Aug 15 Aug 24 23 Aug 16 Aug 29 Aug 

85.6 (3.8) 84.9 (3.2) 83.5 (5.7) 88.8 (5.2) 86.0 (3.6) 89.5 (7.8) 

25 Aug 24 Aug 24 Aug 28 Aug 25 Aug 

80.4 (3.9) 74.0 (4.0) 79.4 (4.8) 81.6 (4.1) 74.3 (4.2) 

19 Aug 13 Aug 19 Aug 21 Aug 13 Aug 

80.4 (2.9) 78.9 (2.6) 76.9 (3.0) 83.7 (3.8) 79.0 (2.7) 

19 Aug 18 Aug 16 Aug 23 Aug 18 Aug 

84.6 (3.0) 80.6 (2.5) 89.2 (5.5) 89.5 (4.2) 81.5 (2.8) 

24 Aug 20 Aug 28 Aug 29 Aug 20 Aug 

83.7 (3.2) 74.4 (2.8) 88.0 (3.4) 84.6 (5.2) 74.4 (2.8) 

24 Aug BA 24 A11g 

n.9 (2.9 81.3 (3.0) 8f;.:) (4.4) 91.8 (7. 

29 Aug 

79.5 (4.6) 

19 Aug 

81.0 (5.6) 

20 Aug 

93.9 (7.1) 

2 Sep 

89.6 (4.2) 

85.0 

19 Aug 

75.0 (3 

20 Aug 21 24 31 Aug 24 Aug 

ti (2 .. 0) 7Z:Ll (2.8) 79.8 .6) 70.;{ 7n ~ (.-. ·,·1 _ -- - ;1.1) .1. u 1 

I .J 7 Aug 17 Aug 

p.lean starting date and mean completion date are in days since 1 June (i.e. 1 = l 
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Figure 2. Comparison of mean annual starting dates of mou It for Willow Warbler 

between model 2 (solid line), model 3 (dashed line) and model 4 (dotted line) for all the 

data, for data type 5 (see Ta.bles 4, 5 and 6). 

moult between males and females was more than 9 days. In 1981, the duration of moult in 

males was 34 days (Table 5), 13 days shorter than their average, 47 days (Table 3), but for 

the females the duration of moult was 54 days, 12 days longer than their average, 42 days 

(Tables 3 and 5). In 1983, duration of moult in males was 57 days, ten days longer than 

their average, but for females it was 40 days, 2 days shorter than their average. In 1988, 

duration of moult in males was 59 days, 12 days longer than their average, but for females 

it was 40 days, 2 days shorter than their average. 

For most years the mean completion date of moult for data type 5 was a few days later 

than that for data type 2 (Table 5). This, together with the fact that duration of moult WM 

longer dat;-1 5, t.he pos~ibility erni?;Ption of birds that had cornr,1r:ted 

moult into the sampling area Mean cornpletion date for the complete data ranged from 

! n1c-1.n, 27 A 

th,ttin l98H 

ber (1980) with eight of the 11 years being within days of 

with the 3). 

ales com 

com pletr·d rno11 It 

rnoult 7 d,tys bdore b and F1g. 

ln 6 the 11 years the difference between the mean completion date of males and females 

\va,,c; more than 9 In 1981, females completed moult days later than males. In 

compklrri rno11lt r!a.rlier or later tl1;q, their ;ivcraµ;r-, ,~o did !he fcn1ale:). 
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139 

Figure 3. Mean annual starting dates (top) and duration (bottom) of moult for Willow 

Warbler for males (<la.shed line) , females (dotted line), and for all the data (solid line) for 

model 3 and <la.ta type 5 (see 'fa.ble 5) . 
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Large exceptions occurred in 1981 when males completed moult on 9 August (Table 5) , l1 

days earlier than their average) 20 August (Table :J) and females completed moult on 10 

September, 10 days later than their average, 31 August (Tables 3 and 5). ln 1988 males 

compl.eted moult on 31 August, 11 days later than their aiVcra.ge and females completeci 

moult on 24 August , 7 days earlier than their ;i.verage. 
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Comparison of mean an nual completion dates of mou lt for Willow Warbler 

between males (dashed line), females (dotted line) and for a ll t he data (solid line) for 

model 3, for data type 5 (see Table 5). 

T,;1,ble 6 shows the estimates of the primary moult parameters under the assu m ption that 

the mean starting date, duration and standard deviation of moult vary a nnually (model 4) . 

A table with these parameter estimates obtained using the Newlon-Raphson algorithm t.o 

maxim ize the likel ihood function is shown in Appendix 5 to demonst rate that the parameter 

estimates obtained using either algorithm are identical. The parameter estima,tes for the 

mean st.art.ing date were very similar to those obt,a ined from the mod el for prima,r,y moult. 
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with the assumption of constant standard deviation {model 3) and for the model with the 

assumption of constant duration of rnoult and constant standard deviation (model 2) when 

the data was combined (Fig. 2). The same was true for the mean starting· dates of moult 

for males and females (Fig. 5), except that in 1987, females started moult on 17 July, 15 

days earlier than their estimate from model 3, 1 August (Table 5), 10 days earlier than their 

estimate from model 2, 27 July (Table 4), but it was within 3 days of their overall mean 

starting date of moult, 20 July (Table 3). 

The mean starting dates of moult of males were always earlier than that of females for 

data type 5 (with very similar results for data type 2) (TabJe 6 and Fig. 6). The results for 

males and females generally ran closely in parallel in that if males started later or earlier 

than their overall mean, so did the females. Exceptions occurred in 1981, when males 

started moult on 6 Ju ly (Table 6), one day later than their average, 5 July (Table 3), but 

females started moult on 17 July, three days earlier than their average, 20 July (Tables 3 

and 6), and in 1984, males started moult on 30 June , five days earlier than their average, 

but females started moult on 21 July, one day later than their ovecall mean. 

The estimates for duration of moult for model 3 and model 4 were very similar when 

the data was combined and for males (Fig. 7). For females (Fig. 8) there was an exception 

in 1987, when the duration of moult for model 4 was 43 days (Table 6), 16 days longer than 

that for model 3, 27 days (Table 5), but was within 1 day of the overall mean duration of 

moult, 42 days (Table 3). The duration of moult in females was usually shorter than that of 

males. (Table 6 and Fig. 9). Exceptions ocurred in 1979, 1981 and 1987, when the duration 

of moult in females was 8, 21 and 3 days longer than in males respectively. In 1982 and 

1986 the duration of moult in females was only two to three days shorter than that of males, 

while on average, the duration of moult of females was 13 days shorter than that of males. 

Figures 10-12 show the comparison of the parameter estimates for mean completion 

dates between model 2, model 3 and model 4 for all the data, for males and for females 

respectively. It is evident that the parameter estimates of mean completion dates of moult 

were very similar for model 3 and model 4. Therefore the discussion of the results for model 4 

will resemble those already discussed for model 3. An interesting result obtained here is that 

although the parameter estimates for mean starting date of moult and duration of moult 

diffe red substantially between model 3 and model 4 for 1987, the mean completion date 

of moult for both models was 29 August. In fact, for all cases of Willow Warbler , making 

the extra assumption that the standard deviation of mean starting date varies annually, 
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Table 6. Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult (days) of 

Willow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, assum ing that the mean starting 

dates µh I du rations n. and standard deviations Gh vary between years, h = 1, ... , 11, i.e. 

model 4. Estimates (standard errors) of the mean completion dates f>h (f>h = µh + n) and 

standard deviations of the regression li ne G,h are also given. 

Parameter Data type 2 Data type 5 

Year estimates All Male Female All Male Female 

1979 f1 45.8 (3 .5) 44.4 (7.1) 51.9 (11.3) 45.8 (3.5) 44.4 (7.1) 51.9 (11.3) 

1980 rz 48.2 (3.5) 51.l (4.1) 42.9 (4.5) 52.l (3 .8) 57.3 (5.3) 44.4 (7,2) 

1981 1"3 41.8 (3.4) 34.6 (2.3) 52.0 (5.1) 47.5 (3.2) 34.6 (2.6) 55.8 (4.7) 

1982 1"4 37.6 (2 .2) 41.7 (2.0) 33.9 (4.1) 41.3 ( 4.2) 42.0 (2.1) 38.9 (3.4) 

1983 1"5 44. 7 ( 4.3) 55.1 ( 4.2) 34 .7 (7.7) 48.0 (4.7) 56.3 (4.2) 43.0 (6.1) 

1984 7"5 36.8 (9.7) 44 .0 (3.9) 27.8 (3.0) 37.9 (9.1) 44.1 ( 4.2) 27 .8 (3.0) 

1985 f1 30.0 (2.5) 37.9 (2.2) 21.7 (1.3) 33.3 (3.0) 37.9 (2.5) 24.2 (3.0) 

1986 rs 45 .7 (4.6) 50.0 (2 .9) 44.3 (5.8) 49.5 (5.2) 50.3 (3.0) 48.3 (9.9) 

1987 79 40.2 (3.8) 39 .7 (2.4) 42.3 (3.0) 40.9 (4.2) 39 .7 (2.4) 42.7 (2 .2) 

1988 r10 41.7 (3 .0) 53 .0 (2.7) 34 .2 (3 .4) 46.6 (6.2) 63.8 (3.3) 37.3 (4.6) 

1989 711 37.2 (3.2) 41.7 (2.7) 29.7 (4 .1) 42.3 (7.2) 43.5 (3.1) 30.9 (5 .6) 

1979 -t 39.1 (1.9) 35.2 (2.6) 44.8 (5.9) 39.1 (1.9) 35.2 (2.6) 44.8 (5 .9) f-1,1 

9 Ju ly 5 Ju ly 15 July 9 July 5 July 15 July 

1980 µ2 45.6 (2.5) 39.8 (2.5) 54.2 (3.7) 45.5 {2.5) 39.5 (2.6) 54 .1 (5.9) 

16 July 10 Ju ly 24 J uly 16 July 10 July 24 July 

1981 µ 3 43.5 (2.3) 35.8 (1.4) 46.4 (3.1) 43.9 (2.0) 35.8 ( 1.6) 46 .6 (2.8) 

14July 6 July 16 July 14 J uly 6 July 17 July 

1982 µ4 42.6 (1.6) 34.8 (1.3) 50.0 (3.0) 42.9 (2.7) 34.9 (1.3) 50.2 (2.6) 

13 July 5 Ju ly 20 July 13 July 5 Ju ly 20 July 

1983 µ5 41.1 (2.1) 29.7 (2.2) 49.1 (2.8) 41.1 (2.2) 29.6 (2.1) 48.7 (2.6) 

11 July 30 June 19 July 11 July 30June 19July 

1984 µ6 43.1 (5.4) 30.2 (2.1) 51.1 (3.3) 43.2 (4.5) 30.2 (2.2) 51.1 (3.3) 

13 July 30 June 21 July 13 July 30 June 21 July 

1985 µ1 51.0 (1.9) 41.3 (1.7) 57 .3 (LO) 50.9 (2 .0) 41.3 (1.9) 57. 1 (1.3) 

21 J uly 11 July 27 July 21 July 11 J.uly 27 Ju ly 

1986 µg 39.5 (3.3) 31.1 (2.0) 45.0 (4.4) 40.2 (3.6) 31.3 (2.1) 45.7 (6.8) 

10 July 1 July 15 July 10 July 1 July 16 Ju·ly 

1987 µ9 43.7 (2.2) 34.9 (1.2) 47.6 (2.9) 43.8 (2.4) 34.9 (1.2) 47.4 (2.1) 

14 July 5 July 18 July 14 July 5 July 17 July 

1988 µ10 38 .8 (1.9) 31 .1(1.3) 46.5 (2.8) 39.1 (3.2) 30.3 (1.1) 46.8 (3.4) 

9 July 1 July 17 July 9 July 30June 17 July 

1989 µu 37.3 (2.1) 26.7 (1.6) 48.6 (2.7) 37.3 (3.5) 26.7 (1.6) 48.6 (3 .3) 

7 July 27 June 19 July 7 July 27 June 19 July 
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'l'able 6 (continued). Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult 

(days) of Willow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, assuming that the mean 

starting dates µh, durations Th and standard deviations <lh vary between years, h = 1, . .. , 11 , 

i.e. model 4. Estimates (standard errors) of the mean completion dates 8h (8h = µh + Th) 

and standaed deviations of the regression line aeh are also given. 

Esti- Data type 2 Data type 5 

Year mates All Male Female All Male Female 

1979 01 11.7 (1.5) 9.2 (2.0} 11.6 (2.4) 11.7 (l.5) 9.2 (2.0) 11.6 (2.4) 

1980 fJ2 11.0 (1.4) 8.7 (1.6) 11.6 (2.0) 11.0 (1.4) 8.7 (1.7) 11.4 (2.1) 

1981 <13 12.1 (1.4) 3.9 (0.8) 12.3 (1.9) 12.9 (1.6) 3.9 (0.9) 12.6 (2.0) 

1982 0'4 9.8 (0.9) 4.6 (0 .7) 10.8 (1.5) 10.6 (1.1) 4.8 (0.7) 11.5 (1.7) 

1983 0'5 11.3 (1.4) 7.6 (1.4) 9.1 (1.9) 11.6 (1.4) 7.7 (1.4) 9.6 (1.8) 

1984 05 11.4 (2.1) 5.1 (1.5) 10.4 (2.8) 11.7 (2.5) 5.2 (1.7) 10.4 (2.8) 

1985 0'7 6.6 (1.2) 2.2 (0.7) 2.2 (0.8) 6.9 (1.3) 2.2 (0.7) 2.2 (0.8) 

1986 &s 10.4 (1.6) 4.9 (1.1) 11 .7 (2.7) 11.3 (1.9) 5.1 (1.2) 12.4 (3.2) 

1987 <lg 9.5 (1.5) 3.7 (0.8) 0.71 (0.3) 9.7 (1.6) 3.7 .(0.8) 0.69 (2.8) 

1988 010 9.7 (1.2) 4.0 (0.8) 1L2 (2.1) 10.5 (1.6) 3.1 (0.7) 11.9 (2.4) 

1989 au 10.4 (1.1) 5.6 (0.9) 8.2 (1.5) 11.5 (1.7) 5.9 (1.1) 8.4 (1.7) 

1979 - 0.25 (0 .03) 0.21 (0.04) 0.22 (0.08) 0.25 (0.03) 0.21 (0.04) 0.22 (0.08) O'e 1 

1980 ir;2 0.23 (0.03) 0.17 (0.03) 0.27 (0.05) 0.21 (0.03) 0.15 (0.03) 0.26 (0.07) 

1981 i7;3 0.29 (0.04) 0.11 (0 .03) 0.24 (0.04) 0.27 (0.03) 0.11 (0.03) 0.23 (0.04) 

1982 O'e4 0.26 (0.03) 0.11 (0.02) 0.32 (0.06) 0.26 (0.04) 0.11 (0.02) 0.30 (0.05) 

1983 O't:5 0.25 (0.03) 0.14 (0.03) 0.26 (0.06) 0.24 (0 .03) 0.14 (0.03) 0.22 (0.04) 

1984 - 0.31 (0.10) 0.12 (0.04) 0.37 (0.08) 0.31 (0.07) 0.12 (0.04) 0.37 (0.08) ae6 

1985 0..1 0.22 (0.05) 0.06 (0.02) 0.10 (0.04) 0.21 (0.04) 0.06 (0.02) 0.09 (0.03) 

1986 <les 0.23 (0.05) 0.10 (0.02) 0.27 (0.07) 0.23 (0.05) 0.10 (0.03) 0.26 (0.08) 

1987 O'e9 0.24 (0.04) 0.09 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.24 (0.04) 0.09 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 

1988 ir;10 0.23 (0.03) 0.08 (0.02) 0.33 (0.06) 0.22 (0.05) 0.05 (0.01) 0.32 (0.06) 

1989 <1.;JJ 0.28 (0.03) 0. 13 (0.02) 0.28 (0.05) 0.27 (0.04) 0.14 (0.03) 0.27 (0.05) 
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Table 6 (continued ). Estimates (standard errors) of the para.meters of primary moult 

(days) of Wi llow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, assuming that the mean 

starting datesµ1,., durations n, and standard deviations CT1,. vary between years, h = l, ... , 11, 

i.e. model 4. Estimates (standard errors) of the mean completion dates 6,. (61,. = µh + Th) 

and standaed deviations of the regression line CTeh are also given. 

Parameter Data type 2 Data type 5 

Year estimates All Male Female All Male Female 

1979 "'t 01 84.9 (3.5) 79.6 (6.5) 96.7 (7.2) 84.9 (3.5) 79.6 (6.5) 96.7 (7.2) 

24 Aug 19 Aug 5 Sep 24 Aug 19 A ug 5 Sep 

1980 82 93.8 (2 .6) 90.9 (3.4) 97.1 (3.5) 97.6 (2.9) 96.8 (4.4) 98.5 (3.8) 

2 Sep 30 Aug s Sep 6 Sep 5 Sep 7 Sep 

1981 b:J 85 .3 (2.7) 70.4 {1.9) 98.4 ( 4.2) 91.4 (3.4) 70.4 {1.9) 102.4 (4.8) 

24 Aug 9 Aug 6 Sep 30 Aug 9 Aug 10 Sep 

1982 84 0.2 (1.7) 76.5 (1.5) 83.9 (2 .8) 84.2 (2.6) 76.9 (1.7) 89 .1 (3.6) 

19 Aug 16 Aug 23 Aug 23 Aug 16 Aug 28 Aug 

1983 §5 85.8 (3.9) 84.8 (3.4) 83.8 (6.7) 89.1 (4.4) 85.9 (3. 7) 91.7 (6.3) 

25 Aug 24 Aug 23 Aug 28 Aug 25 Aug 31 Aug 

1984 86 79.9 (5 .9) 74.2 (3 .5) 78.9 (5.2) 81.1 (6.5) 74.3 (3 .8) 78.9 (5.2) 

19 Aug 13 Aug 18 Aug 20 Aug 13 Aug 18 Aug 

1985 51 1.0 (2.3) 79.2 (1.4) 79.0 (1.3) 84.2 (3 .0) 79.2 (1.4) 81.3 (2 .4) 

20 Aug 18 Aug 18 Aug 23 Aug 18 Aug 20 Aug 

1986 6a 85 .2 (2.6) 81.1 (2.1) 89.3 (5.4) 89.7 (4.1) 81.6 (2 .3) 94.0 (7 .5) 

24 Aug 20 Aug 28 Aug 29 Aug 21 Aug 2 Sep 

1987 og 83.9 (3.4) 74.6 (2.0) 89.9 (0.4) 84.7 (3.8) 74.6 (2 .0) 90.l (0.4) 

23 Aug 14 Aug 29 Aug 24 Aug 14 Aug 29 Aug 

1988 610 80.5 (2.7) 84.1 (2 .2) 80.7 (4 .2) 85.7 (4.5) 94.1 (3.1) 84.1 {5.3) 

20 Aug 23 Aug 20 Aug 25 Aug 2 Sep 23 Aug 

1989 611 74.5 (2.2) 68 .4 (2.1) 78.3 (2.9) 79.6 ( 4.5) 70.2 (2.7) 79.5 (3.7) 

14 Aug 7 Aug 17 Aug 19 Aug 9 Aug 19 Aug 

tMean starting date and mean completion date are in days since 1 June (i .e. day 1 = l 

June) 
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Figure 5. Comparison of mean annual starting dat,es of moult for Willow Warbler 

between model 2 (solid line), model 3 (dashed line) and model 4 (dotted line) for data 

type 5. The mean starting dat,es of moult are given for males (top) and females (bottom) 

(see Tables 41 5 and 6). 
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Figure 6. Mean annual starting dates of moult for Wi llow Warbler for model 4 fo r data 

type 5. The mean starting dates of moult are given fo r al l t he data (solid line)i males 

(dashed line) and females (dotted line) (see Table 6) , 

mostly altered the parameter estimates of mean starting date and duration of moult from 

those obtained when the ass um pt ion of a constant standard deviation of mean starting date 

of moult was made, but the estirnat.es for mean complet ion dates for both models were 

very similar. This shows that, at least for the present application , the estimates fo r mean 

completion dates of moult remained approximately the same whether model 3 or model 4 

was fitted to the data, but t he estimates for mean starting dates and durations of mou lt 

differed according to which model was fitted> but in such a way that the difference was 

balanced out so that t he mean completion dates remained the same. 

T he mean completion dates of moult of females for model 4 were generally later than 

that of males (Table 6 a nd F ig. 13) , with the exception that in 1988 males completed mou lt 

ten days later than females. In 1980 and 1985, the difference in completion of moult between 

males and females was only two days, while for most years, females completed moult on 

average 12 days later t han males. In 1981 females completed moul t 32 days later than 

males. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of annua.l durations of moult between model 3 (solid line) and 

model 4 (dashed line) for Willow Warbler for data. type 5. The durations of moult are given 

for all the data (top) and males (bottom) (see Tables 5 a.nd 6). 
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Figute 8. Compa,.rjson of annual du rations of mou lt between model 3 (solid line) a nd 

model 4 (dashed line) for Willow Warbler fo r females, for data type ,1> (see Tables ,1) and 6). 

From the d ifferent modelR fitted to primary moult, several hypotheses about the para

meters were tested. In a n hieratch ical way the first hypothesis tested about the parameters 

of pdmary moul t was whether the mean starting date, the duration and the variance of 

moult remained constant throughout the yea.rs. The null hypothesis o( constant. model 

parameters for prim a ry moult was rejected at a high level of significance for t he sexes com

bined, males and females (P = 0.008 , < 0.00001 , a nd 0.001 respectively, for da ta type ,5} 

(Table 7). 

The next hypothesis made about the parameters of primary mou lt was to assume I.hat 

the variance of moult remained the same a.cross the years but that the .mean starting date 

and duration of moult varied annually. This hypothesis wa.c; accepted when t he sexes were 

combined (P = 0.93) , but for both males and fe males the nu ll hypothesis was rejected 

(P -::::: 0.003 and 0.02 respectively) for data type 5 and with similar results for data type 2. 

Although, given the results of the last hypothesis test on the parameters of primary mou lt 

for males and fe males , any fur ther hypothesis about t he parameters of moult s hould include 

t he fa.ct that the variances chang with time, a n exa.minina,t ion of t he parameter estim ate"' 
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Figure 9. Comparison of annual durations of moult between a.II t.he data (solid line) , 

males (dashed line) and females (dotted line) for WiJlow Warbler for model 4, for data 

type 5 (see Ta.bl 6) . 

of the variance when allowed to vary annually, led to the conclusion that the years 1985 and 

1988 might be the ca.use for a significant difference found for males, when the variance for 

these years wa.s less than that of other years (Table 6). The varianc·es in 1979, 1980 and 1983 

were also higher tha.n that of other years. For females, the years 1985 and 1987 ha.d very 

small variances, 2 .2 and 0.69 respectively, as opposed to the other years which l.ay in th 

region of 8.4 and 12.6. When the data was split into the different sex.es, t.he sample size was 

reduced considerably. SpliUing the data by years further reduced the sample size availabl e 

to estimate the primary moult para.meters. For males, there were only four observations of 

birds in moult for the year 1985 (Table 1), a. year lhat has a relatively small variance. For 

females, there were only four observations of birds in moult in 1'985 and three observations 

in 1987, both years that had very small standard deviations. 

Thus , considering that it is unlikely that I.he mean starting date and/or duration of 

moult should remain onstant. over the years when the standard deviation varies and that, 

because when the sexes were combined with more observations being available per year 
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Figure 10. Comparison of mean annual completion dates of moult for Willow Warbler 

between model 2 (solid line)i model 3 (dashed line), and model 4 (dotted line) for a.II the 

data, for data. type 5 (see Tables 4 1 5 and 6). 

for the different stages of moult 1 there was no significant difference between I.he standard 

deviations over the yea.rs, it was considered that either all parameters vary from year to 

year, in which case model 4 is applicable for Willow Warbler mal es and females, or it can be 

assumed that the standard deviations remains constant over the years and further hypothses 

are tested to determine whether the mean starting date and/or duration of primary moul t 

vary from year to year. As a precaution to see that the only significant difference was in 

the standard deviations, the null hypothesis that the mean starting date and the duration 

of moult a.re constant over the years versus the alternative hypothesis that at least the 

mean starting date in at least one year varies significantly from t.he other yeats or that the 

duration of moult in at lea.st one year differs significantly from the other years, was tested. 

As expected, for all categories of the <la.ta set, the nu .II hypothesis was rejected (P = 0.0005 

for the complete data, P < 0.00001 for males and P = 0.008 for females). 

The next step in testing assumptions about the moult parameters was to test the hy

pothesis that the duration of moult remained constant throughout the years but not ne

ces~a.rily the mean starting date . For data type 5, this hypothesis was accepted for the 

complete data (P = 0.63), but for males this hypothesis was rejected at a high level or 

significance (P < 0.0001) . The hypothesis was also rejected for females, but at a lower 1level 
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Figure 11. Comparison or mean annual completion dates of moult for Willow Warbler 

between model 2 (solid , model 3 (dashed line), and model 4 (dotted line) for males, 

for data type 5 (see Tables 4, 5 and 6). 

of significance (P = 0.02). For data 2 the results were similar for males and females 

but for all the data, the hypothesis was also rejected (P = 0.01). 

The likelihood test of the null hypothesis of constant mean starting dates was 

rejected at a high level of significance for the sexes combined and males (P < 0.0001), 

but for females was rejected only at the 6% significance level (P = 0.06, data type 5) 

(Table 7). Thus in all cases there was at least one year with a mean starting date parameter 

that differed from that of the remaining years. 

U the a.ssumption of constant standard deviation of rnean starting; date of moult, 

for all the data, the appropriate model the complete data was model 2 for data type 5, 

that constant duration of rr)<)1llt and varla.ncc but in at !c;c,.s;t one year ihe mean startini,: 

datt: of moult differs significan from other years. For data '2, model :1 was ~ 

appropriate model, that a constant variance but in at least one year the mean starting; 

date of moult differs significantly from the other years and in at least one year duration of 

moult differs siv11if1cantly froni t.11P other yr-;in;. For both rn;iks and fe111,1le,: the appropri,dr 
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Figure 12. Com parison of mean annual completion dates of moul t for Willow Warbler 

between model 2 (solid line), model 3 (dashed line). and model 4 (dotted line) for females, 

for data type 5 (see Tables 4, 5 and 6) . 

model for primary moult was model 3, tha.t is, both the mean starting date and duration of 

primary moult differ significantly from the other years in at lea.st one year. This was true 

for both data type 2 and data type 5. If the assu mption of constant variance was not mad 

for males and females, then model 4 was the appropriate model. That is, in at least one 

year, the standard deviation of mean starting date of moult differs significantly from the 

other years, in at least one year the mean starting date of moult cliffers significantly from 

the other years, and in at least one year the duration of moult differs significantly fro m the 

other years. 
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7. Likelihood ratio test for on the parameters primary moult 

Warblers at Lagoda, St Petersbu Russia. The likelihood ratio test 

-2 ,\ is given Di i and j the ith and jth 

, wherefi the log-likelihood function of the ith 

of the likelihood ratio test statistic in the table is: ,D2-

D3, and D1 

Data 2 Data type 5 

,\ P-value ,\ P-value 

All 

61 = [a, J-l, T] 3 419.8 < 0.00001 177.7 39.6 < 0.0001 

[a,µh,T] 13 369.4 22.8 0.01 138.1 8.0 0.63 

µ1,, 346.6 4.4 0.93 130.1 4.4 0.93 

E-)4 [ah, /1.h, 342.2 73.2 < 0.00001 125.7 0.0005 

< 0.0001 0.008 

Male 

[a,µ, T] 3 61.3 60.5 < 0.00001 -26.5 < 0.0001 

µh, T] 0.7 44.0 < 0.0001 -74.0 < 0.0001 

63 = [a,µh, -43.3 21.2 -110.4 0.003 

9,i = [ah, Jl·h, T/,] -64.5 < 0.00001 -137.0 .9 < 0.00001 

< 0.00001 l < 0.00001 

Female 

f)1 = [a,µ, T] 3 18.3 0.05 67.8 0.06 

62 = [a, µh, T] 170.0 36.9 < 0.0001 50.2 .o 0.02 

f)3 = [cr,µh,Th] 23 133.1 21.3 0.02 29.2 20.8 0.02 

84 = [ah, µh, Th] 33 111.8 55.2 < 0.0001 8.4 38.5 0.008 

76.5 < 0.0001 59.3 0.001 

tThe value of i corresponds to the ith model 
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CONCLUSION 

The models for primary moult proposed in this paper are extensions of the model of Under

hill and Zucchini (1988) and Underhill et al. (1990) which allows a flexible and statistically 

coherent approach to the analysis of variation in the timing and duration of moult in dif-

ferent sets. 

extensions developed here to the possibility that the mean starting date of 

moult, duration and standard deviation vary between years or between localities. Various 

extensions are developed to allow some or all the parameters moult to vary between 

years or localities. The fitting of such models by using the Newton-Raphson algorithm to 

obtain maximum likelihood estimates require large amounts of "well-behaved" data. This is 

because there is a tendency, as shown by Underhill and Zucchini (1988), for the maximum 

likelihood estimates of mean starting date and duration to be negatively correlated with 

each This means that almost the same maximum value for the likelihood function can 

be achieved by delaying the mean starting date by, say one day, and decreasing the duration 

by one day. This problem will be aggravated as number of correlated parameters 

increases. The moult problem is an example of a censored regression model with two-sided 

censoring because the moult index is constrained to lie between O and 1 and formulating 

the moult model as a censored regression, the EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm 

to maximize the likelihood function can be used which greatly facilitates extensions to the 

primary moult model as the computation of first and second partial derivatives are no longer 

needed by the algorithm. 

Underhill et al. (1992) estimated the parameters primary moult for Willow Warblers 

at Lammi, southern Finland, at almost the same latitude as Ladoga, The 

mean starting dates and the durations of moult at the two localities were similar: the mean 

starting dates were 11 July and July at Lammi and Lake Ladoga, respectively and the 

durations \,verc ,i:l and 4,5 days, {tnderhill et n!. 1992, tablr, 3; 'fable ;1). 

race of ·willow Warbler in the study area is the same as that at Lammi, subspe-

cies acredula. For this northern race, Underhill et al. (1992) postulated that starting date 

of pri1nary rno,1it dnPs not :,;],c,w with i 

strated for the nominate race trochilus. The data Lake at latitude , and 

close to southern of race acred,tla, fit this hypothesis (see Underhill et al. 1992, 
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The difference between the estimates of the parameters data type 2 

6 

type 5 

went in opposite to those obtained post-nuptial moult in western 

by Underhill et al. (1992) seven durations of moult estimated 

type 2 were longer than data type was interpreted as of 

emigration of which moult. At Lake the duration of moult 

type 2 was shorter than for data type 5, as observed pre-nuptial in 

Uganda (Underhill et al. and the same explanation is proposed: an of birds 

which had com at a time when local population was still moulting. 

These are likely to birds which completed at further north, 

had commenced migration, and were through the study area at Lake Ladoga. 

deviation primary moult did not differ significantly years when 

the sex the birds was ignored and combined. Although the likelihood test 

showed a in standard deviation primary moult both 

and it was that the implications having the standard deviation 

of primary moult varying year to year but a constant duration or mean 

would no practicable meaning, in which case the appropriate model for moult 

for would model 4, that is when mean starting duration and 

standard deviation vary an on the other hand, we that some years 

data was combined the in moult were rather small that 

no significant in the standard deviation between years was observed, then 

in standard deviation of males and , ,-.11·,,.. .. ~-. might 

be attributable to sample we can further test for difference in 

the other parameters primary moult of males and females, assuming that was no 

difference in standard deviation. 

Under the assumption of constant standard deviation, data type 51 the 

model for primary moult ignoring the sex of the birds was model 2, that is, constant duration 

mean of moult. For data 2, 3 was model 

suggested for primary moult for the combined 

durations of and 

the model applicable for 

of primary moult over years. 

moult, that 

that variable mean starting 

regardless of data type, 3 was 

variable mean and duration 
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APPENDIX 1 

The Newton-Raphson EM 

Newton-Raphson Algorithm 

The Newton-Raphson (Ortega and Rheinboldt 1970) is a 

atively nonlinear equations of variables. We define iJ(k) to 

of iter

the vector 

estimates after k .,,v,...,u,c,, The algorithm consists of the following 

Step 1: Calculate input) estimates of the 

9(0) = (e10J, ... ,eiai). 
2: j(k) and p(k), where j(k) is vector of first derivatives 

and 

iteration. 

3: Compute 

is the of second 

vector J(k) 

p is the number 

derivatives, computed at the kth 

is the solution to the p linear 

lTI model. 

4: = ()(k) J(k) where ()(k) contains the 
) 

computed at the kth iteration. 

5: Test for convergence, for if the j(k) are sufficiently 

close to zero. If the convergence criterion is met then otherwise 

k by 1 return to 2. 

of the Jog-likelihood function. 

to calculate the matrix 

the log-likelihood function 

more and as the of increases, the more 

second partial derivatives become and higher dimension, thus thorough 

calculations efficient programming. initial estimates have to be sufficiently 

dose to the solutions to able to convergence. means that sometimes one 

to experiment different 

that is to maximized 

more initial values 

more accurate 

to 

values 

values before convergence is obtained. As the 

in terms of 

"guessed" accurately. Also 

to to the "true" 

number of 

smaller the 

for the 

the 

size, the 

to converge. 
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In 

vary 

application to 

year to year 

CHAPTER 6 

moult models, allowing the parameters of moult to 

problem as we are in the 

to estimate 

An once "good" initial values are obtained as 

points, the rate of and very iterations are necessary before the 

algorithm Another is that once the matrix of the second 

partial derivatives is available, standard errors of parameters are 

the of pxp with entries -82£/80a8fh, I! 

(Expectation-Maximization) algorithm (Dempster et al. 

1987) is a method which iteratively computes maximum likelihood 

missing observations and does not the 

basic idea the 

1. by estimated values. 

obtainable from 

the log-likelihood 

Little and Rubin 

in the 

the matrix 

3. the missing the new estimates are correct. 

4. Re-estimate so on until 

Mathematically, Z a complete data set matrix of n We assume 

that the is generated by a model a function f (ZI¢) 

unknown parameter ¢,. Given model and parameter vector J(ZI¢,) is a function of Z, 

that of observations. 

Let Z = (Zobs, Zmis) where denotes the observed values of Z Zmis 

missing of Let f(ZI¢,) Zmisl¢) denote density function the 

joint distribution Zobs and To obtain the probability Zobs, the 

missing data 

likelihood 

to f(Zobsl¢): 

is integrated out. That is, 

f(Zobsl¢) J f(Zobs, Zmisl¢) 

of¢, based on Zobs is 

£(¢, Zobs) (X f(Zobsl¢). 

to any of¢, proportional 
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In situations where are missing at random, L(¢, Zobs) is true likelihood 

specification ¢ based on the data Zobs· By use 

f(ZI¢), the EM algorithm is to estimate ¢ which 

other words, we the likelihood function 

L(¢, Zobs) = J f(Zobs, Zmisl¢)dZmis, 

respect to ¢. 

The EM algorithm 

a distribution 

a 

f(ZI¢) 

and 

exponential 

b(Z) exp ( ¢t(Zf) 

a(¢) 

¢ a (1 x p) vector of parameters, 

t(Z) denotes a (1 X vector complete 

of¢ and Z 

normal distribution case, sufficient 

( 

when 

by 

statistics, and a 

are given by 

f(Zobsl¢). 

data Z 

bare 

statistic t( Z) is 

contained in Z for 

the parameter it therefore has all the 

E 

Each 

step (E 

if the 

next cycle 

about the parameters. 

the M step of 

of the EM involves two 

and the maximization (M step). The 

¢(k) denotes the current value of¢ after k 

the following two 

E step: At the (k + 1) cycle, the E is the computation of 

of the data sufficient 

i) data Zobs , · · ·, Zobs,n) and 

are called the 

below may be applied 

of the algorithm. 

conditional expectation 



6 

ii) value of the parameter from 

That we compute 

M step: At (k+ I) cycle, M step is the of the complete data likelihood 

function in which the complete data sufficient statistics t(Z) been by 

its conditional expectation obtained in E We set the derivatives of the 

complete likelihood function to zero determine cp(k+l), as the solution of 

the 

which the 

distribution comes from a 

An the EM 

E(t(Z)I¢) 

likelihood estimator ¢ under the assumption that 

the exponential family. 

is that it but the disadvantage 

is that its rate of convergence can be very slow especially if there is a lot of missing 

Another advantage the EM is that the computation first partial 

atives and matrix of second partial derivatives is not necessary. The disadvantage 

this is that we do not automatically obtain the standard errors 

of 
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APPENDIX 2 

Mean variance of censored normal distribution for primary moult models 

The conditional means and conditional variances of the censored normal distribution 

for the various models for primary moult are given here. The primary moult models for 

data 2 are considered first, followed by the models for primary moult for data type 5. 

Model 4 is not given as this model is in essence model 1 fitted to each individual h data 

set, where h :::: 1, 2, ... , H. In what follows the standard deviation of the mean starting 

date of moult is constant over the years unless otherwise specified. 

type 2 

(a) Model 1: constant starting date and duration of primary moult (common 

y-intercept and slope) 

The log-likelihood function for model 1 of data type 2 is given by 

~ ( (1 (au~ ,Bv1,;))). + ~log 1- <P 

Let µ1 be the name for 0: + /3d1, where the vector dis partitioned into vectors 

t, u and v, which represent the days for which birds have not started moult, are in 

moult and have finished moult respectively. Define h(x) :::: 1 ~(:~x) and Yi = &. + ~t, 

for birds that have not started moult and fik =a+ ~vk for birds that have completed 

Then first partial derivative of £1 with respect to µ is given 

Therefore 

[1-

+ I:: -----~~------,--
G, ~ ) 

r )--~. 
t. .. ...,,,,,/ 

i=l 

E 

I i1 ( ·)- + 
" \ue. 

-- , I ., ----- Yit Yi= u: 

K 1 -- l . - /- ( - fLk 
I,\ 

k=l ac \ ot: 
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which implies that 

- --h (Yi) . 1 ., I Yi - "' er; ) i = , £., · · · 1 • 

Also we have 

E [ (Yk - ;ii;) I Yk = 1; &, ~1 6;] 

therefore 

k = 11 2, ... 1 K. 

The partial derj vative of !.1 wi t.h respect to "e is given by 

Therefore, we have that 

and so 

Therefore the conditional variance for birds not yet in moult given the observed moult 

indecies is given by 

Similarly, we have 

- -h (1-yi;) - (1- Yk)C1e "ii; , 
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and so 

E[(YZ) 2 1Yk l;a:,~,~] +(1 

+2mE [yz I Yk 1· 
' 

1-
+ 

Thus the conditional variance birds that have completed moult the observed 

moult IS 

Var [YZ I Yk = l; &, fi, E [(yZ) 2 j Yk = l;&,~, 
l-

+Yk~h + 

+ 

- (E [Yk I Yk l;&,~,~])2 

C Yk) + 

(b) Model 2: constant duration of primary moult 

(different y-intercepts and common slope) 

the log-likelihood function 

given by 

log ( 1 - <[> 

model 2 L(O;t,u,y,v), which is 

) + j=l {10g (:J 
)}+.~, (1 ~c-("•u7/3v.,)))) 

µhi to be the generic name for °'h + f3dht, where the vector dis partitioned into 

vectors t, u and v as and h = l, 2, ... , H. Yhi &ii+ flt hi for birds that 

have not started moult and f;;i: = &ii + fJvhk for birds that have completed moult. 

derivative of 
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for h = 1, 2, ... , H. Then the condi t ional expectations of the censored regression are 

E [Yt I Yhi = O; Oh, /3, a;] 

E [Y;;,i. / Yhk = l·Oft ,fi,a;J 

- - Yhi (-) Yh-i - a~h. ci; 

- -h (1-yu) Yhk + ue ci; , 

where ·i = 1, 2, .. . ,h, k= 1,2 , ... ,f(h and he= 1, 2, . . . ,H. 

The partial derivative of £2 wit h respect to a~ is 

Then 

and 

E [( ... )21 1 - (.l -1 -2 --h (1 -y;;;;) -2 -h (1- fiii) Yu Yhk = iCXIJ ,..,,a, = a, +yua, a; +Yhk +a, a; . 

Therefore t he conditional variances of the censored regression are given by 

Var [ YAi I Yhi = O; Oh, fi, a;] = E [ (yhi)2 / Yhi = O; Oh, ~. a;] 
- (E [Yi:i / Yhi = O; ii;., fJ, a;]) 2 

-a 2 + y~·-h (Yhi) _ -2h2 (y,;i) ~ h,a, - a, - . t 
Ge a, 

and 
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(c) Model 3: different starting dates and durations of primary moult (different 

y -intercepts and slopes) 

Let the log-likelihood function fo r model 3 be denoted by £3 = log L(Oi t, u , y1 v). Then 

l, = t. (t.Jog (1 - ~ (0 .+:.•1
")) + t {10g CJ 

+ Jog ( 4> (Y•; - (<>:.+ /hu,;)))} + f, log ( 1 - ~ c-(<>h u: /l,vhk))) ) . 

Define µh/ to be t he generic name for a,h + /3hdh1 , where the vector d is partitioned 

into vectors t, u aod v , which represent the days for which birds have not started 

moult, are in moult and have finished moult respectively a nd h = 1, 2, ... , H. Define 

Yhi = ~ + /3hthi for bi rds that have not started moult and fu = Oh+ fihvhk for birds 

that have completed moult. Then the first partial derivative of £3 with respect to µh 

is given by 

where h = 1 , 2, ... , H. Then the conditional expectations of the censored regression 

are given by 

E [Yt I Yhi =Di~' th, o;] Yhi - o;h (~) 
E [ "' I 1 - -/3 -J - - h (1 - fii:k) Yhk Yhk = i <Xh, h1 O'e - Yhk + <le ci; , 

where i = 1, 2, . .. , h , k = 1, 2, ... 1 f(h and h = 1, 2, . . . 1 H . 

The partial derivative of /.3 with respect to ae is 
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Thus 

and 

Therefore the conditional variances of the censored regression are given by 

and 

Data type 5 

(a) Model 1: constant starting date and duration of primary moult (common 

y-intercept and slope) 

The log-likelihood function for model 1 of data. type 5 is given by 

e, = t (10g ( 1 - ~ ('' :;1
•)) - Jog ( ~ c -( :: /lt,)))) 

+ t (10g (:J +Jog(¢ (Yi - ':.+ /lui))) _ log ( ~ c -(oa~ /lu;)))) . 

Let µ1 be the generic name for a+f3d1 1 where the vector dis partitioned into vectors t 

and u, which represent the days for which birds have not started moult and t hose that 

arc in moult respectively. Define the functions h(x) = 1 ~~tx) and f(x) = :~~~. 
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Let Yi = &+ /Jtdor bir<ls t hat have not started moult. T hen the first par tial deri vative 

of f.4 with respect to µ is given by 

Therefore 

--h ( y;) 
-(jC a; I 

which im pl ies t hat 

E[ylly; = 0;&,/3,a';) = Yi-u;h(~) , i = l , 2, ... , / . 

The partia l derivative of i 4 with respect to Ue. is 

Therefore, we have that 

E[( .. -)2 -2, o ·{J·-J --h(g;) Yi -y; - ae. Yi= ;a, ,ae. = YiUe ci; , 

and so 

E [(y;)2 I Yi = O; &, ~, a;] - a;2 + y;<i;h (;) + 2fiiE [Y7 I y; = oi a,/J, a;] - fii2 

-2 ~-h (fli) -2 
Ge - Yi<7e "a; + Yi • 

Thus t he conditiona l variance for birds not yet in moult given the observed moult 

ind ecies is given by 
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(b) Model 2: different starting dates and constant duration of primary moult 

(different y-intercepts and common slope) 

Denote the log-likelihood function for model 2 by .es;;;; iog L(O; t , u, y). Then 

15 = t. (t, { log ( 1 -~ (''"::'hi)) _ log ( ~ ( l - (<>:.+fit,,)))} 

+ t {log(:.)+ log(,µ (Yhi - (a:.+ /Ju,;) )) - log ( ~ c-(<>hu~ /lu,;))) }) . 

Define µhi to be the generic name for a h + f3dhl where the vector d is partitioned into 

vectors t and ·u as before, where h = l, 2, ... , Ff. Defi ne Yhi =&ii+ Jthi for bi rds that 

have not yet started moult. Then the first partial derivative of £5 with respect to l~h 

is given by 

'fhen the conditional expectation of the censored regression is 

for i = l 1 2, .. . , h and h = l, 2, . .. , H. 

The partial der1vative of f5 with respect to u6 is 

Therefore 

E [ (YA,,) 2 I Yhi = O; &,., ~. ci;] --2 - ---h (fjj;;) - 2 a,; - YhW.c ~ + Yhi , 
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and the conditional variance of the censored regression is given by 

( c) Model 3: different starting dates and durations of primary moult ( different 

y-intercepts and slopes) 

Let the Jog-likelihood function for model 3 be denoted by l5 = log L(O; t, u , y), then 

e, = j; (t {1og ( 1 _ q, ( "" :~,t.;)) - log ( q, c-(a~~ /l,t")))} 

+ t {10g CJ + log ( \0 (Yh! - (a:: /l,uhi))) 
_ log ( 4> ( 1 - ( Oh (7: /Jh Uhj))) } ) • 

Define µht to be the generic name for ah +{hdht, where the vector dis partitioned into 

vectors t and u which represent the days for which birds have not started moult and 

those actively in moult respectively, and h = l, 2, ... , H. De-fine Yhi = air.+ 'ii,.thi for 

birds that have not started mottlt. Then the firs t partial derivative of e6 with respect 

to µh is given by 

Then the conditional expectation of the censored regression is given by 

E [Yt I Yhi = O; Oh, "fh. a;] = Yhi - ci;h (~) , 

for -i = 1, 2, ... , h and h = l , 2, ... , H. 
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The partial derivative of e6 with respect to a 5 is 

Then 

E [( "')2 I O - ti"- -J -2 --h (Yhi) -2 Yhi Yhi = ; ah, tJh, ae. = Oe. - YhiO .. · a._ + Yhi , 

and the conditional variance of the censored regressioh is given by 
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APPENDIX 3 

Algorithms for censored regression models 

The algorithm of Schmid et al. (1994) has been adopted here, with the appropriate 

changes to our own requirements. The statistical package GENSTAT (Payne et al. 1987) 

was to program the following algorithms. Unless otherwise specified, standard 

deviation of the mean starting date of moult is constant. 

Data type 2 

(a) Model 1: constant starting date and duration of primary moult (common 

y-intercept and slope) 

1. Define vectors t and y length n for the independent 

respectively. 

2. Define the vectors w1 and w 2 such that 

and 

w, = { ~ 

if y = 0 

otherwise, 

if y = 1 

otherwise. 

the dependent variable 

3. Fit the regression y = a+ bt (by ordinary least squares) for values for 

which O $ y $ l. 

4. Assign A = a, B =band s1 = ,/rms, where a and b are the initial parameter 

estimates obtained in Step 3, and rms is residual mean square. 

::::::: fitted values, for ail 1, units. 

6. Define z = , the standerdized fitted values. 

7. 11e thP VPctor f = <J>("') j e ' -·· , " .,,, '' J - " J ~: . '/.., ~ ' • " ' contains ues of the standard norn1;,l 

cumulative ribuLion function for each v,due .,. 
"-·· 

8. Compute Pz 0 . .3986 /2), i.e. the normal density values z. 

9. Compute - 0 if di.vision zero. 
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10. Define x = 1 ;
1 
fv, the standerdized (1 - ·fitted values). 

11. Define the vector fx = ~(x), i.e. the standard normal cumulative distribution 

function for each value of x. 

12. Compute Px = 0.3986exp(-x 2/2), i.e. the normal densi ty values of x. 

13. Compute hx = (ls~pfx); hx = 0 if division by zero. 

14 . Assign n1 = W1Y + (1- w1)(!,, - hz)· 

15. Assign n2 = (1 - w2)n1 + w2(Jv + hx)· 

16. Let V1 = {l - w1)(s? + fvh~ - h;). 

17. Let V3 = w2(sf + hx - f vhx - h;). 

18. Fit the linear regression n2 = Q, + bt (by ordinary least squares) on all n units 

an d assign new fitted values to f 11 • 

19. Compare the new regression parameters a and b with t he old parameters A and 

B. 1f the absolute difference between old and new parameters is greater than 

some criterion ( e.g. 0.0001), proceed to Step 20; otherwise convergence is achieved 

and proceed to Step 25. 

20. Assign new parameter estimates to old ones, i.e. A = a and B = b. 

21. Let V2 = (n2 - fv)(n2 - fv)· 

22. Denne s2 = k (E(v1) + E(v2) + }:(v3))i i.e. s2 is the sum of the sum of all 

values in v1, V2 and V3. 

23. lf S2 > 0, let S1 = y'S2-

24. Return to Step 6. 

2s: Compute V2 with recent fitted values, i.e. v2 = (n2 - f 11 )(n2 - fv) and update s2 

such that s2 = ! (E(v1) + E(v2) + }:(v3)). Compute s1 = y'si if s2 > 0. 

26. Convert regression coefficient estimates to mean starting data setup, i.e. 

µ = - a/b, r = 1/b and a= sifb. 

27. Compute the log-likelihood function. 
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(b) Model 2 : different starting dates and constant duration of primary moult 

(different y-intercepts and common slope) 

This algori thm to implement model 2 remains t he same as the previous algorithm 

except for cert ain adaptations to some of the steps to include the fact that we are 

now fitting a regression line with different y-intercepts for each year. Only the steps 

that have changed are given here. 

1. Step 1: Define vectors t and y of length n, where n = n1 + ... + nH , for the 

independent and the dependent variable respectively and factor F representing 

t he H different data sets. 

2. Step 3: Flt the linear regression y = ah+ bt, h = 1, 2, . . . , H (by ordinary least 

squares) for values for which O'S y S l. 

3. Step 4: Assign A1 = a1, ..• , AH = aH, B = b and S1 = .,/rms, where ah and b 

are the initial parameter estimates obtained in Step 3, and rms is the residual 

mean square. 

4. Step 18: Fit t he linear regression n2 = ah+ bt , h = 1, 2, . . . , H (by ordinary 

least sq ua res) on a ll n units and assign new fitted values to J11 • 

5. Step 20: Assign new parameter estimates to old ones, i.e. Ah - ah, 

h = 11 21 ••• , Hand B = b. 

6. Step 26: Convert regression coefficient estimates to mean starting data setup, 

i.e. µ1, = -ah/b, h = 1, 2, ... , H, r = 1/b and a= sif b. 

(c) Model 3: different starting dates and durations of primary moult (different 

y-intercepts and slopes) 

Again only t he steps which differ from the algorithm for model 1 are given here. 

1. Step 1: Define vectors t and y of length n, where n = n 1 + ... + nH, fo r the 

independent and the dependent variable respectively and factor F representing 

t he H different data sets. 

2. Step 3: Fit t he linear regression y = ah + bht, h = l, 2, .. . .. , H (by ordinary 

lea.st squares) for values for which O ~ y ~ 1. 
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3. Step 4: Assign A1 == a1 , . .. , AH= aH, Bi = b1, ... , BH = bH and s1 = Jrins, 
whe re ah and b,-. a re the initial parameter estimates obtained in Step 3, and tms 

is the residual mean square. 

4. Step 18: Fit t he linear regression n 2 = a1i + bht, h = 1, 2, . . . , H (by ordinary 

least squares) on all n uni ts and assign new fitted values to !v· 

5. Step 20: Assign new pa.rameter estimates to old ones, i.e. A1i a1i,, 

Bh=bh 1 h=l,2, , .. ,11. 

6. Step 26: Convert regression coefficient estimates to mean starti ng dat a setup, 

i.e. µ,-.= -a,h/bh, rh = l/b11, h = 1, 2, ... , H (cannot get a from a~ because of 

mu ltiple s lopes). 

Data type 5 

(a) Model 1: constant starting date and duration of primary moult (common 

y -intercept and slope) 

l. D efine vectors t a nd y of length n for the independent and the dependent. variable 

respectively. 

2. Define the vectors w 1 such that 

WJ = { Q 
1 

if y =0 

otherwise. 

3. Fit the li near regression y = a,+ bt (by ordinary least squares) for values for 

which O $. y ~ 1. 

4. Assign A = a, B = b and s 1 = ..jrms, where a and b are the ini tial parameter 

estimates obtained in Step 3, and rms is t he residual mean square. 

5. Assign fv = fitted values, fo r a ll n units. 

6. Define z = ft-, the s tanderdized fitted values. 

7. Define the vector fz = ~(z), i.e. f z contains t he values of the standard normal 

cumulative distribution function for each value of z . 

8, Compute p'il = 0.3986exp(-z2/2) , i.e. the normal density values of z . 

9. Compute h~ = (ls~pjJ ; h z = 0 if division. by zero. 
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10. Assign n1 = W1Y+ (1 w1)Uv hz), 

11. Let V1 = (1 - w1) + fvhz - h;). 

12. the regression n1 a+ bt ordinary squares) on all n units 

and values to 

13. Compare the new a b with the old parameters A and 

14. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

some 

between old and new 

(e.g. 0.0001), proceed to Step 14; 

and proceed to Step 19. 

new parameter estimates to old ones, i.e. A = a 

Let v 2 ( n1 fv)(n1 fv) · 

is 

B = b. 

than 

is achieved 

Define s2 k (E(vi) + E(v2)), s2 is the sum of the sum of all values in v1 

and v2. 

If S2 > 0, S1 = ..jsi.. 

Return to 6. 

v2 with recent fitted i.e. v2 (n1 - fv)(n1 - and S2 

that s2 k (E(vi) + E(v2)). Compute s1 = if s2 > 0. 

µ 

estimates to mean starting 

r = 1/b and a = sif b. 

setup, i.e. 

21. Compute the log-likelihood function. 

Model 2: different starting dates and constant duration of primary moult 

(different y-intercepts and common slope) 

algorithm to model 2 for data type 5 the same as that one 

model 1 adaptations to some of the steps to 

the that we are now fitting a regression with different y-intercepts 

here. year. Only the are 

each 

1. Step 1: Define vectors t and y length n, where n = n 1 + ... + nH, the 

independent the dependent variable 

the h different data sets. 



6 

2. 3: linear y = ah+ h l, 2, ... , H (by ordinary 

values for which O::; y < l. 

3. Step 4: A1 a 1 , ... , AH = aH, B = b and s1 = ah and b 

are the initial estimates obtained in Step 3, and rms is the residual 

mean square. 

4. Step 12: 

least 

ah+ bt, h 1,2, . .. ,H (by ordinary 

on n units and assign new values to 

5. 14: new estimates to old ones, 

h 1,2, . . ,H B b. 

6. Step 20: Convert regression estimates to mean data 

µh -ah/b, h=l,2, ... ,H,r=l/banda sifb. 

(c) Model 3: different starting 

y-intercepts and slopes) 

and durations of primary moult ( different 

Again only which differ algorithm 1 are given 

1. Step 1: vectors t and y of length n, where n = n1 + ... + nH, the 

independent dependent variable F 

the H different data sets. 

2. 3: the linear "'"'"'"''"'"'n y ah + bht, h = 1, 2, ... , H (by ordinary 

least for values os;y::;1. 

3. 4: Assign A1 = a1, ... ,AH = aH, b1, ... , bH and s 1 = 
where ah bh are parameter estimates obtained in Step 3, rms 

is residual mean square. 

4. Step Fit the linear regression n 1 = ah + bht, h I, 2, ... , H (by ordinary 

on all n units and new fitted values to 

5. 14: Assign new parameter estimates to old ones, 

Bh = bh, h = l, 2, ... , 

6. Step 20: Convert regression coefficient to mean starting data 

µh -ah/bh,rh l/bh, h = l,2, ... ,H (a cannot be estimated from the 

estimate ae multiple 
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APPENDIX 4 

programs for censored regression models 

Schmid et al. (1994) has been adopted here, 

~ .. ~ ... ,,..~w to our own requirements. The statistical package 

was to program the following algorithms. Unless 

mean starting date of moult is constant. 

Data 2 

(a) Model 1: constant starting date and duration of 

y-intercept and slope) 

"Replace n by the sample size" 

Units[ nval ues=n] 

Open name='datafile.dat'jchannel=2 

Variate day,moult 

Variate [values=n(O)] y 

Read[Print=*;channel=2;end=*] day,moult 

Close channel=2 

Calculate wl = moult>O 

& w2 = moult>=l 

Restrict day,moult; 

Model moult 

.(moult.lt.1) 

1987) 

moult ( common 

Fit [Print=model,summary,estimates;Fprobability=yes;Tprobability=yes] day 

Rkeep 

Restrict day,moult 

Scalar 

Calculate 

& beta est$[2] 

& fv 

& sl 

"Replace nmax by of 
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Calculate z = fv /sl 

& fz = normal(z) 

& pz = 0.3989*exp(- (z**2)/2) 

& hz = {sl *pz)/(1-fz) 

& hz = Mvreplace (hz;y) 

& x = (1-fv)/sl 

& fx = normal(x) 

& px = 0.3989*exp(- (x**2)/2) 

& hx = {sl*px)/(1-fx) 

& hx = Mvreplace (hx;y) 

& nl = wl *moult+(l-wl)*(fv-hz) 

& n2 = (1-w2)*n1+(w2)*(fv+hx) 

& vl = (1-wl)*(s1**2+fv*hz-hz**2) 

& v3 = (w2)*(sl **2+hx-fv*hx-hx**2) 

Model n2 

CHAPTER 6 

Fit [Priot=model 1summary,estimates;Fprobability=yes;Tprobability=yes] day 

Rkeep fit tedval ues=f v;estimates=est;deviance=dev 

Scalar a,b 

Calculate a = est$[1] 

& b = est$(2] 

Exit [exp='Convergence'] abs( (al pha-a)<0.0001).and.abs{ (beta.-b) <0.0001) 

If ( abs(alpha.-a) >0.0001).or. (abs(beta-b )>0.0001) 

Calculate alpha= a 

& beta = b 

Endif 

Calculate v2 = (n2-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2)+sum{v3))/n 

ff s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqrt{s2) 

Endif 

End for 

Calculate v2 = (n2-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2)+sum(v3))/n 
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If 

&fz 

sl sqrt(s2) 

mean= 

mean, tau,sl ,sig 

the full log likelihood" 

fv/sl 

& = log(l-fz) 

& = (1-wl)*lfz 

& xl = (moult/sl-z) 

& pxl 0.3989*exp(-(xl **2)/2) 

& = log(pxl) 

& = wl *lpxl 

& = (1-w2)*lpxl 

& x2 (1-fv)/sl 

& = normal(x2) 

& = log(l-fx2) 

& = w2*1fx2 

& va = log(l/sl) 

& va = wl*va 

& va = (l-w2)*va 

& lik = sum(lfz)+sum(lpxl)+sum(lfx2)+sum(va) 

Print lik 

Stop 
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(b) Model 2: different starting and constant duration of primary moult 

( different and common slope) 

n sample 

"In this program it is are 4 years of data starting in year 79" 

Open name= 'datafile.dat ';channel=2 

(0)) y 

year 

Variate 

Read d ay,moul t,year;Frepresen tation=2 (*),levels 

channel=2 

&w2 = 
moult>O 

1 

day,moult; condition=(moult.gt.0) 

moult 

[full=yes) year*day 

Tprobability=yes) year+day 

Rkeep 

Restrict day,moult 

all ,al2,al3,al4, beta 

Calculate = est$[1] 

& 

& al3 est$[3] 

& = est$[4] 

& beta est$[5) 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year .eq. 79 

fv all+beta*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Calculate fv = al2+beta *day 

day,fv 

(moult.lt.1) 

\ 
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Restrict day,f v;condition=year .eq .81 

Calculate fv = al3+beta*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Restrict day/v;condition=year.eq.82 

Calculate fv = al4+beta*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Calculate s l = Sqrt(dev /(n-2)) 

'' Replace nmax by the maximum number of iterations'' 

For [ntimes=nmax] 

Calculate z = f v / sl 

& fz = normal(z) 

& pz = 0.3989*exp(-(z**2)/2) 

& hz = (sl *pz) /(1-fz) 

& hz = Mvrepla.ce (hz;y) 

& x = (1-fv)/sl 

& fx = normal(x) 

& px = 0.3989*exp(-(x**2)/2) 

& hx = (s l*px)/(1-fx) 

& hx = Mvreplace (hx;y) 

& nl = wl *moult+(l-wl)*(fv-hz) 

& n2 = (1-w2) *nl+( w2)*(fv+hx) 

& vl = (1-wl)*(sl**2+fv*hz-hz**2) 

& v3 = (w2)*(sl **2+hx-fv*hx-hx**2) 

Model 112 

Terms [full=yes) year*day 

Fit [Print=model,summary,estimates;constant=omit;Fprobability=yes; \ 

Tprobability=yes] year+day 

Rkeep fitted val ues=fv ;estimates=est ;deviance=dev 

Scalar al,a2,a3,a4,b 

Calculate al = est$[1) 

& a2 = est$[2] 

& a3 = est$(3] 

& a4 = est$[4] 
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& b = est$(5] 

Exit [exp='Convergence'] abs((a.ll-a1)<0.0001).and.abs((al2-a2)<0.0001) \ 

.and .a.bs( (beta-b )<0.0001) .and .abs( ( a.13-a.3) <0.0001) .and.abs( ( al4-a4)<0.0001) 

If (abs( all-al) >0.0001).or.(abs(al2-a2) >0.0001) .or.(abs(a13-a3) >0.0001) \ 

.or.( abs(al4-a4) >0.0001 ).or. (abs(beta.-b) >0.0001) 

Calculate all = al 

& al2 = a2 

& al3 = a3 

& al4 = a4 

& beta= b 

Endif 

Calculate v2 = (n2-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2)+sum(v3))/n 

lf s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

Endif 

Endfor 

Calculate v2 = (n2-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2)+sum(v3))/n 

If s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

Endif 

Calculate meanl = -al/b 

& mean2 = -a2/b 

& mean3 = -a3/b 

& mean4 = -a4/b 

& tau = 1/b 

& sig = sl/b 

Print meanl ,mean2,mean3,mean4,tau,sl,sig 

"Compute the full log likelihood" 

Calculate z = f v /sl 

& fz = norm.al(z) 

& Jfz = log(l-fz) 
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& 

& xl = 
& pxl 

& lpxl = log(pxl) 

& lpxl 

& lpxl = 
& x2 

& 

& lfx2 

& 

& va = log( 

& va = wl*va 

& va = ( 

(xl **2)/2) 

& lik = sum(lfz)+sum(lpxl)+sum(lfx2)+sum(va) 

Print lik 

Stop 
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Model 3: different and durations of primary moult (different 

y-intercepts 

"Replace n by sam pie 

"In this program it is 

Units[ nval ues=n] 

Open 

Variate day,moult 

year 

[values=n(O)] y 

is 4 years of data in year 79" 

;channel=2;end=*] day,moult,year;Frepresentation=2(*) 

channel=2 

Calculate wl = moult>O 

& w2 = moult>=l 

day,moult; condition= .and.(moult.lt.l) 



Model moult 

Terms 

[Print=model,summary,estimates;constant=omit;Fprobability=yes; \ 

Tprobability=yes] 

Rkeep 

all,al2,al3,al4,bel,be2,b3,b4 

Calculate all est$[1] 

& al2 = est$[2] 

& al3 = est$[3] 

& 

& = est$[5] 

& be2 est$[6] 

& be3 = est$[7] 

& est$[8] 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year .eq. 79 

Calculate fv = al 

day,fv;condition=year .eq .80 

day,fv;condition=year.eq.81 

Calculate fv 

Restrict day,fv 

day,fv ;condition =year .eq .82 

Calculate al4+be4*day 

day,fv 

Calculate sl = (dev /(n-2)) 

nmax by maximum number of iterations" 

For [ntimes=nmax] 

Calculate z fv /sl 

& fz normal(z) 

& pz = 0.3989*exp(-(z**2)/2) 

6 
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& hz = (sl*pz)/(1-fz) 

& hz = Mvreplace (hz;y) 

& x = (1-fv)/sl 

& fx = normal(x) 

& px = 0.3989*exp(-(x**2)/2) 

& hx = (sl *px)/(1-fx) 

& hx = Mvreplace (hx;y) 

& nl = wl*moult+(l-wl )*(fv-hz) 

& n2 = (1-w2)*nl+(w2)*(fv+hx) 

& vl = (1-wl)*(sl **2+fv*hz-hz**2) 

& v3 = (w2)*(sl H2+hx-fv*hx-hx**2) 

Model n,2 

Terms [full=yes] year*day 

Fit [Print=model,summary,estimates;constant= omit;Fprobability=yes; \ 

Tprobability=yes] year+year.day 

Rkeep fitted val ues=fv;estimates=est;deviance=dev 

Scalar al ,a2,a.3,a41bl ,b2,b3,b4 

Calculate al = est$(1] 

& a2 = est$[2] 

& a3 = est$(3] 

& a4 = est${4] 

& bl = est$[5] 

& b2 = est$(6] 

& b3 = est$[7] 

& b4 = est$[8] 

Scalar dl,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,d7,d8 

Calculate dl = abs(all-al) 

& d2 = abs( al2-a2) 

& d3 = abs(al3-a3) 

& d4 = abs(aJ4-a4) 

& d5 = abs(bel-bl) 

& d6 = abs(be2-b2) 

& d7 = abs(be3-b3) 
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& d8 = a.bs(be4-b4) 

Exit [exp='Convergencc') (d 1 <0.0001 ) .and. ( d2<0.0001) .and .(d3<0.0001 ).and. \ 

( d4<0.0001 ).and.( d5<0.0001) .and. ( d6<0.0001) .and. ( d7 <0.0001) .and.( d8<0.0001) 

If ( dl >0.0001) .or.( d2>0.0001 ).or. ( d3> 0.0001) .or.(d4 >0.0001) .o r, \ 

( d5> 0.0001) .or.( d6>0.0001) .or. (d7>0.0001) .or. (d8>0.0001) .or . 

Calculate all = al 

& al2 = a.2 

& a13 = a3 

& al4 = a4 

& bel = bl 

& be2 = b2 

& be3 = b3 

& be4 = b4 

Endif 

Calculate v2 = (n2-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2)+sum(v3))/n 

If s2> 0 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

Endif 

Endfor 

Calculate v2 = (n2-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2)+sum(v3))/n 

If s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqtt(s2) 

Endif 

Calculate meanl = -al/bl 

& mcan2 = -a2/b2 

& mean3 = -a3/b3 

& mean4 = -aA/b4 

& taul = 1/bl 

& tau2 = 1/b2 

& tau3 = l/b3 

& tau4 = 1/b4 
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Print meanl ,mean2 ,mean3,mean4,tau l 1tau2 ,tau3,tau4 ,s 

'Compute the fu ll Jog likelihood" 

Calculate z = fv / sl 

& fa= normal(z) 

& lfz = log(l-fz) 

& lfz = (1-wl)"'lfz 

& xl = (moult/sl- z) 

& pxl == 0.3989*expHxl **2)/2) 

& lpxl = Jog(pxl) 

& lpxl = wl *lpxl 

& lpxl = (l-w2) *1 pxl 

& x2 = (l~fv)/sl 

& fx2 - normal(x2) 

& Jfx2 = log(l-fx-2) 

& lfx2 = w2*1fx2 

& va = log(l/sl) 

& va = wl*va 

& va = ( l -w2) * va 

& lik = sum(lfz)+sum(Jpxl)+sum (lfx2)+sum(va) 

Print lik 

Stop 

Data type 5 
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(a) Model l: constant starting date and duration of primary moult (common 

y-intercept and s lope) 

1 Replace n by the sample size' 

U nits[nvalues= n J 

Open nam ='datafile.dat';channel=2 

Varia e day,moult 

Variate [values= n(D)] y 
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Read[Print=*;channe1=2;end=*J day1moult 

Close channel=2 

Calculate wl = moult>O 

Restrict day,moult; condition= moult.ne.O) 

Model moult 

CHAPTER 6 

Fit (Print=model,summary,estimates;Fprobability;::::yes;Tprobability=yes] day 

Rkeep estimates=est;deviance=dev 

Restrict day1moult 

Scalar alpha,beta.. 

Calculate alpha= est$[1] 

& beta = est$(2] 

& fv = alpha+beta*day 

& sl = Sqrt(dev /(n-2)) 

"Replace nmax by the maximum number of iterations" 

'For [ntimes=nmaxJ 

Calculate z = fv /sl 

& fz = normal(z) 

& pz = 0.3989*exp(-(z**2)/2) 

& hz = (sl *pz)/(1-fz) 

& hz = Mvreplace (hz;y) 

& nl = wl*moult+(l-wl)*(fv-hz) 

& vl = (1-wl)*(sl **2+fv*hz,.hz**2) 

Model nl 

Fit [Print-model,sum mary,estimates;Fprobability=yes;Tprobability=yes] day 

Rkeep fittedvalues=fv;estimates=est;deviance= dev 

Scalar a,b 

Calculate a= est$[1} 

& b = est$[2] 

Exit [exp= 'Convergence>] abs( ( alpha-a) <0.0001).and.abs( (betarb )<0.0001) 

lf (abs(alpha-a) >0.0001).or.(abs(beta-b )>0.0001) 

Calculate alpha= a 

& beta = b 

Endif 
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v2 = (nl-fv) 

& s2 

If 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

v2 = (nl-fv) 

& s2 (sum 

If 

Calculate sl = 

mean 

& tau= 

& = sl/b 

mean,tau 

"Compute the full 

Calculate z = 

& lfz - log(l-fz) 

& lfz = (1-wl) 

& xl = (moult/sl-z) 

likelihood" 

& pxl = 0.3989*exp(-(xl **2)/2) 

& 

& lpxl = 

& x2 = 
& fx2 = normal(x2) 

& lfx2 = log(fx2) 

& va = log(l/sl) 

& va = 
& lik = sum(lfz)+sum(lpxl)-sum(lfx2)+sum(va) 

Print lik 

Stop 
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(b) Model 2: different starting constant duration of primary moult 

( different common slope) 

"In 

n by sample 

program it is that there are 4 years 

Open name='datafile.dat';channel=2 

Variate day,moult 

year 

Variate (O)] y 

starting in year 79" 

Read[Print=* ,levels 

Calculate wl moult>O 

day,moult; condition=(moult.ne.0) 

Model moult 

Terms [full=yes] year*day 

[Print=model,summary,estimates;constant=omit;Fprobability=yes; \ 

Tprobabi!ity=yes] year+day 

estimates=est;deviance=dev 

day,moult 

Scalar all,al2,al3,al4,beta 

all= 

& al2 = 
& est$[3] 

& a14 est$[4] 

& 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year .eq. 79 

Calculate fv 

day,fv 

Calculate fv a12+beta*day 

Restrict day,fv 
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Calculate fv = al3+beta *day 

Restrict day,f v 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year-.eq.82 

Calculate fv = al4+beta*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Calculate sl = Sqrt(dev/(n-2)) 

"Replace nmax by the maximum number of iterations" 

For [ntimes=nmaxl 

Calculate z = fv /sl 

& fa= normal(z) 

& pz = 0.3989*exp(-(z"""2)/2) 

& hz = (sl *pz)/(1-fz) 

& hz = Mvreplace (hz;y) 

& nl = wl *moult+(l-wl)*(fv-hz) 

& vl = (1-wl)*(sl **2+fv hz-hz**2) 

Model nl 

Terms [fu ll=yes] year*day 

Fit [Print=model,summary,estimates;constant=omit;Fprobability= yes; \ 

Tprobability=yes] year+day 

Rkeep fittedvalues=fv;estimates=est;deviance= dev 

Scalar al a2,a3,a4,b 

Calculate al = est$[1] 

& a2 = est$[2J 

& a3 = est$(3J 

& a4 = est$[4J 

& b = est$[5] 
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Exit [exp='Convergence') abs( (all-al) <0.0001) .and.abs( (al2-a2)<0 .0001)\ 

.and .abs( (beta-b)<0 .0001) .and.abs( (al3-a3) <0.0001) .and.abs( ( al4-a4)<0.0001) 

If (abs(a11-al) >0.0001).or.( abs( al2-a2) >0.0001) .or.( abs(al3-a3) >0.0001) \ 

.or. ( abs( al4-a4) > 0 .0001) .or. ( abs(beta-b )>0.0001) 

Calculate a ll = a l 

& al2 = a2 

& al3 = a3 
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& al4 = a4 

& beta.= b 

Endif 

Calculate v2 = (n1-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2))/n 

If s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

Endif 

End for 

. Calculate v2 = (nl-fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2})/n 

If s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

Eodif 

Calculate meanl = -al /t) 

& mean2 = -a2/b 

& meao3 = -a3/b 

& mean4 = -a4/b 

& tau= 1/b 

& sig = sl/h 

Print meanl,mean2,mean3,mean4,tau,sl,s1g 

"Compute the full log likelihood" 

Calculate z = f v /sl 

& fa = normal(z) 

& lfz = log(l-fz) 

& lfz = (1-wl)*lfz 

& xl = (mou1t/sl-z) 

& px1 = 0.3989*exp(-(xl **2)/2) 

& lpxl = log(pxl) 

& lpxl = wl *lpxl 

& x2 = (1-fv)/sl 

& fx2 = normal(x2) 

& lfx2 = log(fx2) 

C HAPTER 6 
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& va = log(l/sl) 

& Va= wl *va 

& lik = sum(lfz)+sum(lpxl)-sum(Jfx2)+sum(va) 

Print lik 

Stop 
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(c) Model 3: different starting dates and durations of primary moult (different 

y -intercepts and slopes) 

"Replace n by sample size" 

1'In this program it is assumed that there· is 4 years of data starting in year 79" 

U nits[nvalues=n] 

Open name='datafile.dat';channel=2 

Variate day,moult 

Factor year 

Variate [values= n(O)] y 

Read[Print:=* ;channel=2;end=*) day,moult,yearjFrepresentation=2 (*) ,levels 

Close channel:::::2 

Calculate wl = moult>O 

Restri ct day, maul t; condition= ( moult . ne.O) 

Model moult 

Terms [fu ll = yes] year*day 

Fjt [Print=model,summary1estimates;constant=omit;Fprobability=yes; \ 

Tprobability=yes] year+year .day 

Rkeep estimates=est;deviance= dev 

Restrict day,moult 

Scalar all ,al2 ,al3,a14, bel 1be2 b3,b4 

Calculate all= est$[1 ] 

& al2 = est$(2] 

& a.13 = est$[3] 

1k a.14 = est$(4] 

& bel = est$[5] 
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& be2 = est$(6] 

& be3 = est$[7] 

& be4 = est$[8] 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year.eq. 79 

Calculate fv = all+bel *day 

Restrict day,fv 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year.eq.80 

Calculate fv = al2+be2*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Restrict day,f vjcondition=year .eq .81 

Calculate fv = a.13+be3*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Restrict day,fv;condition=year.eq ,82 

Calculate fv = al4+bc4*day 

Restrict day,fv 

Calculate sl = Sqrt(dev/(n-2)) 

''Replace nmax by the maximum number of iterations" 

For [ntimes= nmax] 

Calculate z = f v /sl 

& fz = normal(z) 

& pz = 0.3989*expHz**2)/2) 

& hz = (sl "'pz)/(1-fz) 

& hz = Mvreplace (hz;y) 

& nl = wl *moult+(l-wl)*(fv-hz) 

& vl = (l-wl)*(s1**2+fv*hz-hz**2) 

Model nl 

Terms [full=yes] year*day 

CHAPTER 6 

Fit (Print=model,summary,estimates;constant=omit;Fprobability= ycs; \ 

Tprobability=yes} year+year.day 

Rkeep fitted val ues=f v ;estimates=est ;deviance=dev 

Scalar al,a2,a3,a4,bl,b2,b3,b4 

Calculate al = est$[1 J 

& a2 = est$f2l 
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& a3 = est$[3] 

& a4 == est$(4) 

& bl = est$[5) 

& b2 = est$[6] 

& b3 = est$[7] 

& b4 == est$(8] 

Scalar d 1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,d7 ,d8 

Calculate dl = abs (all-al) 

& d2 = abs(al2-a2) 

& d3 = abs(al3-a3) 

& d4 = abs(al4-a4) 

& d5 = abs(bel~bl) 

& d6 = abs(be2-b2) 

& d7 = abs(be3-b3) 

& dB = abs(be4-b4) 
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Exit [exp= 'Convergence') (dl <0.0001).and.(d2<0.0001).and.(d3<0.0001) .and . \ 

(d4<0.0001).and .( dS<0.0001) .and .(d6<0.0001) .and. ( d7 <0.0001) .and .(d8 < 0.0001) 

If (dl>0.0001) .or.( d2>0 .0001) .or.(d3>0 .0001).or.(d4> 0.0001) .or. \ 

( d5>0.0001).or .( d6>0.0001) .or. ( d 7>0.0001) ,or.( d8>0.0001) .or . 

Calculate all = al 

& a.12 = a2 

& al3 = a3 

& al4 = a4 

& bel = bl 

& be2 = b2 

& be3 = b3 

& be4 = b4 

Endif 

Ca lculate v2 = (nl- fv)**2 

& s2 = (sum(vl)+sum(v2))/n 

If s2>0 

Calculate sl = sqrt(s2) 

Endif 
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Endfor 

Calculate v2 

& s2 (sum 

If 

(nl-fv) 

sl = 

(v2))/n 

Calculate meanl -al/bl 

& = -a2/b2 

& -a3/b3 

& mean4 

& taul = 1/bl 

& tau2 l/b2 

& tau3 = 
& tau4 = 
Print meanl,mean2,mean3,mean4,taul,tau2,tau3,tau4,s 

"Compute the full likelihood" 

Calculate z fv /sl 

& fz = normal(z) 

& log(l-fz) 

& lfz = (1-wl)*lfz 

& xl = (moult/sl-z) 

& 0.3989*exp(-(xl **2)/2) 

& log(pxl) 

& lpxl = wl *lpxl 

& = (1-fv)/sl 

& = normal(x2) 

& lfx2 log(fx2) 

& va = 
& va = wl*va 

& lik sum(lfz)+sum(lpxl)-sum(lfx2)+sum 

Print lik 

CHAPTER 6 
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APPENDIX 5 

Parameter estimates for model 4, obtained using the Newton-Raphson algorithm 

Table Al. Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters ,of primary moult (days) 

of Willow Warble rs at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, under the assumption that 

the mean starting dates µh, durations Th and standard deviations Oh vary between years, 

h = 1, ... , 11, using the Newton-Raphson algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estim-

ates for the moult parameters. Estimates (standard errors) of mean completion dates oh 
(oh = µh + Th) of primary moult are also given. 

Parameter Data type 2 Data type 5 

Year estimates All Male Female Al'I Male Female 

1979 -t µI 39.l (2.2) 35.2 (2.7) 44.8 (3.7) 39.1 (2.2) 35.2 (2.7) 44.8 (3.7) 

9 July 5 July 15 July 9 July 5 July 15 July 

1980 µ2 45.6 (2.5) 39.8 (2.7) 54.2 (4.6) 45.5 (2.5) 39.5 (2.6) 54.1 (4.6) 
16July 10 July 24 July 16 July l OJuly 24 July 

1981 µ 3 43.5 (2.3) 35.8 (1.5) 46.5 (3.1) 43.9 (2.4) 35.8 (1.5) 46.6 (3.2) 

14 July 6 July 17 July 14 July 6 July 17 July 

1982 µ4 42.6 (1.8) 34.8 (1.3) 50.0 (3.0) 42.9 (1.9) 34.9 (1.3) 50.2 (3.2) 

13 July 5 July 20 July 13 July 5 July 20 July 

1983 µ5 41.1 (2.1) 29.7 (2.1) 49.l (2.7) 41.1 (2.2) 29.6 (2.2) 48.7 (2.9) 

11 July 30 June 19 July 11 Ju ly 30 June 19July 

1984 µe 43.1 (3.2) 30.2 (2.3) 51.1 (5.0) 43.2 (3.3) 30.2 (2.3) 51.l (5.0) 

13 July 30 June 21 July 13 July 30 June 21 July 

1985 µ7 51.0 (2.3) 41.3 (1.7) 57 .3 {1.3) 51 .0 (2.4) 41.3 (1.7) 57.1 (1.3) 

21 July 11 July 27 July 21 July 11 July 27 July 

1986 µg 39.6 (3.0) 31.1 (2.0) 45.1 {5.7) 40.2 (3.3) 31.3 {2.1) 45.7 {6.2) 

10 July 1 July 15July 10 July 1 July 16 July 

1987 µ9 43.7 (2.3) 34.9 (1.2) 47.6 (2.6) 43.8 (2.4) 34.9 (1.2) 47.4 (2.0) 

14 July 5 July 18 July 14 July 5 July 17 July 

1988 il10 38.8 (2.2) 31.2 (1.3) 46.5 ( 4.0) 39.1 (2.4) 30.3 (1.1) 46.8 (4.2) 

9 Ju•y 1 July 17 July 9 July 30 June 17 July 

1989 µu 37.3 (1.9) 26.7 (1.5) 48.6 (2.7) 37 .3 (2.0) 26.7 (1.6) 48.6 (2.7) 

7 July 27 June 19 July 7 July 27 June 17 July 
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Table Al (continued). Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult 

(days) of Willow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, under the assumption 

that the mean starting dates µh , durations Th and standard deviations ah vary between 

years, h = 1, ... , 11, using the Newton-Raphson algorithm to obtain maximum likeli hood 

estimates for the moult parameters. Estimates (standard errors) of mean completion dates 

oh (oh= µ1i +Th) of primary moult are also given. 

Parameter Data type 2 Data. type 5 

Year estimates All Male Female All Male Female 

1979 T1 45.8 (4.3) 44.4 (7.7) 51.9 (6.6) 45. (4.3) 44.4 (7.7) 51.9 (6.6) 

1980 r2 48 .2 (3.5) 51.1 (4.4) 42.9 (5.6) 52.0 (3.7) 57 .3 (5.2) 44.4 (5.7) 

1981 T3 41.8 (3.4) 34 .6 (2.5) 52.0 (5.0) 47.4 (4.2) 34.6 (2.5) 55.8 (5.5) 

1982 T,i 37.6 (2.4) 41.7 (2.0) 33.9 (4.1) 41.2 (2.9) 42 .0 (2.1) 38.9 (4.9) 

1983 T5 44.7 ( 4.3) 55.1 (4.1) 34.7 (6.9) 48.0 (4.9) 56.2 (4.4) 43.0 (9.1) 

1984 T5 36.8 (5.1) 44.0 ( 4.2) 27.8 (6.8) 37.8 (5.4) 44.1 (4.3) 27.8 (6.8) 

1985 77 30.0 (3.5) 37.8 (2.3) 21.7 (2.1) 33.2 (4.1) 37.8 (2.3) 24.2 (2.7) 

1986 Tg 45.7 (4.2) 50.0 (2.9) 44.3 (7.7) 49.4 (4.8) 50.3 (3.0) 48.2 (8.5) 

1987 T9 40.2 (3.9) 39 .7 (2.5) 42.3 (2 . 7) 40.9 (4.2) 39.7 (2.5) 42.7 (2.1) 

1988 rw 41.6 (3.5) 53.0 (2.7) 34.2 (5.9} 46.6 (4.5} 63.8 (3.4) 37 .2 (6.8) 

1989 ~ 

37.2 (2.8) 41.7 (2.6) 29.6 (4.1) 42.2 (3.7) 43.5 (3 .1) 30.9 (4.4) T11 

1979 01 11.7 (1.5) 9.2 (2.0) 11.6 (2.2) 11.7(1.5) 9.2 (2 .0) 11.6 (2.2) 

1980 ~ 

11.0 (1.4) .7 (1.7) 11 .6 (2.0) 11.0 (1.4) 8.7 (1.7) 11.4 (2.0) a2 

1981 &3 12.1 (1.4) 3.9 (0.9) 12.3 (1.9) 12.9 (1.6) 3.9 (0.9} 12.6 (2.1) 

1982 a4 9.8 (0.9) 4.6 (0.7) 10.8 (1 .5) 10.6 (1.1) 4.8 (0.7) 11.5 (1.8) 

1983 a5 11.3 (1.4) 7.6 (1.4) 9.1 (1.9) 11.6 (1.5) 7.7 (1.4) 9.6 (2.0) 

1984 <75 11.4 (2.1) 5.1 (1.5) 10.4 (2.9) 11.7 (2.2) 5.2 (1.6) 10.4 (3.0) 

1985 a1 6.6 (1.2) 2.3 (0.8) 2.2 (0.8) 6.9 (1.4) 2.3 (0.8) 2.2 (0.8) 

1986 i1s 10.4 (1.6) 4.9 (1.1) 11.8 (2.9) 11.3 (1.9) 5.1 (1.2) 12.4 (3 .3) 

1987 ag 9.5 (1.5) 3.7 (0.8) 0.71 (0.3) 9.7 (1.6) 3.7 (0.8) 0.69 (0.3) 

1988 &10 9.7 (1.3) 4.0 (0.9) 11.2 (2.2) 10.5 {1.5) 3.2 (0.7) 11.9 (2.5) 

1989 au 10.4 (1.1) 5.6 (0 .9) 8.2 (1.5) 11.5 (1.4) 5.9 (1.1) 8.5 {1.6) 
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Table Al (continued). Estimates (standard errors) of the parameters of primary moult 

(days) of Willow Warblers at Lake Ladoga, St Petersburg, Russia, under the assumption 

that the mean starting dates µh, du rations Tit and standard deviations a11 vary between 

years, h = l, . . . 11 , using the Newton-Ra.phson algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood 

estimates for the moult parameters. Bstimates (standard errors) of mean completion dates 

81t (811. = µh + r1i) of primary moult are also given . 

Parameter Data type 2 Data type 5 

Year estimates All Ma.le , Female All Male Female 

1979 
~t 
81 84.9 (5.8) 79.6 (6.9) 96.7 (5.7) 84.9 (3.7) 79.6 (6.9) 96.7 (5.7) 

24 Aug 19 Aug 5 Sep 24 Aug 19 Aug 5 Sep 

1980 6. 93.8 (2.6) 90.9 (3 .5) 97 .l (3.6) 97.5 (2 .9) 96 .8 (4.4) 98.5 (3.7) 

2 Sep 30 Aug 5 Sep 6 Sep 5 Sep 7 Sep 

1981 83 85.3 (2.7) 70.4 (1.9) 98.5 (4 .2) 91,3 (3. 7) 70.4 (1.9) 102.4 (5.0) 

24 Aug 9 Aug 7 Sep 30 Aug 9 Aug 10 Sep 

1982 84 80.2 (1.7) 76.5 (1.5) 83.9 (2.9) 84 .1 (2.3) 76.9 (1.7) 89.1 (3.9) 

19 Aug 16 Aug 23 Aug 23 Aug 16 Aug 28 Aug 

1983 8s 85.8 (3 .9) 84.8 (3.4) 83.8 (6.1) 89.1 (4.5) 85.8 (3.7) 91.7 (8.4) 

25 Aug 24 Aug 23 Aug 28 Aug 25 Aug 31 Aug 

1984 05 79.9 {4.4) 74.2 (3.6) 78.9 (5 .8) 81.0 (4.9) 74.3 (3.8) 78.9 (5.8) 

19 Aug 13 Aug 18 Aug 20 Aug 13 Aug 18 Aug 

1985 87 81 .0 (2.6) 79.1 {1 .4) 79.0 (1.5) 84.2 {4 .7) 79.1 (1.4) 81.3 (2.2) 

20 Aug 18 Aug 18 Aug 23 Aug 18 Aug 20 Aug 

1986 Fa 5.3 (2.9) 81.1 (2.1) 89.4 (5.6) 89.6 (4.0) 81.6 (3.1) 93.9 (10.5) 

24 Aug 20 Aug 28 Aug 29 Aug 21 Aug 2 Sep 

1987 69 83.9 (3.4) 74.6 (2.0) 89.9 (0.4) 84.7 (3.8) 74.6 (2 .0) 90.1 (0.4) 

23 Aug 14 Aug 29 Aug 24 Aug 14 Aug 29 Aug 

1988 810 80.4 (2 .8) 84.2 (2.2) 80.7 (4.7) 85.7 (4 .0) 94 .1 (3 .1) 84.0 (5.8) 

20 Aug 23 Aug 20 Aug 25 Aug 2 Sep 23 Aug 

1989 8i1 74.5 (2.1) 68.4 (2.0) 78.2 (2.9) 79.5 (3.1) 70.2 (2.7) 79.5 (3.3) 

14 Aug 7 Aug 17 Aug 19 Aug 9 Aug 19 Aug 

tMea.n starting date and mean completion date are in days s1nce 1 June (i .e. day 1 = 1 

June) 






